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THE NUN CHIYONO STUDIED FOR YEARS, BUT WAS UNABLE TO FIND ENLIGHTENMENT.
ONE NIGHT, SHE WAS CARRYING AN OLD PAIL FILLED WITH WATER. AS SHE WAS WALKING
ALONG, SHE WAS WATCHING THE FULL MOON REFLECTED IN THE PAIL OF WATER.
SUDDENLY, THE BAMBOO STRIPS THAT HELD THE PAIL TOGETHER BROKE, AND THE PAIL
FELL APART. THE WATER RUSHED OUT; THE MOON'S REFLECTION DISAPPEARED -- AND
CHIYONO BECAME ENLIGHTENED. SHE WROTE THIS VERSE:
THIS WAY AND THAT WAY I TRIED TO KEEP THE PAIL TOGETHER, HOPING THE WEAK
BAMBOO WOULD NEVER BREAK.
SUDDENLY THE BOTTOM FELL OUT. NO MORE WATER; NO MORE MOON IN THE WATER --
EMPTINESS IN MY HAND.

Enlightenment is always sudden. There is no gradual progress towards it, because all

gradualness belongs to the mind and enlightenment is not of the mind. All degrees belong to

the mind and enlightenment is beyond it. So you cannot grow into enlightenment, you simply

jump into it. You cannot move step by step; there are no steps. Enlightenment is just like an

abyss, either you jump or you don't jump.

You cannot have enlightenment in parts, in fragments. It is a totality -- either you are in it

or out of it, but there is no gradual progression. Remember this thing as one of the most

basic: it happens unfragmented, complete, total. It happens as a whole, and that is the reason

why mind is always incapable of understanding. Mind can understand anything which can be



divided. Mind can understand anything which can be reached through installments, because

mind is analysis, division, fragmentation. Mind can understand parts; the whole always

eludes it. So if you listen to the mind you will never attain.

That's what happened: this nun, Chiyono, studied for years and years and nothing

happened. Mind can study about God, about enlightenment, about the ultimate. It can even

pretend that everything has been understood. But God is not something you have to

understand. Even if you know everything about God, you don't know him; knowledge is not

'about'. Whenever you say 'about', you belong to the outside. You may be moving round and

round, but you have not entered the circle.

When someone says, "I know about God," he says he doesn't know anything at all,

because how can you know anything about God? God is the center, not the periphery. You

can know about matter -- because matter has no center in it, it is just the periphery. You

cannot know about consciousness: there is no self, there is no one inside. Matter is only the

outside; you can know about it. Science is knowledge. The very word science means

knowledge -- knowledge of the periphery, knowledge about something where the center

doesn't exist. Whenever the center is approached through the periphery, you miss it.

You have to become it; that is the only way to know it. Nothing can be known about God.

You have to be; only being is knowledge there. With the ultimate, 'about and about' means

missing and missing again. You have to enter and become one.

That's why Jesus says, "God is like love" -- not loving, but just like love. You cannot

know anything about love, or can you? You can study and study, you can become a great

scholar, but you have not touched, you have not penetrated. Love can be known only when

you become a lover. Not only that: love can be known only when you become love. Even the

lover disappears, because that too belongs to the outside. Two persons in love become absent.

They are not there. Only love exists, the rhythm of love. There may be two poles of the

rhythm but they are not there. Something of the beyond has come into being. They have

disappeared.

Love exists when you are empty. Knowledge exists when you are filled. Knowledge

belongs to the ego, and the ego can never penetrate to the center; it is the periphery. The

periphery can know only the periphery. You cannot know something which is of the center

through the ego. The ego can study, the ego can make you a great scholar, maybe a religious

scholar, a great pundit. You may know all the Vedas, all the Upanishads, all the Bibles and

Korans, and still you know nothing -- because it is not knowledge from the outside, it is

something which happens when you have entered and you have become one.

THE NUN CHIYONO STUDIED FOR YEARS...

She may have studied for lives. You have been studying for many lives. You have been

moving and moving in a circle. But when somebody moves in a circle, a very great illusion is

created: you feel you are progressing. You always feel you are moving, and you are still not

going anywhere, because you are moving in a circle. You go on repeating. That is why

Hindus have called this world samsara. Samsara means the wheel, the circular. You move

and move and move and never reach anywhere, and you always feel that you are reaching.

"Now the goal is nearer because I have walked so much." Just try moving in a big circle. You

can never see it as a circle, because you know only part of it. So it is always a road, a way.

This is what has been happening for many lives.

Chiyono studied and studied, BUT WAS UNABLE TO FIND ENLIGHTENMENT -- not

because enlightenment is difficult, but because when you study it you miss the whole point.



You are on the wrong track. It is as if someone is trying to enter this room through the wall.

Not that entering this room is difficult, but you have to enter through the door. If you try

through the wall it looks difficult, almost impossible. It is not. It is you who are on the wrong

track. Many, many people, whenever they start the journey, they start through study, through

learning, through knowledge, information, philosophy, systems, theology. They start from the

'about'; then they are knocking against the wall.

Jesus says, "Knock and the door shall be opened unto you." But please remember if it is a

door or not. Don't go on knocking on the wall, otherwise no door shall be opened unto you.

And, in fact, when you knock at the door, when you really reach near the door, you will find

it has always been open. It has always been waiting for you. A door is a waiting, a door is a

welcoming, a door is a receptivity. It has been waiting for you, and you have been knocking

on the wall. What is the wall? When you start through knowledge and not through being, you

are knocking at the wall.

Become, be! Don't gather information. If you want to know love, be a lover. If you want

to know God, be meditation. If you want to enter the infinite, be prayer. But be! Don't know

about prayer. Don't try to accumulate what others have said about it. Learning will not help;

rather, unlearning will help. Drop whatsoever you know, so that you can know. Drop all

information and all scriptures, forget all Korans and Bibles and Gitas; they are the barriers,

they are the wall. And if you go on knocking against that wall, those doors will never open,

because there are no doors. And people are knocking against the Koran, knocking against the

Vedas, knocking against the Bible, and no door opens. They go on studying and studying,

and they go on missing like the nun Chiyono: she STUDIED FOR YEARS, BUT WAS

UNABLE TO FIND ENLIGHTENMENT.

What is enlightenment? It is becoming aware who you are. It is nothing to do with the

outside world. It is nothing to do with what others have said. What others have said is

irrelevant. You are there! Why go and consult the Bible and the Koran and the Gita? Close

your eyes and you are there in your infinite glory. Close the eyes and the doors are open.

Because you are there you need not ask anybody. You ask... then you will miss. The very

asking shows that you think you are somewhere else. The very asking shows that you are

asking for a map. And for the inner world there is no map -- there is no need, because you are

not moving to an unknown destination.

Really, you are not moving at all. You are there. You are the goal. You are not the seeker,

you are the enlightenment. So what is enlightenment? One state -- when you seek without --

is unenlightenment; another state -- when you seek within -- is enlightenment. So the only

difference is of a focusing. If you focus out, you are unenlightened. If you focus in, you are

enlightened. So the only question is of a turning.

The Christian word conversion is beautiful, but they have used it in a horrible way.

Conversion doesn't mean to make a Hindu a Christian or to make a Christian a Hindu.

Conversion means a turning. Conversion means a turning to the source, turning within; then

you are converted. And your consciousness can flow in two ways, outwards or inwards; these

are the two possibilities for the stream of your consciousness to flow. Outwards it can flow

for many, many lives -- it will never reach to the goal, because the goal is at the source. The

goal is not ahead, it is behind. The goal is not somewhere where you will reach. The goal is

somewhere where you have already left. The source is the goal. This has to be understood

very deeply. If you can go backwards to the first point of your beginning, you reach the goal.

Enlightenment is to go to the source, and the source is within you; life is there flowing,

throbbing, continuously beating within you. Why ask others? Studying means asking others.



Asking about yourself and asking others? This is foolishness par excellence. This is absolute

absurdity -- asking about yourself and asking others. That's what study means: looking for the

answer. And you are the answer!

CHIYONO STUDIED FOR YEARS, BUT WAS UNABLE TO FIND ENLIGHTENMENT.

It is natural, obvious. Nothing was wrong in it. She was looking out, studying.

Another thing to remember: your being is life, and no scripture can be alive. Scriptures

are bound to be dead. Scriptures are corpses, and you are asking the dead about your life.

This is not possible. Krishna will not be of much help, neither will Jesus -- unless you

become a Krishna or a Jesus. Life cannot be answered by the dead. And if you think that you

will find the answer, you will be more and more burdened by the answers, and the answer

will remain unknown. This is what happens to a man who is studying, who is a thinker, who

is a philosopher. He goes on being burdened by his own efforts -- words and words and

words -- and is lost. And the answer was always there. Just a turning-in was needed.

No, nobody will answer you. Don't go to anybody, go to yourself. And whenever you

reach a master, all that he can do is help you to reach yourself, that's all. No master can give

you the answer, no master can give you the key. The master can only help you to look within,

that's all. The key is there, the treasure is there, everything is there.
ONE NIGHT, SHE WAS CARRYING AN OLD PAIL FILLED WITH WATER. AS SHE WAS WALKING
ALONG, SHE WAS WATCHING THE FULL MOON REFLECTED IN THE PAIL OF WATER.
SUDDENLY, THE BAMBOO STRIPS THAT HELD THE PAIL TOGETHER BROKE, AND THE PAIL
FELL APART. THE WATER RUSHED OUT; THE MOON'S REFLECTION DISAPPEARED -- AND
CHIYONO BECAME ENLIGHTENED.
ONE NIGHT SHE WAS CARRYING AN OLD PAIL FILLED WITH WATER.

You are also carrying a very, very old, ancient pail filled with water. That is your mind,

filled with thoughts. It is the most ancient thing that you are carrying, almost dead.

Mind is always old, it is never new. It cannot be, by its very nature, because mind means

the memory. How can the memory be new? Mind means the known. How can the known be

new? Mind means the past. How can the past be new? Look at your mind: all that it carries is

old, dead. The moment you come to know, it is already past. When you recognize something

that you have known, it is already gone. It is not here and now, it has moved into the world of

the dead.

So mind by its very nature, mind as such, is old. That's why, through mind, nothing

original is ever born. Mind cannot be original, mind can only be repetitive. So mind goes on

repeating. It may repeat in thousands of ways, it may repeat in new words, but the thing

remains the same. Mind cannot know, cannot come to encounter the fresh, the young, the

new. Whenever you encounter the fresh, the young, the new, mind has to be put aside,

because only then your eyes are not filled with the past, not filled with the dust of the past;

then your mirror can mirror that which is here and now.

All that is new is born out of consciousness, not out of mind. Consciousness is your

innermost source. Mind is the dust gathered in many of your journeys, as if you have never

taken a bath. And you have been journeying and journeying, and everything gets dirty and

dust gathers, and you have never taken a bath. Your mind has never taken a bath. You cling

to it. It is absolutely dirty. And all methods of meditation are nothing but methods to bathe

this mind, to take a bath, the inner bath, so the dust is thrown away and the hidden

consciousness comes to the surface and can encounter the reality.

The reality is there, you are there, but the encounter is not there because between you and



the reality is the mind. Whatsoever you see, you see through the mind. Whatsoever you hear,

you hear through the mind -- and then you are almost deaf, almost blind. Jesus goes on saying

to his disciples, "If you have ears to hear, hear me. If you have eyes to see, see." They all had

eyes like you. They all had ears like you. But Jesus knows, as I know, that you are deaf, you

are blind.

Whenever you hear through the mind you are not hearing, because the mind interprets,

the mind colors, the mind changes, mixes itself; and anything that reaches to you is now

already old. The mind has done its trick. The mind has given its own meaning, the

interpretation. The mind has commented.

That's why, unless you become a right listener.... Right listening means the capacity to

listen without the mind. Right seer means the capacity to look without the mind, the capacity

to look without interpreting, judging, condemning; without evaluation, without saying yes or

no. When I speak to you, I can even see your mind nodding yes or no. Even if the nod is

invisible, I can see it. You may not be aware, sometimes you say yes -- the mind has

interpreted. Sometimes you say no -- the mind has interpreted, the mind has come in,

evaluating. You have missed.

Just listening, not judging, suddenly you become aware that this mind has been the whole

trouble. It is old -- one thing to remember -- and it can never be new. So never think that you

have an original mind. No mind can be original, all minds are old, repetitive. That's why

mind always likes repetition, and is always against the new. Because the mind has created the

society, the society is always against the new. The mind has created the state, the civilization,

the morality; they are all against the new.

Whatsoever is created by the mind will always be against the new. You cannot find

anything more orthodox than mind.

No revolution is possible with the mind. So if you are a revolutionary through the mind,

don't deceive yourself. A communist cannot be a revolutionary, because he has never

meditated. His communism is through the mind. He has changed bibles -- he doesn't believe

in Jesus, he believes in Marx; or he believes in Mao, the latest edition of Marx -- but he

believes. He is as orthodox as any Hindu, any Catholic, any Mohammedan. The orthodoxy is

the same, because orthodoxy doesn't depend on what you believe. The orthodoxy depends on

whether you believe through the mind; the orthodoxy depends on the mind. Mind is the most

orthodox element in the world, the most conformist.

So whatsoever mind creates can never be new, will always be old, and will always insist

against the new; it will be always counter-revolutionary. That's why in the world there is no

revolution other than the religious revolution; there cannot be. Only religion can be

revolutionary, because religion hits at the very source. It drops the mind, the old pail, and

then, suddenly, everything is new, because mind was making everything old through its

interpretation. Suddenly you are a child again. Your eyes are fresh and young, you look at

things without knowledge, without learning. Suddenly the trees have a freshness. The

greenery has changed -- it is not dull, it is alive. Suddenly the song of a bird is absolutely

different.

This is what is happening to many people through drugs. Aldous Huxley became so

fascinated with drugs because of this. All over the world the new generation is so attracted by

drugs. The reason is this: because the drug for a moment, or for a few moments, chemically

puts the mind aside. You look at the world -- now the colors all around are simply

miraculous. You had never seen such a thing. An ordinary flower becomes the whole

existence, carries the whole glory of the divine. An ordinary leaf becomes so deep, as if the



whole truth is revealed through it. Everything and anything immediately changes. The drug

cannot change the world; the drug is only chemically putting your mind aside.

But you can become addicted to it -- then the mind has absorbed the drug also. Only once,

in the beginning, for the first time, or twice or three times, you can deceive the mind

chemically. By and by, the mind becomes attuned to the drug, the mind again takes its

mastery. The original shock is lost. It becomes addicted to the drug. Then it demands, and

now the demand is coming from the mind. Now, by and by, even chemically you will not be

able to push the mind aside. It will be there, you will be addicted. Trees will again become

old, colors will not be so radiant, things will again become dull. The drug has killed you; it

couldn't kill the mind.

The drug can only give you a shock treatment. It is a shock to the whole body chemistry.

In that shock, the old adjustment is broken. Gaps are there; through the gaps you can look,

but this cannot be made a practice. You cannot practice a drug. Sooner or later it becomes

part of the mind; the mind takes over. Then everything is old again.

Only meditation can kill the mind, nothing else. Meditation is mind suicide, mind

committing suicide. If you can put the mind aside -- without any chemicals, without any

physical means -- then YOU become the master. And when you are the master, everything is

new. It has been always so. From the very beginning to the very end, everything is new,

young, fresh. Death has never occurred in this world. It is life eternal.

ONE NIGHT, SHE WAS CARRYING AN OLD PAIL FILLED WITH WATER...

You are also carrying the old pail filled with water. Mind is the old pail, and thoughts are

the water. And because you value thoughts so much, you cannot throw this old pail. Because

then what will happen to your thoughts? You cling to them as if they are a very deep source

of bliss, a deep source of silence; as if through thoughts you are going to achieve life and the

hidden treasures of life. You have never achieved anything like that through thoughts. It is

simply a hopeless hope.

What have you achieved through thoughts? Nothing but anxiety, tension. But you cling to

them in the hope that some day or other, somewhere in the future, through your thinking, you

are going to achieve the truth. Up to now, nothing like that has happened, and it is not going

to happen any day. It is not going to happen ever, because truth is nothing to be thought. It is

there. You just have to look. There is no need to think about it. Thinking is needed if it is not

there, if you are groping in the dark. But there is no darkness in existence; existence is

absolute light. You need not grope. You are unnecessarily groping with closed eyes, and you

think, "If I leave groping, I will be lost." Thinking is groping.

Meditation is opening the eyes. Meditation is looking. That is why Hindus have called it

darshan. Darshan means looking -- looking at, not thinking about. The very looking

transforms. But you carry thoughts in this old pail, and you go on patching the pail, caring

about it: if it breaks, what will happen to your valuable thoughts? And they are not valuable

at all.

One day do this, a little experiment. Close your doors and sit in the room, and just start

writing your thoughts -- whatsoever comes in your mind. Don't change them, because you

need not show this piece of paper to anybody. Just go on writing for ten minutes and then

look at them: this is what your thinking is. If you look at them, you will think this is some

madman's work. If you show that piece of paper to your most intimate friend, he will also

look at you and think, "Have you gone crazy?" And it is the same situation with him also. But



we go on hiding the craziness. We have faces, and behind those faces we are madmen.

Why do you value this thinking so much? You have become addicted to it -- it is a drug,

it is chemical. Remember well, thinking is chemical, it is a drug. Whenever you start

thinking, you are in a sort of hypnotic sleep. That's why you have become addicted -- just like

opium. You can forget the world, the worries, the responsibilities. You just start a different

type of world within yourself: dreaming, thinking.

Those who have been working for a long time on the science of sleep, they say that sleep

is needed for dreaming. And if you ask them why dreaming is needed, they say it is needed

so that you can remain sane, because in dreams you can throw your insanity. The whole night

is a catharsis. In your dreaming you are throwing your insanity, and by the morning you can

behave sanely. The whole day you can behave in a sane way, because the whole night is there

to behave in an insane way. Scientists say that if you are deprived of your dreaming and sleep

for a few days you will go mad, because the catharsis will not be there and then madness will

start erupting. You will explode.

In the night you dream -- that's a catharsis. In the day you think -- that is also a catharsis,

and it helps you to be sleepy. It is a drug. You need not worry what is happening. You just

close yourself within your thoughts. And they are well known to you, you feel cozy, it is your

own home; howsoever dirty and old, but you have been living in it for so long that you are

accustomed to it. You have become accustomed to your prison. It happens to prisoners: if

they are for a long time in the jail, they become afraid of coming out, they become afraid of

freedom. There is a fear of freedom, because it will bring new responsibilities. And there is

nothing like coming out of the mind -- it is absolute freedom. Hindus have called it moksha,

the absolute freedom. There is nothing like it -- the prison is shattered, you are simply under

the infinite sky. Fear grips you; you want to go back to your home -- your cozy home, walled,

fenced.

If the infinite is not there, you are not afraid. The infinite always looks like death. You

have become accustomed to the finite, with boundaries clearcut, distinctions clearly made.

That's why you cannot throw the thoughts, you cannot throw the pail. Rather, you go on

making the pail bigger and bigger and bigger, and it is just like your belly; the more thoughts

you put in it, the more it goes on expanding. And the belly may burst if you eat too much, but

not the mind.

An ordinary mind can contain all the libraries of the world. In your small head there are

seventy million cells, and each cell can carry at least one million pieces of information. No

computer has yet been developed which can be compared to your mind. Within your small

head, you carry the whole world. And it goes on expanding.

Chiyono studied and studied -- she put more and more water in the old pail. She could not

find enlightenment. But:

ONE NIGHT, SHE WAS CARRYING AN OLD PAIL FILLED WITH WATER. AS SHE WAS WALKING
ALONG, SHE WAS WATCHING THE FULL MOON REFLECTED IN THE PAIL OF WATER.

The full moon was there high in the heaven, and in the water, in the pail, it was reflected,

and she was looking at it. That is what is happening to everyone. This is not a story, this is

not an anecdote, it is a fact -- this is happening to you. You have never looked at the full

moon. You cannot. You always look at the moon reflected in your water, in your thoughts.

That's why Hindus -- particularly Shankara -- have said: All that you know is maya, illusion.

It is as if you are looking at the moon in the water, a reflection, not at the true moon. And you



think this is the moon.

Whatsoever you see, you see through the reflection. Your eyes reflect; your eyes are just

mirrors. Your ears reflect -- all your senses are just mirrors, they reflect. And then there is the

greatest of all mirrors, your mind; it reflects. It not only reflects, it comments, interprets.

With the reflection it gives a commentary side by side. It distorts.

Have you seen distorting mirrors? No need to go anywhere, you have that within you -- it

distorts everything. Whatsoever you have known up to now has not been the real moon in the

sky, because with this old pail filled with water, how can you look at the real moon? You go

on looking at the reflection, and the reflection is illusory. That is the meaning of maya,

illusion. Whatsoever you know is maya, it is appearance, not the real. The real comes only

when the pail is broken -- water flows out, reflection disappears.

SUDDENLY, THE BAMBOO STRIPS THAT HELD THE PAIL TOGETHER BROKE, AND THE PAIL
FELL APART.

It happened suddenly; it is like an accident. Try to understand this phenomenon.

Enlightenment is always like an accident because it is unpredictable -- because you cannot

manage, you cannot arrange so that it happens, you cannot cause it to happen. If you can

cause it to happen, it can never be beyond your mind. And if you manage for it to happen, it

will be just a trick of the mind. Many people try to manage it. They do this and that, just

creating the cause for enlightenment to happen, but it is not a causal thing. If you cause it, it

cannot be greater than you. If you cause it, it is absolutely useless. It happens, it cannot be

caused. It is not a continuity with your mind, it is a discontinuous abyss. Suddenly you are

not there and it is there. How can you manage it? If you manage, you will be there.

When Gautam Siddhartha became enlightened, became a Buddha, was he the same man?

No! If the same man becomes enlightened... it is impossible. The continuity is broken; the old

man has simply disappeared. This is an absolutely new man. Siddhartha Gautam, the prince

who had left his palace, wife and child, is there no more. That ego is there no more; that mind

is there no more. That old man is dead -- the old pail has broken. Now this is absolutely new;

this has never been there. That's why we give him a new name, we call him Buddha. We drop

the old name, because that old name belonged to some other identity, to some other

personality, to somebody else. That old name never belonged to this man.

Enlightenment is a discontinuous phenomenon. It is not continuous, because if it is

continuous it can only be at the most a modified past; it cannot be absolutely new, because

the past will continue -- modified, changed a little bit here and there, painted, polished, but

the old will continue. It may be better, but it will still remain the old.

Enlightenment is like an accident. But don't misunderstand me, because when I say

enlightenment is just like an accident, I am not saying don't do anything for it. That is not the

meaning. If you don't do anything for it, even the accident will not happen. The accident

happens only to those who have been doing much for it; but it never happens because of their

doing. This is the problem: it never happens because of their doing; it never happens without

their doing. That doing is not a cause for it to happen. The doing is just a cause which creates

the situation in them so they become accident-prone, that's all.

All your meditations will create just an accident-proneness, that's all. That's why even a

Buddha cannot say when your enlightenment is going to happen. People come to me and they

ask; I tell them, "Soon." It means nothing. Soon may be the next moment, soon may not come

for many lives, because an accident cannot be predicted. If it can be predicted it is not an

accident at all, then it is a continuity.



But don't stop doing things. Don't think that if it is going to happen, it will happen; then it

will never happen. You have to be ready for it, ready for the accident, ready for the unknown

-- ready, waiting, receptive. Otherwise the accident may come and may pass you. You may

be asleep. The unknown may knock at the door and you may not listen. You may be fast

asleep, or you may be talking to someone, or you will interpret that it may be just wind

knocking at the door. You can think so many things -- everybody is a great thinker.

Be ready for the accident. And remember: all that you do is not a cause for it, all that you

do simply creates a situation in you, all that you can do is not a cause, but only an invitation.

The difference is great, because if you think it is a cause then you start demanding. If you

think it is a cause then you say, "Why is it not happening? Why has it not happened to me up

to now?" It creates an inner tension, and if tension is there then it is impossible for it to

happen. You have to be caught unawares. You should be waiting, but not anxious -- relaxed.

You should invite it, but don't be certain that the guest will be coming.

Finally it depends on the guest, not on you. But without the invitation the guest will never

come, that is certain. With your invitation it is not certain that he will come; but with your

no-invitation it is certain that he will not come. With your invitation he may come, the

possibility is there. So wait at the door, but don't be anxious, don't be too certain.

Certainty is of the mind, waiting is of the consciousness. And mind is shallow, all its

certainties are shallow. It can happen any moment. Whenever you are ready to see, to look,

you will come to know that it has always been happening just by the side. You were not

looking at that, you were not looking at that corner.

I have heard: once it happened, Mulla Nasruddin was resting in his chair. His wife was

looking at the street and he was looking at the wall. They were sitting back to back, as

husbands and wives always sit.

Suddenly the wife said, "Nasruddin, look! The richest man of the town is dead, and

thousands of people are going to give him the last send-off."

Nasruddin said, "What a shame I am not facing that way!"

"What a shame I am not facing that way." He will not look -- just a turn of the head.... But

this is what is happening to you. What a shame. You are not looking that way where the

accident is passing, where the unknown is passing.

All meditations will help you only to look towards the unknown, to look towards the

unaccustomed, to look at the stranger. They will make you more open, more open for the

accident. But you cannot cause it.

Even if you are ready, you may have to wait. You cannot force it; you cannot bring it to

you. If you can force it, then religion will be just like science. That's the basic difference

between science and religion. Science can force things because it depends on cause, not on

invitations. Science can make anything because it finds the cause. Once the cause is known,

then anything can be done. Science knows that if you heat water up to one hundred degrees it

will evaporate -- that's a cause. You can be certain: once it is a hundred degrees, the water

starts evaporating. You can force the water to evaporate by heating. You can mix oxygen and

hydrogen and you can force them to become water. You can cause. Science tries to know the

cause.

Religion is different, basically different. And religion can never become a science in that

sense, because it is looking for the uncaused, it is looking for the discontinuous; it is looking

for an absolute conversion. A relative conversion can be caused, a partial transformation can



be caused. But absolute? Nothing of the old and everything new? -- then there must be a gap.

The link cannot be there. There must be a jump. So suddenly the old goes out of existence

and the new comes into existence, and they are not joined together -- the gap is there.

Siddhartha Gautam simply disappears. Gautam Buddha appears -- there is a gap.

This gap has to be remembered. That's why I say enlightenment is just like an accident.

But you have to be continuously working for it, that's the paradox. Listening to me, don't

become lazy. Listening to me, don't just go to sleep. Listening to me, don't start thinking and

reasoning that, "If it is an accident and we cannot cause it, then why meditate? Then why do

this and that? Then simply wait." No, your waiting must not be a lazy waiting. Your waiting

must be alive. You must wait with absolute energy at your disposal. You should not be

waiting like a dead man: you should wait young, fresh, alive, throbbing. Only then that

unknown can happen to you. When you are at the best of your life, at the best of your

capacity, when you are most alive, when you are at the peak -- only then it happens. Only a

peak can meet that great peak; only peaks -- only the similar can meet the same.

Go on working as much as you can, but don't create any demand out of it. Don't say, "I

have done this, now it must happen." There is no must about it. It is a stranger. You go on

writing invitations to it, but it has no address so you cannot post them. You go on throwing

your invitations to the winds; they may reach, they may not reach. God is always a 'perhaps';

but it is beautiful when things are 'perhaps'. When things are certain, the beauty is lost.

Have you ever observed that in life only death is certain and everything else is uncertain?

Everything is uncertain! Whether love will happen or not, nobody knows. Whether you will

be able to sing a song or not, nobody knows. One thing is certain: death. Certainty belongs to

death, never to life. And if you are in search of life eternal, then live in the perhaps. Live

open, waiting, but remembering continuously you cannot cause it to happen. When it

happens, you will disappear.

That is the meaning of this beautiful happening:

SUDDENLY, THE BAMBOO STRIPS THAT HELD THE PAIL TOGETHER BROKE...

Suddenly it happened. But she was working, studying, meditating. She was a great nun.

She had lived for at least thirty, forty years with the master, and she had worked

tremendously.

I must tell you something about Chiyono. She was a very beautiful woman -- rarely

beautiful, unique. When she was young, even the emperor and the princes were after her. She

refused, because she wanted to be a lover only to the divine, so nobody was up to her

expectations, nobody was able to fulfill them.

She went from one monastery to another to take sannyas, to become a nun; but even great

masters refused -- because she was so beautiful she would create trouble. There were so

many monks -- and of course monks are repressed people -- and she was so beautiful that

they will forget God and everything. And she was really beautiful, so everywhere the door

was closed.

The master said, "Your search is okay, but I have to look towards my followers also.

There are five hundred sannyasins; they will go mad. They will forget their meditations, their

scriptures, everything. You will become the god. So Chiyono, don't disturb these poor people,

you go."

So what did Chiyono do? Finding no way, she burned her face, scarred her whole face.

And then she went to a master; he couldn't even recognize whether she was a woman or a



man. Then she was accepted as a nun.

She was so ready. The search was authentic. The accident was worthy, the accident was

earned. She studied, meditated for thirty, forty years continuously. Then suddenly, one night,

the stranger came to her door.

SUDDENLY, THE BAMBOO STRIPS THAT HELD THE PAIL TOGETHER BROKE, AND THE PAIL
FELL APART. THE WATER RUSHED OUT; THE MOON'S REFLECTION DISAPPEARED -- AND
CHIYONO BECAME ENLIGHTENED.

She was looking at the moon -- it was beautiful. Even reflections are beautiful, because

they reflect the absolute beauty. The world is also beautiful because it is a reflection of God.

So don't say the world is ugly. How can the reflection be ugly when it reflects the divine?

So those who say that the world is ugly and renounce it are absolutely wrong, because if

you renounce this world, deep down you are renouncing the creator. Don't renounce. Even a

woman's face is beautiful, because it reflects. A man's face is beautiful, the body is beautiful,

because they reflect. The trees are beautiful, the birds are beautiful, because they reflect. The

reflection is so beautiful -- what to say about the original?

So a real seeker is not against the world. A real seeker loves the world so much, he loves

the reflection so much that he wants to see the original. He loves this reflection so much that

a desire arises to see, to see the full moon in the sky. He leaves this reflection, not because he

is against it, he leaves this reflection just in search of that which has been reflected in it. He is

not against love, his prayer is not against love. He has known such beauty in love that now he

wants to go deeper. Prayer is the deepest 'in-love'. He has known so much in the reflection, it

was so beautiful, so fragrant, such music was there, that now a desire has arisen to know the

source. And if the reflection is so musical, what harmony must there be in the original source.

A real seeker is never against anything. He is for something, but never against something.

He is for God, but never against the world, because finally the world belongs to God. If I see

your face in a mirror and it is beautiful, should I be against the mirror? Really, I should be

thankful because it reflected you. But I will not focus myself on the mirror; I will be in search

of you who was reflected in the mirror. I will have to leave the mirror, but not because I am

against it. I will have to turn my face away from the mirror, but not because I was against it. I

will be thankful to it because it mirrored something, and in the reflection it was so beautiful --

but now I must go to find the original source.

THE WATER RUSHED OUT; THE MOON'S REFLECTION DISAPPEARED -- AND CHIYONO
BECAME ENLIGHTENED.

She was looking at the moon reflected in the pail. Suddenly the pail fell down, the water

rushed out, and the moon disappeared -- and that became the trigger-point.

There is always a trigger-point from where the old disappears and the new starts, from

where you are reborn. That became the trigger-point. Suddenly, the water rushed out and

there was no moon. So she must have looked up -- and the real moon was there. And this

became a parable, this became an inner phenomenon. The same was happening inside:

everything was seen through the mind -- it was a mirror. Suddenly she became awakened to

this fact, that everything was a reflection, an illusion, because it was seen through the mind.

As the pail broke, the mind inside also broke. It was ready. All that could be done had been

done. All that could be possible, she had done it. Nothing was left, she was ready, she had



earned it. This ordinary incident became a trigger-point.

But remember: don't follow Chiyono. It will not happen to you that way. Because you

know the story you can break the pot, and the water rushes out, and the reflection disappears

-- and nothing happens within you. It cannot be made a ritual.

But this is how the foolish humanity has been acting for centuries and centuries.

Trigger-points are known, but they are always individual and unique. They cannot be

repeated, because nobody can be a Chiyono again. The world never repeats. God is so

original, he never repeats. Chiyono is born only once, never again -- never, never again. So

you cannot repeat it, because you are not Chiyono.

But that's what goes on and on, because our mind works as a logical system. If it

happened to Chiyono carrying a water-pail, then the water-pail dropping, breaking, water

flowing, reflection gone, enlightenment happening -- make it a ritual. That is what is being

done in churches, mosques, temples -- rituals.

How did it happen to Buddha? Sit the same way, plant a bodhi tree, sit under it with

closed eyes, just Buddha-like -- and you are just stupid. You will not become a Buddha, you

are simply stupid. You would not have repeated it otherwise. Rituals are repeated by idiots.

Because this much understanding... that it is not a question of sitting under a bodhi tree. The

long preparation that Buddha underwent, the millions of lives that he passed -- he is a unique

personality. This is the last trigger-point. It is a concluding thing. Many, many lives of effort,

search... and then comes this climax.

This is just accidental that he was sitting under the bodhi tree. It would have happened

anyway. If he was not sitting there, then too it would have happened. If there was no tree,

then too it would have happened. It was not necessary that he must be sitting -- he may have

been walking and it would have happened. It is a conclusion. It is just coincidental that he

was sitting under the bodhi tree in a particular posture. The posture is not the cause, the tree

is not the cause, the way he was sitting is not the cause. If it was a cause, then you could

repeat it. Heat it to one hundred degrees and water evaporates. Sit under the bodhi tree

exactly in a Buddha posture, even more perfect than him, and enlightenment happens.

No, it is not that way. And don't be stupid, don't follow blindly, and don't make anything

a ritual. Understanding is needed, not ritual. It is good to sit in a Buddha posture, but

remember well that you are not Buddha and the same trigger-point is not going to work for

you -- something else. And if you go on following Buddha, absolutely blind, then you may

miss your trigger-point; that is the problem, because that will not happen with this repetitive

ritual, you have to seek your own. Take the help of all the buddhas, but don't be blind.

Understand them as deeply as you can, because they have attained -- but there is no path.

The spiritual dimension is just like the sky: no trace is left, you cannot follow. A bird

flies, no trace is left. The sky remains empty, no path is created. It is not like the earth. If

many people pass, then a footpath is there; you can follow. The spiritual dimension is the

dimension of the sky, because it is non-material, it is not earthly, no trace is left. Buddha

flies; look at the flight, the beauty of it, the glimpse, the light; enjoy it, understand it, but

don't try to follow, don't be blind. Blindness won't help.

Chiyono became enlightened, and this way has never been so with anybody else. Buddha

was not carrying a pail of water, neither was Mahavira, nor Krishna, nor Lao Tzu, nor

Zarathustra -- nobody was carrying a pail of water. And after Chiyono many have carried

because it seems so simple. You can manage it, it seems so simple, no difficulty is involved.

Fullmoon night comes every month; you can wait and do it again.

Don't be ritualistic. Ritual is not religion. Ritual is the most anti-religious thing in the



world. You are unique -- remember. And something unique is going to happen to you which

has never happened before, which will never happen again. Not only your fingerprints are

unique, your soul is unique.

I was just reading a scientific research work which proves that every part of the body is

unique -- not only fingertips: you have a different liver, a different type of heart, a different

type of stomach; nobody else has got that. And in the textbooks where you read and you see

the figure of the stomach, you will never find that stomach anywhere; that is just average,

imaginary. If you look at the stomachs of real people they will all be different.

'Average' is not the truth; average is just a mathematical approximation, it is not a fact.

The fact is always unique. You have a different type of being and it differs in every way. And

it is good and it is beautiful that you are different -- not a repetition, not like a Ford car. A

million cars can be produced all alike. You are not a machine, you are a man. And what does

your manhood, your humanity consist of? Where are you different from a machine? In your

uniqueness. Machines are repeatable -- they can be repeated -- replaceable. You can replace

one Ford car with another Ford car; there is no problem. But no man can be replaced, never.

It is such a unique flowering, it happens only once.

So don't be ritualistic -- understand. Let understanding be the law, the only law that has to

be followed.

Chiyono wrote this verse afterwards. She celebrated this phenomenon with a verse, with a

song. She wrote:

THIS WAY AND THAT WAY
I TRIED TO KEEP THE PAIL TOGETHER,
HOPING THE WEAK BAMBOO WOULD NEVER BREAK.
SUDDENLY THE BOTTOM FELL OUT.
NO MORE WATER; NO MORE MOON IN THE WATER -- EMPTINESS IN MY HAND.

THIS WAY AND THAT WAY I TRIED TO KEEP THE PAIL TOGETHER.... You

have been trying this way and that way to keep the pail together. You have been supporting

your mind in every way to remain together. And the mind is the barrier -- and you think mind

is the friend. Mind is the enemy, and you have been supporting it in every way.

I am saying many things to you which are against mind, and you will take those things

into your minds and make them a support. If whatsoever I say becomes knowledge to you,

when you leave me and go away from me you are more knowledgeable. Then, even things

against mind have been converted into supports. Whatsoever I say, don't make it a learning,

don't make it your knowledge. Rather, look at what I am saying and drop all that you know.

Don't make it a new addition to your old mind.

THIS WAY AND THAT WAY
I TRIED TO KEEP THE PAIL TOGETHER,
HOPING THE WEAK BAMBOO WOULD NEVER BREAK.

Can you find anything weaker than the mind? Can you find anything more filmy than

thoughts? Can you find anything more impotent than thoughts? Nothing happens out of them,

nothing comes out of them; they just continue. They are made of the same stuff dreams are

made of -- nonexistential really, just whirlpools in the emptiness of your being.

SUDDENLY THE BOTTOM FELL OUT -- and Chiyono says, "It was nothing on my

part. Rather, I was doing the contrary; keeping the pail together this way and that way and



hoping that THE WEAK BAMBOO WOULD NEVER BREAK. SUDDENLY THE

BOTTOM FELL OUT -- it was nothing that I have done, it was not my doing."

SUDDENLY THE BOTTOM FELL OUT -- it was an accident. NO MORE WATER; NO MORE MOON
IN THE WATER --  EMPTINESS IN MY HAND.

"And the water disappeared. And the pail disappeared. And only emptiness in my hand."

And this is what a Buddha is: emptiness in the hand. When you have emptiness in the

hand you have all, because emptiness is not a negative thing. Emptiness is the most positive

thing, because everything comes out of nothing. This all is born out of emptiness. Emptiness

in the hand means source in the hand.

A seed is there, so small, and then a big tree is born. From where does this tree come?

Look in the seed, break it, and try to find out. If you break the seed you will find emptiness

there. From that emptiness comes this big tree, from that emptiness comes this whole

universe -- from nothing comes being.

Emptiness in my hand means all in my hand -- the very source from where everything

arises, and to where everything goes back, returns. Emptiness in my hand means all in my

hand, everything in my hand.

"And suddenly it happened. I cannot congratulate myself for it. Suddenly it happened. I

was doing the contrary."

That is why saints have always said... those who believe, or those who use the

terminology of God, they say it happens through his grace. Chiyono or Buddhists don't

believe in any God, they don't use that symbology. So Chiyono cannot say, "Out of his grace"

-- she cannot. Eckhart would say, "Out of his grace -- no qualification on my part. I have

done nothing for it. I have not caused it." Meera would say, "Krishna's grace." Theresa would

say, "Jesus and his grace."

Buddhists don't believe in any personalized God; their approach is absolutely beyond

personalized symbols. They are not anthropocentric. So Chiyono cannot say 'grace', she

simply says, "Suddenly it happened," but the meaning is the same. "Suddenly it happened. I

was doing rather the contrary. Everything disappeared: water flowed out, the moon

disappeared -- EMPTINESS IN MY HAND."

And this is enlightenment: when emptiness is in your hand, when everything is empty,

when there is nobody, not even you -- because if you are there, the pail is there, the old pail.

If you are not there and the room is totally empty, your being is not filled at all, you have

become the source. You have attained to the original face of Zen.

And this is the most blissful moment possible. And this moment becomes eternal -- then

there is no end to it. This moment becomes eternity. Then you can never be anything

otherwise, because you are no more. Who can be sad? Who can be in sorrow? Who can be

disappointed? Who can desire and feel frustrated? Emptiness cannot be frustrated. Emptiness

cannot desire. Emptiness cannot expect anything, so it remains absolutely in bliss, absolutely

bliss.

If you are, you will be in misery. If you are not, there cannot be any misery. So the whole

problem is: To be or not to be?

And Chiyono suddenly found that she is not: Emptiness in the hand.

Enough for today.
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THERE IS AN OLD TRADITION IN SOME JAPANESE ZEN TEMPLES THAT IF A WANDERING
MONK CAN WIN AN ARGUMENT ABOUT BUDDHISM WITH ONE OF THE RESIDENT MONKS, HE
CAN STAY THE NIGHT. IF NOT, HE HAS TO MOVE ON.
THERE WAS SUCH A TEMPLE IN NORTHERN JAPAN RUN BY TWO BROTHERS. THE ELDER
BROTHER WAS VERY LEARNED AND THE YOUNGER BROTHER WAS RATHER STUPID, AND
HE HAD ONLY ONE EYE.
ONE EVENING A WANDERING MONK CAME TO ASK FOR LODGING. THE ELDER BROTHER
WAS VERY TIRED AS HE HAD BEEN STUDYING FOR MANY HOURS, SO HE TOLD THE
YOUNGER BROTHER TO GO AND TAKE THE DEBATE. "REQUEST THAT THE DIALOGUE BE IN
SILENCE," SAID THE ELDER BROTHER.
A LITTLE LATER THE TRAVELER CAME TO THE ELDER BROTHER AND SAID, "WHAT A
WONDERFUL FELLOW YOUR BROTHER IS. HE HAS WON THE DEBATE VERY CLEVERLY, SO I
MUST MOVE ON. GOOD NIGHT."
"BEFORE YOU GO," SAID THE ELDER BROTHER, "PLEASE RELATE THE DIALOGUE TO ME."
"WELL," SAID THE TRAVELER, "FIRST I HELD UP ONE FINGER TO REPRESENT BUDDHA.
THEN YOUR BROTHER HELD UP TWO FINGERS TO REPRESENT BUDDHA AND HIS
TEACHING. SO I HELD UP THREE FINGERS TO REPRESENT BUDDHA, HIS TEACHING, AND
HIS FOLLOWERS. THEN YOUR CLEVER BROTHER SHOOK HIS CLENCHED FIST IN MY FACE
TO INDICATE THAT ALL THREE CAME FROM ONE REALIZATION." WITH THAT THE TRAVELER
LEFT.
A LITTLE LATER THE YOUNGER BROTHER CAME IN LOOKING VERY DISTRESSED. "I
UNDERSTAND YOU WON THE DEBATE," SAID THE ELDER BROTHER.
"WON NOTHING," SAID THE YOUNGER BROTHER, "THAT TRAVELER IS A VERY RUDE MAN."
"OH?" SAID THE ELDER BROTHER, "TELL ME THE SUBJECT OF THE DEBATE.
"WHY," SAID THE YOUNGER BROTHER, "THE MOMENT HE SAW ME, HE HELD UP ONE
FINGER INSULTING ME BY INDICATING THAT I HAVE ONLY ONE EYE. BUT BECAUSE HE WAS
A STRANGER I THOUGHT I WOULD BE POLITE, SO I HELD UP TWO FINGERS
CONGRATULATING HIM ON HAVING TWO EYES. AT THIS, THE IMPOLITE WRETCH HELD UP
THREE FINGERS TO SHOW THAT WE HAD BUT THREE EYES BETWEEN US, SO I GOT MAD
AND THREATENED TO PUNCH HIS NOSE -- SO HE WENT."
THE ELDER BROTHER LAUGHED.

All debates are futile and stupid. Debate as such is foolish, because no one can reach the

truth through discussion, through debate. You may get a night's shelter, but that's all. Hence

the tradition.



The tradition is beautiful. In any Zen monastery in Japan, for many centuries, if you ask

for shelter you have to discuss. If you win the debate, you can stay for the night -- this is very

symbolic -- but only for the night. In the morning you have to move on. This indicates that

through debate, logic, reasoning, you can never reach the goal, only a night's shelter. And

don't deceive yourself that the night's shelter is the goal. You have to move on. In the

morning you have to again be on your feet.

But many have deceived themselves. They think that whatsoever they have attained

through logic is the goal. The night's shelter has become the ultimate. They are not moving,

and many mornings have passed. Logic can lead to hypothetical conclusions, never to truth.

Logic can lead to something which approximates truth, but never to the truth.

And remember, that which approximates the truth is also a lie, because what does it

mean? Either something is true or not true; there is no in-between. Either something is true or

it is not true. You cannot say that this is a half-truth; there is nothing like that -- just like there

cannot be a half-circle, because the very word circle means the full. Half-circles don't exist. If

it is half, it is not a circle.

Half-truths don't exist. Truth is the whole, you cannot have it in fragments, you cannot

have it in parts. Approximate truth is a deception, but logic can lead only to the deception.

You may have a shelter for the night, just to retire, relax, but don't make it your home. By the

morning you have to move again, the journey cannot end there. Every morning it will begin

again and again. Relax in the logic, in the reasoning, but don't remain with it, don't become

static with it -- and continually remember that you have to move.

The tradition is beautiful. So one thing to be understood about the tradition and the

meaning; it is symbolic. Second thing: all discussions are foolish, because through the mood

of discussion you can never understand the other. Whatsoever he says is misunderstood. A

mind which is bent on winning, conquering, cannot understand. It is impossible, because

understanding needs a nonviolent mind. When you are seeking how to be victorious, you are

violent.

Debate is violence. You can kill through it, you cannot revive through it. You cannot give

life through it, you can murder through it. Truths can be murdered through debate, but they

cannot be resurrected. It is violence; the very attitude is violent. Really, you are not asking for

the truth, you are asking for the victory. When victory is the goal, truth will be sacrificed.

When truth is the goal, you can sacrifice victory also.

And truth should be the goal, not victory, because when victory is the goal you are a

politician, not a religious man. You are aggressive, you are trying somehow to overpower the

other, you are trying somehow to dominate and domineer. And truth can never become a

domination, it can never destroy the other. Truth can never be a victory in the sense that you

have overpowered the other. Truth brings humility, humbleness. It is not an ego-trip -- but all

debates are ego-trips. So debate can never lead to the real; it always leads to the unreal, the

untruth, because the very phenomenon that you are after, victory, is stupid. Truth wins, not

you, not I. In discussion you win or I win, truth never wins.

Real seekers will allow the truth to win both. Debaters are asking that the victory should

belong to me, it should not belong to the other. In truth, there is no other. In truth, we meet

and become one. So who can be the winner and who can be the loser? In truth, no one is

defeated. In truth, truth wins and we are lost. But in discussion I am I and you are you; really

there is no bridge.

How can you understand the other when you are against him? Understanding is

impossible. Understanding needs sympathy, understanding needs a participation.



Understanding means listening to the other totally, only then understanding flowers. But if

you are discussing something, debating, arguing, reasoning, you are not listening to the other,

you only pretend that you are listening. Deep down you are preparing, deep down you have

already moved to the next step -- when the other stops, what you are going to say. You are

getting ready how to refute him. You have not listened to him and you are trying to refute

him!

Really, truth is not significant in a discussion, in a debate. So debate is never a

communication, and it is impossible through debate to come to a communion. You can argue,

and the more you argue... you fall apart. The more you argue, the bigger the gap is, it

becomes an abyss; there can be no meeting ground. That's why philosophers never meet,

pundits never meet: they are great arguers. An abyss exists. They cannot meet with the other

-- impossible.

Only lovers can meet, but lovers cannot be in a debate -- they can communicate. That's

why so much insistence in the East for shraddha -- trust, faith. If you argue with your master

the gap widens. Then it is better to move; then let this master be a night's shelter, but move.

Being with him will not lead you anywhere, the gap will widen. If you are argumentative,

then the gap cannot be bridged. It is impossible. Trust means sympathy; trust means you are

not arguing -- you have come to listen, not to argue. You have come to understand, not to

debate. You have not come to win; rather, you are ready to lose.

A real disciple is always in search of being defeated by the master. That is the greatest

moment in the life of the disciple, when he is completely destroyed and defeated. Not that the

master is going to win; he is going to be defeated, the disciple is going to be defeated. And

when the disciple is there no more -- completely defeated, disappeared -- only then the gap is

bridged, the abyss is gone, and the master can penetrate you.

Hence, it happened: Jesus was wandering all over his country, but all the disciples that he

could gather were simple men, not a single educated person, not a single scholar. Not that

there were not scholars; there were great scholars at that time. Jews were at the peak of their

glory, that's why they could produce such a son as Jesus. Jesus was the culmination. Jesus

could happen -- that shows that the Jews touched their peak. Never again would they reach to

such a peak. There were great scholars, great debates were arranged. The Jewish synagogue

was the seat of learning, a real university. People would travel from all over the country to

discuss, to debate, to argue, to find; but it was an argument. Not a single scholar followed

Jesus.

Really, all the scholars were unanimously agreed that this man should be destroyed. All

the scholars, learned people, were ready to kill this man. Why? -- because this man was

against argument. He was pulling at their very base; the whole structure would fall down.

This man was saying something against reason. He was talking about faith, he was talking

about love, he was talking about how to create a bridge between two hearts.

Debate is between two minds, two heads; love, communication, trust, is between two

hearts. He was opening a new route -- of friendship, of discipleship, of growth. He was

thinking in terms of a totally different dimension -- the quality was different. He was saying,

"Put aside your scriptures. Your bibles are not needed, because they are only words." The

scholar, the pundit, couldn't tolerate it. Jesus was crucified.

He could only find simple people: a fisherman, a woodcutter, a shoemaker -- simple men.

All his disciples, except Judas, were uneducated. Only Judas was really cultured, a refined

gentleman, and he sold Jesus for thirty pieces of silver. This cultured, refined Judas betrayed

him, and Jesus knew that if anybody can betray him it is Judas. Why? Because the heart can



be betrayed only by the head. Love can only be betrayed by logic; nothing else can betray.

So this is the second thing to remember before I enter the story; that through logic,

through the head, argumentativeness, you become alien, strangers to each other; the bridge

between is lost. How can you attain to the truth when you cannot understand the other, when

you are not even capable of listening to him, when your mind goes on and on inside arguing,

fighting? You are violent, aggressive. This aggression will not help.

So all debates are futile, they never lead anywhere. Even if you feel that a conclusion is

reached, the conclusion is forced; it is not reached through discussion. You can silence the

other but conviction never comes out of it, never. And I say it categorically: never. If you

have some logical tricks, you can silence the other. He may not be able to answer you. You

know more than he knows. You know more tricks than he knows. You can put him in a

corner through words and reasoning and he is unable to answer. But this is not the way to

convince him. Deep down he knows that, "Some day I will find more tricks and put you right

in your place. Right now I cannot answer. Okay, I accept defeat." He is defeated, but not won

over.

And these are two different things. When you win a heart he is not defeated -- he is

happy. He is victorious in your victory, he participates. It is not your victory -- truth has won,

and you both can celebrate. But when you defeat a person, he is never won over; he remains

the enemy. Deep down he is waiting for the right moment when he can assert himself.

No debate can become a conviction. And if conviction is not reached, where is the

conclusion? The conclusion is forced, it is always premature. It is just like an abortion, it is

not a natural birth. You have forced -- a dead child is born or a crippled child, who is going to

remain crippled, weak and dead his whole life.

Socrates used to say, "I am a midwife, I help natural birth." A master is a midwife. He is

not going to force, because a forced birth cannot be a real birth. It is more like death and less

like life.

So a master is never argumentative. And if sometimes he appears to be argumentative, he

is just playing with you -- and playing for a certain reason. Don't become a victim. He is

playing for a certain reason; he can be argumentative just to find whether your

argumentativeness is aroused or not. If it is aroused, you have missed. If you can listen to his

argumentativeness without becoming argumentative, he will not play the game with you. He

has to look within you. You may be consciously listening, unconsciously argumentative.

Then he has to bring your unconscious up so that you can become aware of it.

Sometimes a master will look as if he is aggressive, as if he is bent upon defeating you.

But he is never bent upon your defeat -- just to defeat your ego, not you; just to destroy your

ego, not you. And remember: the ego is the poison, it is destroying you. Once the poison is

destroyed you will be free and alive for the first time. An abundance of light will happen to

you for the first time. He is destroying the disease, not you.

Sometimes he may have to be argumentative. There have been masters who were very

argumentative. It was impossible to defeat them, impossible to play the game of words with

them. But they were just helping to bring your consciousness up, so that you can become

aware whether your faith is true or not.

It happened: a Sufi, Junnaid, was living with his master. And the master was so

argumentative that whatsoever you said, he would immediately negate it. If you said, "It is

day," he would say, "No, it is night" -- and it was really not so, it was day.

Whatsoever Junnaid would say, he would always find that the master would negate it.



And he would simply bow down his head and say, "Yes, Master, it is night."

One day the master said, "Junnaid, you have won. I couldn't create argumentativeness in

you. And I was so obviously false that anybody who had never argued anything would say,

'What foolishness. It is day. There is no need to argue, it is so obvious.' And still you said,

'Yes, Master, it is night.' Your trust is deep. Now I will never be argumentative with you, now

I can talk truth, because you are ready."

When the heart says yes totally, then you are ready to listen. And only then the truth can

be revealed to you. If even a slight no remains within you, the truth cannot be said to you,

because that 'no' will destroy the whole thing. The no, howsoever small, is powerful, very

powerful; then the truth will be said but it will not be revealed to you. The no will hide it

again.

That's why I say all debates are futile. And that's why I go on repeating again and again

that the whole effort of philosophy has been useless. It has not reached any conclusion -- it

cannot.

I will tell you one story, then I will enter this Zen anecdote.

Once it happened, a great prime minister of a very great emperor died. The prime minister

was rare, very intelligent, almost wise, very cunning, shrewd, a great diplomat, and it was

very difficult to find a substitute. The whole kingdom was searched. All the ministers were

sent to find at least three people; then the final decision will be taken and one of them will be

chosen.

For months the search was on. The whole kingdom was searched; every nook and corner

was searched. Then three persons were found. One was a great scientist, a great

mathematician. He could solve any mathematical problem, and mathematics is really the only

positive science -- all sciences are its branches -- so he was at the root.

Another was a great philosopher, he was a great system-maker: out of nothing he could

create all. Just out of words, he could create such beautiful systems -- it is a miracle, only

philosophers can do it. They have nothing in their hands; they are the greatest magicians.

They create God, they create the theory of creation, they create everything -- and nothing is

there in their hands. But they are clever artisans of words: they join words together in such a

way that they give you a feeling of substance -- and nothing is there.

And the third one was a religious man, a man of faith, prayer, devotion. And the people

who were searching for these three men must have been very wise, because they had found

three.

These three represent the three dimensions of consciousness. These are the only

possibilities: a man of science, a man of philosophy and a man of religion -- these are the

basis. A man of science is concerned with experiments: unless something is proved through

experiment, it is not proved. He is empirical, experimental; his truth is the truth of

experiment.

A man of philosophy is a man of logic, not of experiments. Experiment is not the

question; just through logic he proves, disproves. He is a pure man, purer than the scientist,

because the scientist has to bring experiments in, then the laboratory comes in. A man of

philosophy works without a lab -- just in the mind, with logic, with mathematics. His whole

lab is in his mind. He can prove and disprove just through logical arguments. He can solve

any riddle or he can create any type of riddle.

And the third is the religious dimension. This man does not look at life as a problem. Life

is not a problem for a religious man. It is nothing to be solved, it is something to be lived.



The religious man is the man of experience, the scientist is the man of experiment, the

philosopher is the man of thinking. The religious is the man of experience, he looks at life as

something to be lived. If there is any solution, it will come through experience, it will come

through living. Nothing can be decided beforehand through logic, because life is greater than

logic. Logic is just a bubble in the vast ocean of life, so it cannot explain all. And

experiments can be done only when you are detached, experiments can be done only with

objects.

Life is not an object, it is the very core of subjectivity. When you experiment you are

different; when you live you are one. So the religious man says, "Unless you are one with

life, you can never know it." How can you know it from the outside? You may go about and

about, around and around, but you will never hit the target. So neither experiment, nor

thinking, but experience; simple, trusting -- a man of faith.

They searched and they found these three men, and then they were called to the capital

for the final judgment. The king said, "For three days you rest and get ready. On the morning

of the fourth day will be the examination, the final. One of you will be chosen and he will

become my prime minister -- the one who is proved to be the most wise."

They started working in their own ways. Three days were not enough! The scientist had

to think of many experiments, and work it out -- who knows what type of examination there

is going to be? So he couldn't sleep for three days, there was no time: and there was his whole

life to sleep once he was chosen, so why bother about sleep? He would not sleep, he would

not eat -- there was not time enough, and many things were to be done before the

examination.

The philosopher started thinking, many problems were to be solved: "Who knows what

type of problem is going to be asked?" Only the religious man was at ease. He ate, and ate

well. Only a religious man can eat well, because eating is an offering, it is something sacred.

He slept well. He would pray, sit outside, go for a walk, look at the trees, and be thankful to

God; because for a religious man there is no future and there is no final examination. Every

moment is the examination, so how can you prepare for it? If something is in the future you

can prepare; but if something is right now, here, how can you prepare for it? You have to face

it. And there was no future.

Sometimes the scientist said, "What are you doing? Wasting time -- eating, sleeping,

prayer. You can do your prayers later on." But he would laugh and he would not argue, he

was not a man of argument.

The philosopher would say, "You go on sleeping, you go on sitting outside in the garden,

you go on looking at the trees. This is not going to help. Examination is not a child's play,

you have to be ready for it." But he would laugh. He believed more in laughter than in logic.

And on the morning of the fourth day, when they started for the palace for the final

examination, the scientist was not even in a position to walk. He was so tired with his

experiments, as if his whole life had oozed out. He was dead tired, as if any moment he

would fall and go to sleep. His eyes were sleepy and his mind was troubled. He was almost

crazy.

And the philosopher? He was not so tired, but he was more uncertain than ever, because

he had thought and thought and argued and argued, and no argument can become the

conclusion. He was muddled, in a mess, he was a chaos. The day he had arrived he could

have answered many things, but now, no. Even his certain answers had become uncertain.

The more you think, the more philosophy becomes useless. Only fools can believe in

certainties. The more you think, the more intelligence comes to you, you can see these are all



just words, there is no substance. Many times he wanted to go back because this was not

going to be of any use. He was not in the right shape. But the scientist said, "Come on! Let us

try. What are we going to lose? If we win, it is okay. If we don't win, it is okay. But let us try.

Don't be so discouraged."

Only the religious man was walking happily, singing. He could hear the birds in the trees,

he could see the sun rising, he could see the sunrays on the dewdrops. The whole life was

such a miracle. He was not worried because there was no examination -- he would go and

face the thing, he would simply go and see what happens. And he was not asking for

anything, he was not expecting, he was fresh, young, alive -- and that's all. That's how one

should approach God; not with readymade formulas, not with readymade theories, not with

many experimental research works, not with many PhD's. No, it is not going to help. This is

the way one should go -- singing and dancing to the temple. And if you are alive, then

whatsoever comes you can respond to it, because response is through life, it is through the

heart, and the heart is ready when it is singing, when it is dancing.

They arrived. The emperor had made a very special device. They were taken into a room

where he had fixed a lock, a mathematical puzzle. Many figures were on the lock, but there

was no key. Those figures were to be fixed in a certain way: the secret was there, but one had

to search for it and find it. If those figures were fixed in a certain way the door would open.

The emperor took them in and said, "This is a mathematical puzzle, one of the greatest ever

known. Now you have to find the clue -- there is no key. If you can find the clue, the answer

to this mathematical problem, the lock will open. And the person who comes out of this room

first will be chosen. So now start." He closed the door and went out.

Immediately the scientist started working out many experiments, many things, many

problems on paper. He looked -- observed the figures on the lock. There was no time to lose,

it was a question of life and death. The philosopher closed his eyes, started thinking in

mathematical terms what to do, how this puzzle can be solved. The puzzle was absolutely

new.

That is the problem with the mind: if something is old the answer can be found, but if

something is absolutely new, how can you work it out through the mind? The mind is quite

efficient with the old, the known, the routine. Mind is absolutely inefficient when the

unknown faces it.

The religious man never went to the lock, because what can he do? He does not know any

mathematics, he does not know any experimental science. What can he do? He just sat in a

corner. He sang a little, prayed to God, closed his eyes. Those two others were thinking that

he is not a competitor at all. "In a way it is good, because the thing has to be decided between

us two." Then suddenly they became aware that he had left the room, he was not there. The

door was open.

The emperor came in and he said, "What are you doing now? It is finished. The third man

is out."

But they asked, "How?... because he never did anything."

So they asked the religious man. He said, "I was just sitting. I prayed and I was just

sitting and a voice said within me, 'You fool. Just go and see. The door is not locked.' And I

just went to the door; it was not locked. There was no problem at all to be solved, so I went

out."

Life is not a problem. If you are trying to solve it you will miss it. The door is open, it has

never been locked. If the door was locked, then scientists would find the solution. If the door



was locked, then philosophers may find a system to open it. But the door is not locked, so

only faith can go -- without any solution, without any readymade answer. Push the door open

and get out.

Life is not a riddle to be solved, it is a mystery to be lived. It is a deep mystery, so trust

and allow yourself to enter into it. No debate can be of any help -- with somebody else, or

with yourself inside the mind -- no debate. All debates are futile and stupid.

Now we will enter this beautiful story:

THERE IS AN OLD TRADITION IN SOME JAPANESE ZEN TEMPLES THAT IF A WANDERING
MONK CAN WIN AN ARGUMENT ABOUT BUDDHISM WITH ONE OF THE RESIDENT MONKS, HE
CAN STAY THE NIGHT. IF NOT, HE HAS TO MOVE ON.

Arguments can give you this much -- a night's shelter, but that's all.

THERE WAS SUCH A TEMPLE IN NORTHERN JAPAN RUN BY TWO BROTHERS. THE ELDER
BROTHER WAS VERY LEARNED AND THE YOUNGER BROTHER WAS RATHER STUPID, AND
HE HAD ONLY ONE EYE.

Two types of people are needed to run a temple: a learned person and a very stupid one.

And this is how all temples are run -- two types of people: the learned who have become the

priests, and the stupid who follow them. This is how every temple is run.

So these stories are not just stories, they are indications to particular facts. If stupid

people disappear from the earth there will be no temples. If learned people disappear from the

temples there will be no temples. A duality is needed for a temple to exist. That's why you

cannot find God in a temple -- because you cannot find him in a duality.

These temples are inventions of the clever people to exploit the stupid. All temples are

inventions -- clever people exploiting... they have become the priests. Priests are the most

clever people, they are the greatest exploiters, and they exploit in such a way that you cannot

even revolt against them. They exploit you for your own sake, they exploit you for your own

good. Priests are the most clever because they spin theories out of nothing: all the theologies,

all that they have created -- tremendous! Cleverness is needed to create religious theories.

And they go on creating such big edifices that it is almost impossible for an ordinary man to

enter those edifices. And they use such jargon, they use such technical terms, that you cannot

understand what they are talking about. And when you cannot understand you think they are

very profound. Whenever you cannot understand a thing you think it is very profound -- "It is

beyond me."

Remember this: Buddha speaks in a very ordinary language which can be understood by

anybody. It is not the language of a priest. Jesus speaks in small parables -- any uneducated

man can understand it -- he never uses any religious jargon. Mahavira talks, gives his

teachings, in the language of the most ordinary and common people.

Mahavira and Buddha never used Sanskrit, never, because Sanskrit was the language of

the priest, the brahmin. Sanskrit is the most difficult language. Priests have made it so

difficult -- they have polished and polished and polished. The very word sanskrit means

polishing, refining. They have refined it to such a pitch that only if you are very very learned

can you understand what they are saying, otherwise it is beyond.

Buddha used the language of the people, Pali. Pali was the language of the people, of the

villagers. Mahavira used Prakrit. Prakrit is the unrefined form of Sanskrit; Prakrit is the

natural form of Sanskrit -- no grammar, not much. The scholar has not entered yet, he has not



refined the words so they become beyond common people. But the priests have been using

Sanskrit, they still use it. Nobody understands Sanskrit now, but they go on using Sanskrit

because their whole profession depends on creating a gap, not a bridge -- in creating a gap. If

the common people cannot understand, only then the priests can survive. If the common

people understand what they are saying they are lost, because they are saying nothing.

Once Mulla Nasruddin went to a doctor -- and doctors have learned the trick from the

priests: they write in Latin and Greek, and they write in such a way that even if they have to

read it again it is difficult. Nobody should understand what they are writing. So Mulla

Nasruddin went to a doctor and he said, "Listen, be plain. Just tell me the facts. Don't use

Latin and Greek."

The doctor said, "If you insist, and if you allow me to be frank, you are not ill at all. You

are just plain lazy."

Nasruddin said, "Okay, thank you. Now write it in Greek and Latin so I can show it to my

family."

The clever have always been exploiting the common people. That's why Buddha, Jesus

and Mahavira were never respected by brahmins, scholars, clever ones, because they were

destructive, they were destroying their whole business. If the people understand, then there is

no need for the priest. Why? -- because the priest is a mediator. He understands the language

of God. He understands your language. He translates your language into the language of God.

That's why they say Sanskrit is dev-bhasha, the language of God: "You don't know Sanskrit?

-- I know, so I become the intermediate link, I become the interpreter. You tell me what you

want and I will say it in Sanskrit to God, because he understands only Sanskrit." And of

course you have to pay for it.

These are the two types which are needed for a temple.

THERE WAS SUCH A TEMPLE... RUN BY TWO BROTHERS. THE ELDER BROTHER WAS VERY
LEARNED AND THE YOUNGER BROTHER WAS RATHER STUPID, AND HE HAD ONLY ONE
EYE.

What is the symbolism of one eye in this story? A stupid person is always one-pointed: he

never hesitates, he is always certain. And a learned person is always dual: he hesitates, he

continuously divides himself into two. He is always arguing within, a dialogue continues

inside; he knows both the sides.

A learned man is a duality -- two eyes. A stupid man is one-eyed -- he is always certain,

he has no arguments, he is not divided. That's why, if you look at a stupid person, a stupid

person looks more like a saint than a learned man. If you look at a saint he will have

something similar in him also -- of the stupid, of the fool. The quality differs, but something

is the same; the label differs. The fool is just on the first rung and the saint is on the last rung,

but both are at the ends of the ladder. The fool does not know, that's why he is simple,

one-eyed. The saint knows, that's why he is simple. He is also one-eyed; he calls it the third

eye. The two eyes have disappeared into the third. He is also one-eyed -- one. He is a unity,

and a fool is also a unity. But what is the difference?

Ignorance also has an innocence about it, just like wisdom has an innocence about it. The

learned is just in between: he is ignorant and thinks he is wise. This is the division of the

learned man: he is ignorant and thinks he is wise. He is neither at this level nor at that, he



hangs in between. That's why he is always in tension. An ignorant man is relaxed, a wise man

is relaxed. The ignorant man has not started his travels, he is at home. The wise man has

reached the goal, he is at home. The learned is in between, seeking shelter in some monastery

-- even for one night, it is okay -- he is a wanderer.

Buddhist bhikkhus have been wanderers, and Buddha has said, "Be a wanderer until you

attain. Be a wanderer. Not only inside but outside also, be a wanderer until you attain. Don't

stop before it." When you have attained, when you have become a siddha, a Buddha, then

you are allowed to sit.

Ignorance and wisdom have a quality about them which is similar -- that is innocence;

neither is cunning. So sometimes it has happened that a man of God has been known as a

foolish man, a fool -- God's fool. Saint Francis is known as God's fool. He was! But to be

God's fool is the greatest wisdom possible, because the ego is lost. You don't say that you

know, so you are a fool because you don't claim knowledge. If you don't claim, who is going

to accept that you are a knower? Even if you do claim, nobody accepts. You have to hammer

it on others' heads. You have to make them silent, argue it. When they cannot say anything,

then, with a grudging heart, they accept that maybe, maybe you are. But they will always say,

"Maybe." They will keep the possibility open that some day they can deny it.

And if you don't claim, who is going to accept you? And if you yourself say, "I am

ignorant, I know nothing," who is going to think that you are a knower? People will accept

immediately if you say, "I don't know." They will accept it immediately; they will say, "We

knew it before. We accept it, we totally agree with you that you don't know."

God's fool! If you read one of the great novels of Dostoevsky, then you will feel what this

God's fool means. Dostoevsky always has, in his many novels, one character who is the God's

fool. In Brothers Karamazov he is there. He is innocent, you can exploit him. Even if you

exploit him, he will trust you. You can destroy him, but you cannot destroy his trust -- that is

the beauty.

What happens to you? If one man deceives you, the whole of humanity becomes the

deceiver. If one man deceives you, you have lost your trust in man -- not with this man, but

with the whole of humanity. If two or three persons deceive you, you make the judgment that

there is no man worth believing. All trust is gone.

It seems that you wanted not to trust from the very beginning and these two or three

people have given you the excuse. Otherwise you will say, "This man is not trustworthy... but

the whole of humanity? -- I don't know, so I must trust unless the contrary is proved." And if

you really are a trusting man, you will say, "Not only is this man totally untrustworthy this

moment, this man was untrustworthy... but the next moment who knows? Because saints can

become sinners, sinners can become saints."

Life is a movement. Nothing is static. At this moment the man was weak, but in the next

moment he may gain control and will not deceive again. So the next day, if he comes, you

will believe him again because this day is different, this man is different; the Ganges has

flowed so much, it is not the same river.

Once it happened: one man came to Mulla Nasruddin and asked for some money.

Nasruddin knew this man, knew well that this money was not going to be returned, but it was

such a small sum that he thought, "Let him take it; even if he is not going to return it, nothing

is lost. So why say no for such a small sum?" So he gave him the money.

After three days the man returned. Nasruddin was surprised. It seemed impossible, it was

a miracle, that this man had returned. After two or three days the man came again and asked



for a big sum. Nasruddin said, "Now! Last time you deceived me." He said, "Last time you

deceived me -- now I am not going to allow it again."

The man said, "What are you saying? Last time I returned the money."

He said, "Okay, you returned it, but you deceived me -- because I never believed that you

would return it. But this time, no. Enough is enough. Last time you behaved contrary to my

expectations. But enough; now I am not going to give it to you."

This is how the cunning mind works.

One was ignorant in this temple -- a simple man, one-eyed, certain. One was a learned

man, and the learned man is always tired because he is working so hard over nothing. So

busy without business, he is always tired.

ONE EVENING A WANDERING MONK CAME TO ASK FOR LODGING. THE ELDER BROTHER
WAS VERY TIRED AS HE HAD BEEN STUDYING FOR MANY HOURS...

You cannot find a learned man not tired. Go and look! Go to the pundits of Kashi and

look. Always tired, always tired, working so hard -- with words. Remember, even a laborer is

not so tired because he is working with life. When you are working only with words, futile

words, just with the head, you get tired. Life is invigorating! Life rejuvenates! If you go in

the garden and work, you perspire but you are gaining more energy, you are not losing. You

go for a walk and you gain more energy, because you are living in the moment. If you just

close yourself in your study with words, with words you go on thinking and thinking and

thinking -- it is such a dead process, you will be tired. A learned man is always tired. A fool

is always fresh, a saint is also always fresh. They have many similar qualities.

... SO HE TOLD THE YOUNGER BROTHER TO GO AND TAKE THE DEBATE. "REQUEST THAT
THE DIALOGUE BE IN SILENCE," SAID THE ELDER BROTHER.

... Because he knew that his brother was stupid. So silence is golden if you are stupid, and

silence is golden if you are a saint also. If you know something, you will remain silent. If you

don't know, it is better to remain silent.

A wise man becomes silent because he knows, and whatsoever he knows cannot be said.

A fool has to be silent, because whatsoever he says he will be caught. A fool can deceive if

he is silent but he cannot deceive if he speaks, because whatsoever comes out of him will

bring his foolishness. This learned brother knew well that this younger brother was not a man

of words, was a simple man, innocent, ignorant, so he said, "REQUEST THAT THE

DIALOGUE BE IN SILENCE."

A LITTLE LATER THE TRAVELER CAME TO THE ELDER BROTHER AND SAID,

"WHAT A WONDERFUL FELLOW YOUR BROTHER IS."

This other man must have also been a learned man, and if a fool is silent he can defeat a

learned man. If you speak you will be caught, because then you enter into the world of the

learned man. With words, you cannot win.

This other man was also a learned man, a man of words. It would have been very difficult

for him to remain silent and debate. How to discuss? If you are not allowed to speak, just use

gestures, the whole thing becomes dumb and your whole cleverness is lost, because if you are

not allowed to speak.... That was your only efficiency. So if a learned man is to remain silent



he can be defeated by a fool also, because his whole efficiency is lost -- it belonged to words.

In silence he is a fool -- this is the meaning. That's why scholars will never be silent, they

are always chattering. If nobody is there, they are chattering with themselves, but they are

chattering. They go on talking and talking and talking, within and without, because through

this talking their efficiency grows greater and greater, they become more and more proficient.

But if they encounter silence, suddenly all their art is gone. They are more stupid than a

stupid man. Even a stupid man can defeat them. They are out of their professional world, they

are simply switched off. He must have been in very great difficulty.

He said, "WHAT A WONDERFUL FELLOW YOUR BROTHER IS. HE HAS WON

THE DEBATE VERY CLEVERLY, SO I MUST MOVE ON. GOOD NIGHT."

If you encounter a learned man, remain silent. Face him with gestures. You will defeat

him because he knows nothing about gestures, he knows nothing about silence. Really, it is

very difficult for him to remain without words. The traveler immediately thought he had been

defeated -- he must move on and reach another monastery before it is too late, and find a

fellow who can debate with him in words, intellectually.

Gestures are alive; when you move your hand, your whole being moves it. When you

look with your eyes, your whole being pours through them. When you walk, you walk as a

whole man. Your legs cannot walk by themselves, but your head can go on spinning and

spinning by itself. The head can become autonomous. No other part of the body can become

autonomous. So if you want to study a man, don't listen to what he says. Rather, look how he

behaves, how he comes in the room, how he sits, how he walks, how he looks. Look at his

gestures, they will reveal the truth.

Words are deceivers. We talk not to reveal but to hide. So be silent and look at a person --

how he stands, how he sits, how he looks, what gestures he is making. Body language is truer

than your head language. And body language is very, very natural; it comes from the very

source, so it is very difficult to deceive through it. You may be saying something, but your

face goes on saying something else. You may be saying, "I am right," but your eyes, your

very manner, the way you are standing, says that you know you are wrong. You may be

showing through your words that you are confident, but your whole body gives a tremble and

shows that you are not.

When a thief enters, he enters in a different way. When a liar appears, he appears in a

different way. When a man of truth walks, he walks differently. He has nothing to hide, he

has no reason to deceive. He is true, his walk is innocent. Just do something that you have to

hide, then watch yourself -- your body will say everything is different. Even while walking

you are hiding something. Your stomach is strained, you are alert, your eyes are looking

everywhere to see if somebody is looking or not, whether you are caught or not. Your eyes

are sly, they are not pools of innocence -- cunning. Watch your body movements, they will

give you a truer picture of yourself. Don't listen to words.

This I have to do continuously. People come to me with all sorts of deceptions. I have to

look at their gestures, not at what they say. They may be touching my feet but their whole

gesture is showing ego, so that the touching of feet is useless. They are manipulating it. They

are not only deceiving me, they are deceiving themselves. Their whole gesture says, "Ego!"

and whatsoever they say through words is humbleness.

You cannot deceive through the body; your body is truer than your mind. And all the

religions which have been invented by the priests say to you, "Be against the body and be



with the mind" -- because a priest lives in the mind, exploits through the mind. With the body

it is impossible to exploit; the body is authentic. Even centuries of inauthentic living have not

been able to destroy the authenticity of the body. The body remains authentic, it shows

clearly who you are.

"HE HAS WON THE DEBATE VERY CLEVERLY, SO I MUST MOVE ON. GOOD NIGHT."
"BEFORE YOU GO," SAID THE ELDER BROTHER, "PLEASE RELATE THE DIALOGUE TO ME."

He must have been puzzled. How could this stupid brother of his be clever? What has

happened? He is a perfect fool -- how could he discuss, how could he debate, how could he

have won? So he asked,

"BEFORE YOU GO, PLEASE RELATE THE DIALOGUE TO ME."
"WELL," SAID THE TRAVELER, "FIRST I HELD UP ONE FINGER TO REPRESENT BUDDHA."

... Because a man of learning, even while he is making a gesture, uses the gesture as

words, because he knows only one language. If he kisses his beloved, inside he will say the

word kiss. This is foolishness; you are kissing, there is no need to repeat 'kiss' inside, but he

will. You watch yourself: while making love, you will say inside, "I am making love." What

nonsense! Nobody is asking you. Nobody is there to be told. Why do you go on repeating?

Whenever you do something, why do you verbalize it? Because without verbalizing you are

not at ease. You are at ease only with words. With God you cannot be at ease. With the word

god it is okay -- that's why a man of learning will go to the temple, to the mosque, to the

church; there too he goes on chattering. He will chatter with God -- but words.

Soren Kierkegaard has said, "When I first entered the church, I used to talk. I used to say

things, complain, pray. But then, by and by, it felt foolish. I am talking to him and I am not

giving him any chance, any opportunity for him to talk to me. It is better to listen; when you

are before God, it is better to listen." So he dropped talking. By and by, he dropped all prayer.

He would just go into the church and sit silently, but in his silence there were also words

inside. He was not using them outside, but inside they were revolving.

So, by and by, he also had to drop the words inside -- then only listening becomes

possible. Then you enter a totally different dimension -- of listening, of passivity, of

receptivity. You become a womb. Then you can receive the truth -- then you are not talking,

then you are not aggressive. Then only God is working and you are allowing him to work.

Then he became absolutely silent; then he stopped going to church.

Somebody asked, "Why? Why have you stopped going to church?"

He said, "Now I have learned what church means; it only means to be silent and to be

listening. That can be done anywhere, and it is better to do it somewhere else because many

other people go there, to the church, chattering. They disturb me. It is better under a tree. It is

better under the sky."

The church is greater there, more natural. And if you have to be silent, then God is

everywhere. If you have to talk, then go to the temple. But if you have to be silent, why go

anywhere? He is everywhere, but you cannot be silent. You do something and you repeat it

inside. You feel hunger and you say, "I am hungry." Is it not enough to feel hunger? Unless

you say it, you are not at ease; you have become addicted to words.

This man... a learned man he must have been, really a perfectly learned man:



"WELL," he said, "FIRST I HELD UP ONE FINGER TO REPRESENT BUDDHA.

THEN YOUR BROTHER HELD UP TWO FINGERS TO REPRESENT BUDDHA AND

HIS TEACHING" -- the dhamma.

A man who cannot use a gesture without words will interpret the other's gestures also in

words. Now look at the link. What is happening? And you will also link the other's gesture to

the same way you interpret your own words.

He was thinking, "This finger, one finger represents...." A finger represents nobody. A

finger is enough unto itself. A finger is just a finger. Why make it a representative? It is not

representative of anybody. And the finger is so beautiful, why should it represent anything?

But the mind always loves secondhand things. The finger is not enough, it must represent

somebody.

If you look at a flower, you cannot look at the flower directly; immediately it must

represent something. So you say, "Looks just like my wife's face." Even the moon, you say,

"Looks like my beloved's face." What nonsense. The moon is the moon. And this man, when

he looks at his beloved's face, will say, "Looks like the moon." Neither the moon is enough

unto itself, nor the beloved's face is enough unto itself. And everything is enough unto itself.

Nobody is representing anybody.

Everybody is representing only himself. Everyone is original, unique. No one is a carbon

copy. And when you say the finger represents Buddha, Buddha has become the original, the

finger has become the carbon copy. No! This Buddha cannot allow it. I cannot allow it! The

finger is so beautiful not representing anybody. But if you think your finger represents

Buddha, then the other's two fingers will represent Buddha and his dhamma -- his teaching.

Because the way you understand the other is not by listening to the other, you understand the

other by listening to your own mind. You interpret the other. When I say something, never

believe that you have heard the same. When I say something you hear something, but that is

not related to me; it is linked with your own thought process.

His thought process was, "This finger represents Buddha." Then when the other put up

two fingers he was blissfully unaware what he meant. You cannot understand the other if you

have words inside, because then everything links with your word, with your thinking process,

and then it is colored. The traveler thought he is saying two things are there, not one: Buddha

and his dhamma -- his teaching, his law.

"SO I HELD UP THREE FINGERS" -- look at the link inside.

You are not communicating with the other at all. You are communicating with yourself.

This is what madness means. Madness means not relating to the other, just going inside and

linking your new moment with the past, the new experience with the past -- interpreting,

coloring it.

"SO I HELD UP THREE FINGERS" -- because if he says, "Buddha, dhamma," I will

say, "Buddha, dhamma, sangha -- Buddha, his teaching and his followers."

There are three -- these are the three Buddhist shelters. When a bhikkhu wants to be

initiated, becomes a bhikkhu, he says, "BUDDHAM SHARANAM GACHCHHAMI -- I go,

I take shelter in Buddha. DHAMMAM SHARANAM GACHCHHAMI, I take shelter in the

teaching. SANGHAM SHARANAM GACHCHHAMI, I take shelter in the sangha, in the

followers of Buddha." These are the three shelters, the three jewels of Buddhism.

But this man is not looking at what the other man is doing -- totally unrelated! -- so he

raised three fingers.

"SO I HELD UP THREE FINGERS TO REPRESENT BUDDHA, HIS TEACHING AND HIS
FOLLOWERS. THEN YOUR CLEVER BROTHER SHOOK HIS CLENCHED FIST IN MY FACE TO



INDICATE THAT ALL THESE COME FROM ONE REALIZATION."
WITH THAT THE TRAVELER LEFT.
A LITTLE LATER THE YOUNGER BROTHER CAME IN LOOKING VERY DISTRESSED.
"I UNDERSTAND YOU WON THE DEBATE," SAID THE ELDER BROTHER.
"WON NOTHING," SAID THE YOUNGER, "THAT TRAVELER IS A VERY RUDE MAN!"
"OH!" SAID THE ELDER BROTHER, "TELL ME THE SUBJECT OF THE DEBATE."
"WHY," SAID THE YOUNGER BROTHER, "THE MOMENT HE SAW ME HE HELD UP ONE
FINGER INSULTING ME BY INDICATING THAT I HAVE ONLY ONE EYE."

You understand according to yourself: you read a book, you understand only that which

you already know. And you listen, but you interpret with the past, your past comes in. A man

with one eye is always aware of the wound. He is carrying a wound; everywhere he is

looking for the insult. Nobody is worried about you, but if you have a feeling of inferiority

then you are looking for somebody who is going to insult you. You are certain about that, and

then you will interpret. The other may be saying, "Buddha"; you will see he is showing that

you have only one eye. Nobody is bothered with your eyes, but we interpret according to our

understanding.

One man reached Bayazid, a Sufi mystic, and asked him a question. He said, "Come back

after one year, because right now you are ill. Your inside is in a turmoil and I cannot utter the

truth because you will not understand it -- you will MISunderstand it. So for one year try to

be healthy, silent, meditative and then come back. If I then feel that you can listen, I will tell.

Otherwise, go to somebody else."

The man listened, went away. For one year he made every effort to be healthy, silent,

peaceful -- but never came back again.

So Bayazid inquired, "What happened to that seeker?"

Somebody said, "We asked him, 'Why are you not coming?' He said, 'Now there is no

need to come, because I can understand from here, where I am, what Bayazid can say.'"

This is the paradox: when you are not ready you ask, but then nothing can be said to you.

When you are ready you don't ask, but only then something can be said to you.

If you are one-eyed you are always looking for insults, and if you are looking for insults

you will find them -- this is the problem. If you are looking for something, this is the

misfortune: you will find it. Not that anybody is insulting you; you will find it. So don't look

for such things, otherwise you will find them everywhere.

Somebody will laugh -- not at you, because who are you? Why do you think yourself to

be the center of the world? This is an egoist trend. You are passing down a street and

somebody laughs, and you think they are laughing at you. Why at you? Who are you? Why

do you take it for granted that you are the center of the whole world? Somebody laughs --

laughs at you; somebody insults -- insults you; somebody is angry -- angry against you.

In my whole life, I have not met a single person who was angry at me. Many people were

angry but nobody was angry at me, because I am not the center of the world. Why should

they be angry at me? They are angry -- that is something linked with their own being, not

with me. I have come across people who were even violent to me, but they were not violent

to me. This violence was coming out of their past; I was not the cause of its origination. I may

be the excuse, but I was not the cause. Just an excuse -- if I was not there, somebody else

would have done just the same; somebody else would have become the victim. So it is just

coincidental that I was there.



When your wife gets mad at you, it is coincidental that you are there. Escape! And don't

think too much that she was angry with you. She was angry, you were there, that's all. She

would have been angry at the servant, at the child, at the piano, at anything!

Everybody lives through his own past. Only buddhas live in the present. Nobody else

lives in the present.

This man thought, "Okay, he is showing that I have only one eye. He is rude. He is

insulting me, having only one eye. BUT BECAUSE HE WAS A STRANGER, I THOUGHT

I WOULD BE POLITE."

But the moment you think you should be polite, you are not polite. How can you be? --

the idea has entered: if you think the other is rude, you have become rude. There is not a

question now, because the very idea "the other is rude" is because your own rudeness has

come up. Through your rudeness the other appears rude, you have colored the other. The

other is showing his finger representing Buddha, he has not even looked at your eye. He is

not concerned, he just wants shelter.

A Buddha... and the interpretation that, "He is showing that I have got only one eye; he is

rude." When you think about someone that he is rude, look back: you are rude. That's why

you interpret it.

But why are you rude? -- because your rudeness is a way of protecting your wound.

Those people who are rude are always suffering from feelings of inferiority. If a person is not

in any way burdened with a complex of inferiority, he will not be rude. Rudeness is his

protection. Through rudeness he protects his wound. He says, "I will not allow you to touch

my wound. I will not allow you to hit me."

He protects, but protection becomes projection. He thinks that you are rude, only then can

he be rude. This is a way to be rude. First you have to prove that the other is rude, and still

your ego says, "I will try to be polite."

When you are polite, your politeness is nothing but a facade. Inside, rudeness has entered,

and sooner or later it will explode.

"BUT I THOUGHT BECAUSE HE WAS A STRANGER I WOULD BE POLITE, SO I HELD UP TWO
FINGERS TO CONGRATULATE HIM ON HAVING TWO EYES."

This is just false. How can you congratulate any person if you feel insulted? If you feel

you have got one eye and the others have two, how can you congratulate? Deep down you

can be jealous, but how can you congratulate? How can congratulation come out of jealousy?

But all your congratulations come out that way. It is a polite way, it is culture, etiquette. If

you are defeated by someone, even then you congratulate him for his victory. What falseness!

If you were really such a person, you would not have fought at all. When you were fighting

you were the enemy, and now you are defeated and you go and congratulate him. But deep

down there is jealousy, you are boiling, you would like to kill this man. You will try -- in the

future, you will see!

But society needs etiquette. Why does society need etiquette? -- because everybody is so

violent. If there were no etiquette, we would be at each other's throats continuously. Society

has to create barriers. You should not be allowed to be at each other's throats continuously,

otherwise life will be impossible.

But you are at each other's throats continuously. Your etiquette, your culture, your

civilized ways, manners, are just to hide this fact. They don't allow a real civilization to

happen. A false thing -- that's why every ten years a great war is needed in which all



etiquette, all manners, all morality are thrown away and you can run at each other's throats

without any guilt. Then killing becomes the game; the more you murder, the greater you are.

The more you are rude, the greater a warrior you are.

And back in your country you will be received as heroes; pad-mabhushan,

mahavirchakra, the Victoria Cross will be given to you. You will receive medals. For what

are these medals given? To become barbarous, to become murderers; and because you have

been a great murderer this medal is given to you by your country. And we call these countries

civilized -- and murderers are recognized, murderers are appreciated.... But only

mass-murderers; individual murder and you will be in jail, that cannot be allowed. Only

sometimes, when the whole society goes mad, that is war; everything is put aside, your real

nature is allowed. That's why everybody feels happy when there is a war. It should be

otherwise -- nobody should feel happy when there is a war. But everybody feels happy

because now you are allowed to be animals. You always wanted to be that. Your culture,

your etiquette, your manners are just polished ways to hide the animal behind.

This man said, "SO I HELD UP TWO FINGERS TO CONGRATULATE HIM ON

HAVING TWO EYES. AT THIS, THE IMPOLITE WRETCH HELD UP THREE

FINGERS TO SHOW THAT WE HAD BUT THREE EYES BETWEEN US."

Whatsoever you do, your wound will come in. The other is saying, "The three jewels of

Buddha," but for you it is just the wound coming back. You tried to be polite, you tried not to

be rude, you even tried to congratulate. But you are you, your mind continues.

Now he is showing three fingers. Again your mind comes in and says, "This wretch! He

is saying that we have three eyes between the two of us." Again he is showing that you have

one eye. Now this is too much. Now it is enough!

"SO I GOT MAD AND THREATENED TO PUNCH HIS NOSE -- SO HE WENT."

He was mad from the very beginning. Before they had ever met he was mad, because you

cannot create madness if it is not already there. You can only create things which are already

there, your creation is not out of nothing. It is only that an unmanifested state becomes a

manifested state. Anger is there, you need not create it. Somebody becomes the excuse -- it

comes up. You are not angry at him, he is not the cause. You were carrying the anger -- he

has become the excuse. Madness is inside; nobody can make you mad if you are not mad

already. But we always think that somebody makes us angry, somebody makes us depressed,

somebody makes us this and that.

Nobody makes you anything. Even if you are left alone you will be mad, you will be

angry. Even if the whole world disappears there will be moments when you will be sad, there

will be moments when you will be happy, there will be moments when you will be angry,

there will be moments when you will be very forgiving -- although there is nobody.

It is your inner story that unfolds. This is what a man of understanding comes to realize --

that the whole thing is an unfolding of me. You just give me the opportunity, the situation,

but the whole thing is an unfoldment of me.

A seed falls on the ground, sprouts, a tree starts growing. The soil, the air, the rains, the

sun, they are all just giving the opportunity, but the tree was hidden in the seed. You carry the

whole tree of your unfoldment; everybody else becomes the opportunity. Whenever anything

happens don't look out, look within, because the thing, as it is happening, is linked with your



past, not with the person here.

"I GOT MAD AND THREATENED TO PUNCH HIS NOSE -- SO HE WENT."
THE ELDER BROTHER LAUGHED.

The elder brother could see both standpoints. He could see that the learned wanderer

never talked to this man, never gestured to this man. He could see this stupid brother never

understood what was gestured. They remained untouched -- an abyss was there, no bridge.

They debated, they concluded. One was defeated, one has become victorious, and they never

met -- not for a single moment. He laughed.

This laughter can become enlightenment. This laughter can become a profound

understanding, a transformation. If this laughter is not about the stupidity of this brother or

the stupidity of that wanderer, if this laughter is about the whole situation: how the head

functions, how two heads can never meet, how two pasts can never meet, how two minds

always remain separate -- that there is no way for them to meet and mingle with each other....

If he laughs at the whole situation, not at this brother or at that learned wanderer -- because if

he laughs at this brother or at that learned wanderer, this laughter cannot become

enlightenment, he will remain the same -- but if he laughs at the whole situation: how the

mind functions, how the mind argues, how the mind goes on within itself, never moving out,

how the mind is always closed, it is never open, how the mind is just an inner dream, a

nightmare....

If he understands that, this laughter will become a shattering. The pail, the whole pail will

fall down, the water will flow out -- no water, no moon.

Enough for today.
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THE ZEN MASTER HAKUIN WAS HONORED BY HIS NEIGHBORS AS ONE WHO LED A PURE
LIFE.
ONE DAY IT WAS DISCOVERED THAT A BEAUTIFUL GIRL WHO LIVED NEAR HAKUIN WAS
PREGNANT.
THE PARENTS WERE VERY ANGRY. AT FIRST THE GIRL WOULD NOT SAY WHO THE FATHER
WAS, BUT AFTER MUCH HARASSMENT SHE NAMED HAKUIN.
IN GREAT ANGER THE PARENTS WENT TO HAKUIN, BUT ALL HE WOULD SAY WAS, "IS THAT
SO?"
AFTER THE CHILD WAS BORN IT WAS TAKEN TO HAKUIN WHO HAD LOST HIS REPUTATION
BY THIS TIME, ALTHOUGH HE DIDN'T SEEM MUCH DISTURBED BY THE FACT.
HAKUIN TOOK GREAT CARE OF THE CHILD. HE OBTAINED MILK, FOOD, AND EVERYTHING
ELSE THE CHILD NEEDED FROM HIS NEIGHBORS.
A YEAR LATER THE GIRL-MOTHER COULD STAND IT NO LONGER, SO SHE TOLD HER
PARENTS THE TRUTH -- THE REAL FATHER WAS A YOUNG MAN WHO WORKED IN THE FISH
MARKET. THE MOTHER AND FATHER OF THE GIRL WENT ROUND AT ONCE TO HAKUIN TO
TELL HIM THE STORY, APOLOGIZE AT GREAT LENGTH, ASK HIS FORGIVENESS, AND GET
THE CHILD BACK.
AS THE MASTER WILLINGLY YIELDED THE CHILD HE SAID, "IS THAT SO?"

What is pure life? What do you call purity? Because whatsoever you call purity is not the

real purity. Your purity is a calculation, a moral calculation. Your purity is not the purity of a

saint -- his purity is innocence. Your purity is a sort of cunningness, a shrewdness.

This has to be understood first. If you understand it deeply, only then you can understand

what a wise man is, what a saint is, what a man of knowledge is. Because if your

measurement is wrong, if your very base of judgment is wrong, everything will go wrong

with it.

Real purity is just like a child -- innocent; innocent about what is good, what is bad;

innocent about any distinction. Real purity does not know what is God and what is the Devil.

But your purity is a choice -- a choice of God against the Devil, a choice of the good against

the bad. You have already made a distinction, you have already divided existence. And a

divided existence cannot lead to innocence.

Innocence flowers only when existence is undivided. You accept it as it is. You don't



choose, you don't divide, you don't make any distinctions. You don't know, really, what is

good and what is bad. If you know, then you will calculate, then purity will be manufactured.

It will not be a flowering.

I will tell you one anecdote: Khalil Gibran has written a beautiful story. A priest was

going to the temple. Just by the side of the road he saw a man almost at the verge of death --

bleeding, dying, as if he had been attacked very severely -- wounds all over, blood flowing,

soaked in his own blood.

The priest was in a hurry; he had to reach the temple in time, there must be people

waiting. But he was a man of morality -- I will not say of purity: he was a man of morality.

He pondered what to do. He calculated and then he thought, "It is better to help this man who

is dying. This is what Jesus has said. It is better to forget the temple, the worshippers; they

can wait a little. But this man has to be helped immediately, otherwise he will die."

So he went closer to the man, but the moment he saw his face he was scared. This face

looked familiar, very evil-looking. Then he suddenly remembered that in his temple there is a

picture of the Devil -- and this is the man. This is the Devil, nobody else! So he started

running towards the temple.

The Devil called out; he said, "Priest, listen! If I die you will repent forever. Because if I

die, if evil dies, where will your God be? If the bad dies, how will you know what is good?

You exist because of me. Think it over!"

The priest stopped. The Devil was right: if the Devil dies, there will be no hell. And if

there is no fear, who is going to worship God? All prayers are based on fear. You are afraid,

your love towards God is based on the fear of the Devil. Your goodness is measured through

evil. God needs the Devil.

The Devil said, "God needs me! He cannot be without me. All the temples will fall down

and nobody will come to worship. And you will not find a single man who is religious if I am

not there. I tempt them; through my temptation they become saints. Have you ever heard

about any saint who was not tempted by the Devil? Your Jesus, your Zoroaster, your Buddha

-- all have been tempted by me! It is I who made them saints. So come back!"

The priest hesitated a little, but the Devil was logical -- and the Devil is always logical; he

is logic personified. You cannot reason with him, you cannot argue. If you argue you are

defeated. You cannot win an argument with the Devil.

The priest had to concede and agree. He said, "You seem to be right. Where will we be

without you?" So he carried the Devil on his back to the hospital. He waited there until he

was certain that now there is no danger and that the Devil will survive -- and with the Devil,

all the temples, all the priests and all religions survive.

This priest is a moral man, but not a pure man. His life is a mathematical calculation, and

if you calculate then you are already defeated by the Devil. You cannot calculate better than

he can. If you argue, if you divide life, if it becomes a logical problem, then there is no

possibility of your ever winning it. The game is already lost. You are in a losing battle.

A man of innocence does not know who God is and who the Devil is. A man of

innocence lives out of his innocence, not out of his calculations. He is not shrewd, he is

simple. He lives moment to moment, neither the past nor the future is meaningful to him.

This very moment is enough unto itself.

But your morality... your morality is created by the priest, the priest who helped the

Devil; because the Devil argued, and he argued rightly. Your morality is not pure. So



whenever there is someone who can behave the way you think a pure man should behave,

who can manipulate himself, you honor him, you respect him, you call him a saint. Your

saints are as bogus as you are, because you decide and judge who is a saint. Your morality is

just a fear, a hidden fear, and the disguise is so clever that you never become aware of it.

How can a calculation become innocent? And without becoming innocent -- innocent like

the trees, innocent like the animals, innocent like the babies -- how can purity happen to you?

It is not something you can control. If you control, it is repression, and the contrary is always

present there. If you become a celibate, sex is there hidden in the unconscious waiting for its

moment to assert, to rebel. If you become nonviolent, violence is there. The opposite cannot

be thrown out. If you choose, the opposite is always repressed -- that's all you can do. Only in

an innocent mind does the opposite disappear, because nothing has been chosen: the opposite

cannot exist without choice.

Hence Krishnamurti consistently emphasizes not to choose, and to be choiceless -- that's

the base of innocence. But you can deceive yourself by choosing choicelessness: "Because

Krishnamurti says, 'Be choiceless' I will be choiceless." If you decide, the will has entered --

and the will is cunning. If you decide to be choiceless, your choicelessness will be part of a

morality, not part of purity.

Just understand, don't choose -- don't choose even choicelessness. Simply understand the

whole situation: that whatsoever you choose, whatsoever you do, will come out of the

calculating mind. It cannot be the real thing. Your mind can only produce dreams, it cannot

produce the truth. Truth cannot be produced, nobody can produce it. It is there; it has to be

seen. Nothing has to be done, just a look is needed -- a look without any prejudice, a look

without any choice, a look without any distinctions.

A man of God, if he has suppressed, if he has denied the Devil, is not a real man of God.

The Devil will be there by the corner. Once you divide, you are caught in the battle of the

opposites -- you will be crushed. If you don't decide -- you don't know what is good, what is

bad -- whatsoever happens you simply accept. It is happening, what can you do? Nothing can

be done. So you float like a white cloud. You don't know where you are going or why you are

going. The wind blows to the north, you go to the north; the wind then drifts towards the

south, you drift towards the south. You float with the wind. You don't say, "I am going to the

south, I cannot go to the north." You don't fight.

A man of purity is not a soldier, he is a saint. And a man of morality is a soldier, he is not

a saint. Of course, the fight is within, not without. Of course, the fight is not with someone

else but with oneself -- but the fight is there.

You need not be a fighter. And if you fight you will lose the battle. How can you fight the

whole? You are just a tiny part, an atomic part. How can you fight the whole? A man of

purity neither fights nor surrenders -- because surrender also belongs to the soldier. First he

fights, then he finds it is impossible to win, then he surrenders. His surrender is also

secondhand, it comes through the fight. A man of purity simply exists. He is not a fighter, he

need not surrender. There is nothing to surrender, nobody to surrender. Who will surrender

and what is to be surrendered? He has never fought.

Understanding leads you to acceptance, and that acceptance gives you purity. But this

purity cannot be honored by people, by the neighbors -- they cannot understand it. Morality

belongs to a country, purity belongs to no country. Morality belongs to an age, purity is

nontemporal. Morality belongs to this society or that: there are as many moralities as there

are societies. Purity is one -- wherever you go it is the same, just like the taste of the sea:

wherever you go it is salty.



A Buddha or a Jesus or a Ramakrishna, if you taste them, they are all just like the sea --

the same saltiness. But a man of morality is different. A man of morality, if he is a

Mohammedan, will be different; if he is a Hindu, he cannot be the same. If he is a Christian,

again he will be different. A man of morality has to follow the code, the law of the society.

Societies are many, moralities are millions. Societies change, moralities change. Purity is

eternal -- it transcends time, space. It transcends climate, countries, it transcends tribes. It

transcends all that is manmade. Purity is not manmade; moralities are manmade.

Now we should enter this beautiful story -- it happened in reality, it is an historic fact.

THE ZEN MASTER HAKUIN WAS HONORED BY HIS NEIGHBORS AS ONE WHO LED A PURE
LIFE.

They didn't know, they were not aware that the purity of their conceptions cannot be

applied to this man. They were not aware. They thought, "He is a moral man," and he was not

a moral man. He was a pure man, an innocent one -- but not a moral one. He was a religious

man -- and remember the difference -- he belonged to the eternal innocence, he was childlike.

But the people honored him because they were not aware yet of the distinction between

morality and amoral purity.

They thought that he is a saint, but he was not the saint of their conceptions. He was a

saint, but he was not a saint who can be measured by you. Your standards won't apply there.

You will have to throw out your measurements and look. You will have to throw out your

judgments and look; only then the saint, the real saint, is revealed to you.

ONE DAY IT WAS DISCOVERED THAT A BEAUTIFUL GIRL WHO LIVED NEAR HAKUIN WAS
PREGNANT. THE PARENTS WERE VERY ANGRY. AT FIRST THE GIRL WOULD NOT SAY WHO
THE FATHER WAS, BUT AFTER MUCH HARASSMENT SHE NAMED HAKUIN.
IN GREAT ANGER THE PARENTS WENT TO HAKUIN, BUT ALL HE WOULD SAY WAS, "IS THAT
SO?"

He would not deny, he would not accept. He didn't make any commitment. He didn't say,

"I am not responsible." He didn't say, "I am responsible." He simply said a very

noncommittal thing; he said, "Is that so?" as if he was not related -- so detached, so

absolutely out of it. He simply asked, "Is that so, that I am the father of the child?"

What does this mean? It means such a total acceptance that even acceptance is not

needed. Because when you say, "I accept," deep down you have denied. When you say yes,

then no is implied. He would not even say yes. Who was he to say yes or no? If it had

happened, if this was a fact, then he would just be a witness to it. If people had come to think

that he was the father, then why unnecessarily disturb them and say something this way or

that way? He would not choose. This is what choicelessness is. He would not be this or that,

he would not defend himself.

Purity is never on the defense. Morality is always defensive, that's why morality always

takes offense very easily. Just look at a moralist, at a puritan, and he feels offended. If you

say something, he feels offended; he will immediately deny and defend himself. But this is

one of the basic psychological insights of all seekers: that whenever you defend something, it

means you are afraid.

If this Hakuin was an ordinary saint he would have defended himself -- and he would also

have been true in his defense, there was no problem about it: it was proved later on that the

child never belonged to him, he was not the father. An ordinary saint, a so-called saint, a man



of morality, even if he was the father, would have defended himself. And this Hakuin -- he

was not the father, but he did not defend himself.

Innocence is insecurity, that's why it is innocence. If you defend it and make it secure, it

is not innocence -- calculation has entered.

What must have happened inside Hakuin? Nothing! He simply listened to the fact that

people had come to believe that he was the father, so he asked, "Is that so?" That was all, that

is all! He didn't react in any way -- this way or that. He would not say yes, he would not say

no. He was not defensive, he was open and vulnerable. Innocence is vulnerable; it is absolute

vulnerability, openness.

Whenever you defend, whenever you say that this is not so, you are afraid. Only fear is

defensive. Fearlessness cannot be defensive. Fear always armors itself. If somebody says that

you are dishonest, you immediately defend. Why? Why be so worried about it? Why react? --

because you know that you are dishonest. That's why it hurts. Truth hurts very much, because

the wound is there. You know you are dishonest, and if somebody says you are dishonest,

you cannot laugh, you become serious. You have to defend, otherwise the thing will be

known. You have to fight, otherwise everybody else will start thinking in those terms.

And if people come to know that you are dishonest, then it will be difficult to be

dishonest, because only if people believe that you are honest can you continue to be

dishonest. This is the mathematics. People must believe that you are a true man, only then

you can lie. If everybody knows that you are a liar -- finished! Then how can you lie? Even

lies need a sort of trust about you.

You can be a thief only if people believe that you are a saint -- then it is very easy to be a

thief, because people will not try to protect themselves against you.

An immoral person will always defend his character. He will try to prove that he is a man

of character, but this shows that he is characterless. If you are not dishonest and somebody

says you are dishonest, you will say, "Is that so? Maybe, perhaps, who knows!" You will say,

"I will look again. I will have a look again within myself. You may be right."

But this is honesty. How can this man be dishonest who says, "I will look, I will try to

find out. You may be right"? This is authentic honesty. This man cannot be dishonest. But if

you are dishonest and somebody says so, you take offense. All your defenses are because you

take offense. You are always prepared and ready to answer. You carry character certificates

with you, "I am a man of character."

Fear creates an armor. Now depth psychology has come to realize that all characters are

armor. A child is born, he does not know what is good, what is bad. Then he has to be taught

to make distinctions. He is punished if he goes on doing something which is thought bad.

What happens to the mind of the child? What happens in his consciousness? As far as his

innocence is concerned, he cannot see what is bad in it. Why is it bad? But father and mother

-- and they are powerful -- they say, "This is bad, and if you do it you will be punished. If you

don't do it you will be appreciated, rewarded."

He has to listen to them because they are powerful, and he has to suppress himself and his

own innocence. He creates an armor around himself. He becomes afraid of certain things he

should not do, otherwise he will be punished. Certain things he should do because then he is

going to be rewarded.

Greed is created, fear is created. And then the child moves through many experiences in

which he is punished, in which he is rewarded. By and by, he creates a character around his

consciousness. Character means creating habits which society thinks are good, and destroying

habits which society thinks are bad -- this is character. And this character is an armor,



because if you don't create it the society will destroy you. The society won't allow you to

exist. To exist, to survive, you have to create a character, otherwise you will be in jail,

punished.

Why are you so much against criminals? Why do you punish them so much? Not because

their crimes are so great, not because it is needed by justice, no. You are taking revenge.

They disobeyed society, they disobeyed you, the structure, the establishment. They are

rebellious. You were saying, "This is bad," and they still did it -- the society will take

revenge. And your courts and your judges are not really men of justice, they are the hangmen.

They are the murderers appointed by the society, in the name of justice, to take revenge. They

murder, they kill, but in the name of justice.

A man steals, he is a thief. He is sent to prison for five years, seven years, ten years. Is it

going to help in any way? When he comes out, is it going to prevent him stealing again? No,

on the contrary; he will come out a more perfect thief, because there in the prison he will

meet the masters. There he will learn the trade secrets, there he will learn why he has been

caught, where he was at fault. Next time it will not be so easy to catch him. He will become

more efficient, he will become more alert.

Your punishment never changes anybody. But you go on punishing and you say, "We are

punishing to change him." A man murders, then the society murders him "... because," they

say, "why did you murder?" But this seems to be foolish. He murdered, he was wrong, and

now the society murders him -- and the society is right! And how is your killing him going to

change him? He will no longer be there.

No! You are taking revenge. And you know deep down that not only is society doing that,

you are also doing that. You are a father or a mother -- you punish your child. Have you ever

observed your mind, why you punish? Look deep inside and you will find the revenging

attitude. You will say, "We are teaching him. How will he learn if he is not punished?" But

these are just rationalizations. Inside, the father feels hurt because the child has disobeyed, he

has become rebellious, he has done something which he was told not to do -- the father's ego

feels hurt.

If you look in the old scriptures, the Old Testament, the Koran and other scriptures, then

you will immediately feel that God is very revengeful. He will send you to hell, not that

justice needs it, but because you disobeyed. In the Old Testament it is said: Obedience is

virtue, disobedience is sin. It is not a question of what is said to you -- obedience is virtue and

disobedience is sin.

If obedience is forced, then a character arises. Then by and by the child starts learning; he

learns, becomes calculating -- what to do, what not to do. The innocence is poisoned. The

innocence is no longer there, now calculation has come in. And now he knows how to

influence you, how to manipulate you, how to be a good child so he is rewarded, and how not

to be a bad child.

And this character armor works in a double way. He protects himself from the society;

but deep inside, the consciousness does not know what is good, what is bad. So he has to

fight with himself continuously. This character becomes a double-edged thing: on the outside

it is a protection from society, on the inside it is a constant fight.

You fall in love with a woman and she is not your wife. What to do? The society has

taught you that this is immoral. But even your consciousness has fallen in love, because the

consciousness does not know what is immoral and what is moral. Something happens, you

cannot do anything about it. Your character starts fighting and says, "This is immoral,

prevent it, control it. Don't move on this path, this is wrong." Then you start fighting. This



fight creates anxiety, your spontaneity is lost. In the eyes of others you are a man of

character; you cannot lose your reputation, because then the ego will be lost.

Inside also you think that you are a man of character. You start feeling guilty, you start

punishing yourself. So many monks in so many monasteries are fasting, not as a religious

prayer but just as a punishment to themselves. They feel guilty, continuously guilty. And it is

very difficult to find a monk who is not feeling guilty, very difficult, because everything is

wrong: to look at a beautiful woman is wrong, to eat food with taste is wrong, to feel

comfortable is wrong -- everything is wrong. Continuous guilt, so what to do now?

Only one thing remains.... And he is not a criminal because he has not done anything, so

the society cannot punish him. And you all give your respect to him. So what can he do? He

has to punish himself. He will go on a fast. He will go on a continuous vigilance for seven

days. He will not allow himself to sleep, he will not allow himself to be comfortable, he will

not eat with taste, he will not look at anything beautiful -- he will not enjoy anything. That is

how he will punish himself, and the more he punishes himself the more honorable he

becomes in your eyes. And he is just an ill man, perverted.

He is pathological, he is a case. He has to be studied, not respected. Something has gone

wrong within him. His mind is not at ease -- divided, fragmented, he is continuously against

himself. This is what anxiety means: when you are against yourself, you are in anxiety.

Continuously fighting with yourself will create tension.

And you cannot allow anything, because you are always afraid that if you allow then all

that you have suppressed will come up. You cannot relax. Your so-called saints cannot relax.

Even in sleep they cannot relax, because they are afraid of relaxation. If they relax, then what

will happen? Then the body will say, "Be comfortable." Then the mind will say, "Find taste

in food, find tasteful food." Then the body will desire: "Find a woman, find a beautiful body

to hug. Find someone with whom you can merge and melt." If you relax, then all that you

have suppressed will also relax. So your saints cannot relax, they are afraid of relaxation.

They are tense, continuously tense, you can feel that tenseness. If you go near a saint, all

around him there is a field of tenseness. You will also become tense if you go near a saint.

But with a real saint, a sage, who is a man of purity not a man of morality, he is

continuously relaxed... if you go near him you will feel relaxed. But then you may feel afraid,

because if you feel relaxed your own repressions will start coming up.

Many people come to me and they say, "This is dangerous, because when we meditate

and relax, many things that have not been bothering us before start bothering us."

A married man with six children came to me just a few days ago, and he said, "Never in

my life have I looked at other women, never. But what is happening? I am meditating and for

the first time -- and I am now forty-eight with six children, a wife, and everything is okay --

suddenly women have become very attractive. What to do?" He is afraid now. He must have

been repressing this continuously for forty-eight years. Now, suddenly, he has learned how to

relax. But when you relax, you relax totally, so all that has been repressed also relaxes.

For the first time he is becoming young again. "Really," I told him, "you have never been

young. Now you are becoming young again, so women have become attractive. But don't be

afraid, everything is going to become attractive now: the trees will look different, the flowers

will look different -- and why not a woman? Everything is going to become different. And if

you are afraid of this then existence can never become beautiful to you.

"And when the whole of existence has become beautiful, then you have come to the door

of the divine, never before. And you are afraid of a woman -- what will happen when God

comes? He will be so beautiful you will forget your wife completely. What will you do? You



are afraid of a tiny woman -- what will happen to you when a tremendous beauty explodes all

over the world, everywhere? So don't close...."

But he said, "You may be right, but what will happen with my family? I have got

children."

These are the fears. With a repressed mind, relaxation is the most dangerous thing. You

come to me and you ask, "How to relax?" You don't know what you are asking -- because

your society has trained you not to relax, your society has taught you how to control, and here

I am teaching you how to relax. It is absolutely antisocial. But God is antisocial. The beyond

is antisocial. Your society is created by pathological minds just like you. They have made

rules and regulations -- and pathological people are always very efficient in making rules and

regulations. They themselves are repressed and in misery; they want others also to be

repressed and in misery. They cannot allow you to be so happy.

Look at a schoolmaster in a primary school, with a staff in his hand, killing small children

who are still happy. The society has not destroyed them -- they are still spontaneous. Look at

this schoolmaster: sad, angry, always angry, always killing the natural, the Tao, the

spontaneous. He will be happy only when all these children become old and dead. Then he

will be at ease, he has done his job.

Psychologists say that people who are attracted towards schools, to become teachers, are

people who are sadists. And there is nothing like a school if you are a sadist, because children

are so weak, so helpless, you can do anything with them. You beat them and they cannot

rebel. You do something and they cannot reply, they will have to suffer. And you are doing

this for their own good, so you are beyond reproach. You are helping them to grow.

Pascal has said that the whole society is mad and that children fall into the hands of so

many madmen. They come innocent, but immediately we take charge and turn them into

madmen. Some of them escape from the back door: they are criminals. And some of them

escape from the front door: they are sages.

Sages and criminals have one similar quality, and that is rebelliousness. But the criminal

has gone wrong in his rebelliousness. His rebelliousness is destructive, not creative. And the

saint has taken a route of rebelliousness -- but creative.

THE PARENTS WERE VERY ANGRY. AT FIRST THE GIRL WOULD NOT SAY WHO THE FATHER
WAS, BUT AFTER MUCH HARASSMENT SHE NAMED HAKUIN.
IN GREAT ANGER THE PARENTS WENT TO HAKUIN, BUT ALL HE WOULD SAY WAS, "IS THAT
SO?"
AFTER THE CHILD WAS BORN IT WAS TAKEN TO HAKUIN -- WHO HAD LOST HIS
REPUTATION BY THIS TIME, ALTHOUGH HE DIDN'T SEEM MUCH DISTURBED BY THE FACT.

Whether you honor or whether you dishonor him cannot make any difference to a sage, to

a man of purity. What you think about him is really irrelevant.

Why is it so relevant to you what others think? Why are others' opinions so relevant to

you? Why do you care so much? Because you don't know who you are. You depend on their

opinions about yourself. That's your only self-knowledge. If they say you are good, you are

good. If they say you are bad, you are bad. You have nothing inside which can say, "Their

opinions are their opinions. If I am good, I am good; whatsoever they say makes no

difference. If I am bad, I am bad. The whole world may respect me like a saint, but if I am

bad, I know I am bad, and this reputation cannot become a substitute -- it is useless. And if I

am good, the whole world may say that I am not good, bad, evil, the very devil incarnate --

how does it make any difference?"

One who knows himself is never disturbed by what you think about him. But one who



doesn't know himself -- he is always disturbed, because his whole knowledge consists of your

opinions. His whole knowledge is just a file he has gathered about what people think about

him. This is not knowledge, not self-knowledge. This is self-ignorance, which you hide,

disguise, by others' opinions. Your whole identity, your whole image, is made by others. You

are bound to remain in constant anxiety because others go on changing their opinions.

Opinions are like the climate: it is never the same. In the morning it was cloudy and now

the clouds have gone. Now it is sunny, and the next moment it is raining. Opinions are just

like clouds, just like the climate. What can you do about it? Look at Richard Nixon: just a

moment before he was everything, and just a moment later, nothing. The opinion has

changed, the people who were for him are against him -- and the same people!

This is the beauty of it: the same people who will push you towards the throne will pull

you down. There is a dynamic, an inner law, that the people who respect you, deep down also

disrespect you. The people who love you also hate you, because they are divided. They are

not one. So after they help you to reach to the throne, one part of them is finished -- the love

part. Now what will happen to the hate part? Immediately the hate part starts functioning. So

once a man becomes respectable the climate is changing already. Once a man has become a

president or a prime minister, the voters are already changing. Really, the moment they voted

one part is finished -- the love part. Now the hate part will come up. So the same people take

you to the throne, and the same people bring you down.

Only a sage remains undisturbed. Why? -- because he never pays any attention to what

you say. What you say is really rubbish. You don't know anything about yourself, and you

say something about Mahavira, Buddha, Christ. You don't know anything about yourself, and

you are so confident about Jesus, that he is good or bad. It is rubbish. And a person can pay

attention to your rubbish only if he is just like you. A sage is not like you, and this is the

difference.

AFTER THE CHILD WAS BORN IT WAS TAKEN TO HAKUIN -- WHO HAD LOST HIS
REPUTATION BY THIS TIME.

Of course, obviously, the same people who thought that he is a sage started thinking that

he is a devil. He has committed the greatest sin -- because for people, sex is the greatest sin.

You are so much against life that sex has become the greatest sin -- because it is the

origin of life. You are so dead, that's why sex has become the greatest sin. Sex is the most

alive phenomenon in the world. Nothing else is so alive as sex. You come through it, the

trees come through it, the birds come through it -- everything comes through it. Anything that

becomes alive comes through it, it is the original source.

If you can give any parallel to God in this world, it is sex. That's why Hindus have made

their symbol shivalinga. Hindus are really rare -- no comparison anywhere in the world --

very courageous people to make shivalinga, the sex organ of Shiva, the symbol of the divine.

Sex is the most divine thing in the world. But why do you call it a sin? -- because from

the very beginning you have been taught that it is sin. You have completely forgotten that

you have come out of it. And you have completely disguised the fact that when the sex

energy is finished in you, you will die. It is sex energy throbbing in you which is life.

That's why a young man is more alive, and an old man is less alive. What is the difference

between a young man and an old man? In young men the sex energy is in flood. In the old

man the supply has disappeared, now the flood is disappearing. It has become just like a

dripping stream. The moment sex energy has disappeared, you are dead.



Sex is life -- and we have made it the greatest sin.

Deep down we are against life.

So when you come to know that a saint has been in a sexual relationship, all his

reputation immediately disappears. If he was a thief it would not be so bad, you could have

forgiven him. If he was accumulating money -- your saints are accumulating -- then you

would have forgiven him; it was not a big problem, greed is not a big problem. Whatsoever

he was doing you could have forgiven him, but sex? -- impossible!

We have become so deadly against it that Christians say that Jesus was born without sex.

Because how can Jesus be born out of sex, the original sin? How can Jesus be born out of

sex? Everyone else is born out of sex -- not Jesus. Just because sex is such a dangerous thing,

they said that Jesus was born from the Holy Ghost. There is no father to Jesus, there has been

no sexual intercourse. He was born out of the womb without any meeting with the other sex.

Why this nonsense? But leave Jesus aside, and the Christians. You! If you even think that

your father, some time or other, must be making love to your mother, you will feel guilty.

How were you born? You are not a bastard. But just to think of your father making love to

your mother... the whole thing seems ugly. The whole thing seems so ugly that you cannot

conceive of your father doing that -- others may be doing it, but your father? Impossible! You

are born out of a brahmachari father, a celibate; that's what Christians are saying about Jesus.

And when you come to be sure that a saint, a great sage like Hakuin, has made a girl

pregnant -- obviously not only respect is gone. He must have been insulted as much as

possible. It would have become impossible for him to go around the town to beg. People

must have been throwing stones at him, the same people who were bringing garlands and

flowers and who were bowing down at his feet -- the same people. But Hakuin was not

disturbed.

HAKUIN TOOK GREAT CARE OF THE CHILD. HE OBTAINED MILK, FOOD, AND EVERYTHING
ELSE THE CHILD NEEDED FROM HIS NEIGHBORS.
A YEAR LATER, THE GIRL-MOTHER COULD STAND IT NO LONGER, SO SHE TOLD HER
PARENTS THE TRUTH...

It must have been too heavy on her, seeing Hakuin's respect going down and down,

seeing the insults being thrown at Hakuin, seeing that the whole town is against him, seeing

him begging for the child, for the milk, for the food, and doors being closed in his face. It

must have been really heavy.

... SO SHE TOLD HER PARENTS THE TRUTH -- THE REAL FATHER WAS A YOUNG MAN WHO
WORKED IN THE FISH MARKET.

They always work in the fish market -- the real fathers.

THE MOTHER AND FATHER OF THE GIRL WENT AROUND AT ONCE TO HAKUIN TO TELL HIM
THE STORY, APOLOGIZE AT GREAT LENGTH, ASK HIS FORGIVENESS, AND GET THE CHILD
BACK.
AS THE MASTER WILLINGLY YIELDED THE CHILD HE SAID, "IS THAT SO?"

In misery, in happiness, the sage remains the same. Respected, insulted, the sage remains

the same. In life, in death, the sage remains the same. He again simply said the same three

words: "Is that so?" Again noncommittal, again not committing himself to anything, not



saying anything, simply accepting a fact: "If that is so, okay."

This is the consciousness of purity. Whatsoever life brings, welcome it. If it brings misery

and insult -- accept it, welcome it. If it brings honor, happiness -- welcome it, accept it. And

don't make any distinction between the two. If you differentiate, your balance is lost, and the

balance is the purity.

When you are balanced, you are a sage. When the balance is lost, you are lost, you have

become a sinner. Sin is not something that you do, sin is something that happens within you

when the balance is lost. It is not an act, it is an inner balance. It is what Mahavira has called

samyaktva -- inner balance; neither this nor that, what the Upanishads have called neti, neti --

not this, not that. Just in between -- neither moving to this, nor moving to that, because if you

move, even a slight movement which nobody can detect except you.... Remember this:

nobody can detect your inner balance. Only you can detect it, it is so subtle! But even a slight

movement and you are no more at peace, you are no more at home, you have lost the divine.

Because what does a slight leaning mean? It means you have chosen. It means a distinction is

made. It means you have said this is good, that is bad. It means expectation has come in. It

means desire has sprouted. It means now you are motivated.

Had Hakuin said, "Right! So you have come to know the truth?" that would mean he was

no sage at all, because that would mean for the whole year he was waiting for this moment,

he was not in the present, he was thinking for the future, "Some day or other the truth must be

known. The people will respect me again. When they come to know that the child doesn't

belong to me, they will respect me again: my respect will be back." Then he would have

waited, but the balance is lost....

If Hakuin was not a sage he would have thought and prayed to God, that God reveal the

truth to people. But why? If it happens that a child has happened to you, and people think that

it is your child -- if life has brought a child to you, what difference does it make who the real

father is? No difference! Hakuin took every care of the child, just like a father. The child

needs a father, that is the thing. And Hakuin fathered the child as lovingly as no father could.

Even if the child was your own, it would have been difficult to take such care as he took.

It was no sin of the child. He was not against the child. If you had been in Hakuin's place,

you would have killed the child because he was the cause of your misery. You would have

thrown the child and moved to another village where people can respect you again, because

they don't know you. You would have done something to defend your respect -- your whole

prestige was shattered. And Hakuin was just caring about the child, not worried about the

village. What people say is not the question, it is irrelevant. The child needed a father, so

Hakuin became the father. He was not disturbed, he didn't react.

And then, after one year... when you take care of a child so lovingly, attachment arises --

bound to be so. Even if the child is not yours, the child becomes yours. To live with a child

for one year and to suffer so much for the child, to sacrifice so much for the child -- a deep

bond, a deep relationship arises. One becomes attached. But when the parents came again and

they told the whole story, asked his forgiveness and got the child back, AS THE MASTER

WILLINGLY YIELDED THE CHILD there was not a single trembling of attachment. He

simply yielded the child -- HE SAID, "IS THAT SO?" -- as if nothing has happened. This

whole year has been a dream. Only the dream is broken, and you are awake.

A sage lives in this world amidst you as if he is living in a dream. You are shadows. He

lives amidst you just as if he is enacting a part, he is not involved. He is there, but not in it --

he remains an outsider. And if you can remain an outsider, then sooner or later you will come

to realize: no water, no moon. Because when you get involved, water is created; then you live



with the reflection, then you cannot move to the real, then you live with the unreal.

Your attachment creates the delusion. The delusion is not there outside you, the maya is

not there outside you. It is within you, in your attitudes: attached, choosing, for this, against

that, making distinctions, like and dislike. It is in you. You create your illusion and then you

live in it, then you are clouded by it. In that clouded state you can see only the reflection, you

can never see the real moon.

This Hakuin remained balanced. Whatsoever happened outside didn't affect the inside at

all. The inside remained balanced -- no waves, no vibrations of the outside entered. He

remained silent as if it was a dream. And whatsoever came, he accepted it. He didn't become

a doer, a karta, he remained a witness.

These three words, "Is that so?" belong to the witnessing soul; not making any judgment,

simply saying, "Is that so?" And this is all that was inside him, "Is that so? If it is so, okay."

A sage okays everything that happens, he has no choice. And when there is no choice,

there is no water. No water -- reflection disappears, maya disappears -- no moon.

Enough for today.
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MAMIYA LATER BECAME A WELL-KNOWN TEACHER, BUT WHILE HE WAS STUDYING UNDER
A MASTER HE WAS ASKED TO EXPLAIN THE SOUND OF ONE HAND CLAPPING.
ALTHOUGH MAMIYA WORKED HARD AT IT HIS MASTER SAID TO HIM ONE DAY, "YOU ARE
NOT WORKING HARD ENOUGH. YOU ARE TOO ATTACHED TO FOOD, WEALTH, THINGS --
AND THAT SOUND. IT WOULD BE BETTER IF YOU DIED."
THE NEXT TIME MAMIYA CAME BEFORE THE MASTER, HE WAS AGAIN ASKED WHAT HE HAD
TO SHOW REGARDING THE SOUND OF ONE HAND CLAPPING. MAMIYA AT ONCE FELL OVER
AS IF HE WAS DEAD.
"YOU ARE DEAD ALL RIGHT," SAID THE MASTER, "BUT HOW ABOUT THAT SOUND?"
LOOKING UP MAMIYA REPLIED, "OH, I HAVEN'T SOLVED THAT ONE YET."
"WHAT?" ROARED THE MASTER, "DEAD MEN DON'T SPEAK. GET OUT!"

The absurd is needed to bring you out of your mind, because mind is reasoning. Through

reasoning you cannot come out of it. Through reasoning you will move and move, but you

will move in a circle.

That is what you have been doing for many lives. One thing leads to another, but the

'another' is as much a part of the circle as the first. You feel that you are moving because

there is change, but you are following a circle. You go on moving about and about, around

and around -- you cannot get out of it. The more you reason how to get out, the more you

create systems, techniques, methods how to get out, the more you become entangled into it.

Because the basic problem is: reasoning cannot bring you out because reasoning is the very

phenomenon that you are in.

Something irrational is needed. Something beyond reason is needed. Something absurd,

something mad -- only that can bring you out. All great masters have been devising things --

their devices are absurd. If you think about them you will miss. You have to follow their line

without any reasoning. That's why philosophy is not of much use. Only religion can be of

help -- religion is absolute madness.

Tertullian has said, "I believe in God because God is absurd." There is no reason to

believe in it -- is there any reason to believe in God? Has anyone ever been capable of

proving that God exists? There is no reasoning which can support it -- hence faith. Faith

means the absurd. Faith means no reason to believe and you believe. Faith means no



arguments, no proofs to prove, and you put your whole life at stake. Nobody can prove that

God is, and you take the jump into the abyss. Anyone who is reasonable will feel that you

have gone mad, and that's how all rationalists have always been feeling. A Buddha, a

Krishna, a Jesus -- they have gone mad, they are talking nonsense.

There is a whole school in the West which proves that all of religion is nonsense. And I

am a religious man and I say they are right -- for the wrong reasons they are right. They think

that if you prove that religion is nonsense, that you have discounted religion, refuted it. No!

Religious men have always been saying, "We are absurd! We belong not to the world

which is of sense, we belong to something which is beyond." And the beyond is bound to be

nonsense. What sense can you make out of religion? If you can make any sense out of

religion, you have missed. Then you are in the world of theology, philosophy, systems, but

you can never touch that purity which is always beyond reason.

Tertullian is right, he is true. He says, "I believe because God is absurd." Belief means

belief in the absurd. You need not believe in this world that surrounds you -- it is there;

nobody needs to believe in it. How can you disbelieve it? It is so much there, so present;

everything proves it is there. Somebody can throw a stone at you and it is proved, because

you will be bleeding. You have been hit; the stone is there.

But God cannot hit you like a stone. You cannot even touch him. There is no way. How

to smell him? How to see him? And still you believe. Belief means always believing in the

absurd.

But what happens when somebody is capable of believing in the absurd? He is out of his

reason. Suddenly the circle stops, the wheel stops, because you are not feeding it any more.

Argument stops, thinking stops. Suddenly you are out of it, as if you have been awakened out

of your sleep. And the greatest sleep is of reason, because reason creates such beautiful

dreams, and so real that everyone is deceived by them.

Once you are awake and out of the vicious circle, God is there, nothing else exists. Then

there is no need to believe. Then you know. But before that knowing happens, faith will be

needed. And all those philosophers who have been trying for centuries to prove that God is,

they are not religious, they are not serving God; they are doing a great disservice. Because

when you give proof, you make God also a part of the mind. And when somebody believes

because God is a proved fact, he cannot get out of the reason.

So all religious people, all the masters, have devised ways to bring you out of the reason.

Zen has its own particular technique, and that technique is known as a koan. A koan is an

absurd puzzle. You cannot solve it. Howsoever you try, your effort is irrelevant. "Harder and

harder," the master will go on saying, "you are not trying hard enough." And he is deceiving

you, because whatsoever you do will never be hard enough to solve the problem -- because

the problem is unsolvable! It doesn't depend whether you work hard at it or not. But if you do

it with your totality, suddenly you will become aware of the absurdity -- never before.

Suddenly you will start laughing. The whole thing was nonsense. And if you can laugh the

mad laugh that comes when reason is not functioning....

Have you seen a madman laughing? His laughter is totally different from your laughter.

Your laughter is reasoned out, there is a reason for it. Somebody has told a joke, somebody

has fallen on the street, slipped on a banana peel, and you laugh. There is a reason, something

ridiculous has happened. Why do you laugh when a man falls in the street, slipping on a

banana peel? Why? What is humorous in it? There is something: the ego is the most

ridiculous thing in man, and when a man falls on a banana peel, then even the banana peel is

stronger than you. The whole absurdity of the ego is proved, that man is nothing -- even a



banana peel can throw you off balance.

The whole civilization of man is ego-centered. Whole cultures, nations, all dreams of

greatness have come to man because he is the only animal who stands erect on two feet --

that's why man goes on thinking that he is not an animal, he is different, he is unique, he

doesn't belong to the animal world. But when you slip on a banana peel suddenly the erect

posture is gone. Suddenly you fall into the animal world, you are a helpless animal, nothing

else. That's why it is ridiculous, seeing a man fall.

And think -- if a beggar falls on a banana peel, you will not laugh so much; but if a prime

minister falls, you will laugh more. Why? -- because a beggar is a beggar; he was already a

part of the animal world, nothing much. But this prime minister, the president, the king, the

queen -- you could never believe that the queen of England could fall just like other human

beings. Impossible! They have created a false impression around them that they are infallible.

And just a banana peel cracks the whole thing. You are exposed, that you are just a helpless

human being. And not only a helpless human being, just an animal -- on all fours, not on two

legs.

It is ridiculous. You laugh, but there is a reason. Watch a madman laughing -- there is no

reason in it. That's why you call him mad. You ask him, "Why are you laughing?" If he can

answer the why, then he is not mad. If he cannot answer the why, you say he has gone out of

his reason.

When a koan is understood for the first time... not solved, because a koan cannot be

solved, a koan is unsolvable, it cannot be solved. There is no way to solve it, it is an

impossibility, it is an impasse for the mind -- you cannot move any more. Suddenly you are

stuck, and the master goes on saying, "Work hard! You are not working hard enough." And

the more you work hard, the more you are stuck, moving nowhere: you cannot go back, you

cannot go ahead -- stuck. And the master goes on hammering you, "Fast, fast, harder. Work

hard!" A moment comes when you are not holding any part of your being, your whole being

is involved, and still you are stuck.

Suddenly, when the whole energy is involved, you become aware. And this happens only

when you are totally involved, when you have put in everything that you can. Only at that

peak, at that climax of energy, do you become aware that this problem is absurd -- it cannot

be solved. A laughter spreads all over your being, it is a mad laughter. And with that laughter

everything changes, is transformed. This is the first thing.

The second thing -- then we can enter into the story -- the second thing: you are all great

imitators. It is easier to imitate than to be authentic, because imitation is just on the surface.

Authenticity needs your center, needs you in your totality. That is too much. You get

involved just on the surface, deep down you remain out.

Imitation is very easy, and the whole culture and society depends on imitation. Everybody

is telling you how to behave, and whatsoever they are teaching you is nothing but imitation.

Religious people -- the so-called religious people, the priests, the theologians -- they are also

teaching you, "Be like Jesus, be like Buddha, be like Krishna." Nobody ever tells you, "Just

be yourself" -- nobody. Everybody is against you, it seems. Nobody allows you to be

yourself, nobody gives you any freedom. You can be in this world, but you must imitate

somebody.

The whole thing is ridiculous, because these same things were said to Buddha. They were

saying to Buddha: "Be like Rama, be like Krishna." He didn't follow them, that's how he

became a buddha. He became enlightened because he never became a victim of imitation.

Nobody can imitate. If you imitate, you will remain false.



I have heard: a lion and a rabbit entered a restaurant. Suddenly everybody became alert,

they couldn't believe their eyes. Then the rabbit said to the waiter, "Bring a lettuce for me --

and no dressing."

The waiter was scared, but still he asked, "And what about your friend? What should I

bring for him?"

The rabbit said, "Nothing."

The waiter asked, "Is he not feeling hungry?"

The rabbit stared at the waiter and said, "If he was a real lion, do you think I would be

sitting here? He is an actor."

The whole world has become unreal and acting, nobody is real. It is very difficult to find

a real man. If you can find a real man, don't leave him, just be near him; his reality will

become infectious. Just being near him will be enough transformation for you. No need to do

anything. This is what we have been calling satsang: being near a true man, a real man, an

authentic man. Nothing else is needed. Just being near him and watching and feeling the way

he is -- that's enough.

But the society has made you imitators, actors. You are not real, you are false. You have

never been allowed to be yourself, and that is the only thing you can be, you can be nothing

else. You can try, imitate, but it will remain just on the surface: deep down you will remain

yourself... and that's how it should be. The falseness that you put upon yourself cannot

become your being. How can it be? It can be at the most a dress, a posture, a superficial

gesture.

The whole world helps you to be imitators. So when you come to a monastery, near a

master, again you try the old methods you have been doing in the world. You start imitating

there also. There they will not be of any help, they will be the barriers. In the world it is okay,

because the whole world is of imitators. If you are real there you will be in trouble; if you are

false, you will be accepted. This so-called world only wants you to be a shadow, not a real

man, because a real man is dangerous.

Only shadows can be subdued, shadows can be obedient, shadows can follow;

whatsoever they are told to do, they will do. A real man will not always say yes; sometimes

he will say no, and when he says no, he means no! You cannot subdue him, you cannot

suppress him.

So from the very beginning we train children to be false. And this is what we call

'character'. If they become really false, unreal, we appreciate them, we reward them with

medals, we say they are real. This falsity is called real, ideal. And if a child rebels, tries to be

himself, he is a 'problem child'. He has to be psychoanalyzed, or he has to be sent to some

institution where they can put him right -- something is wrong with him. And there is nothing

wrong, he is simply asserting himself. He is saying, "Let me be myself."

A small child, Tommy, was attending his first wedding ceremony. Somebody asked -- a

guest -- "Tommy, to whom would you like to be married and when?"

Tommy said, "Never. I don't want to get married."

The man was surprised and said, "Why?"

He said, "I have lived too much with married people, and they are so false." And his

father and mother were present there. "I don't want to get married because I want to be

myself."



The wife will not allow the husband to be himself. The husband will not allow the wife to

be herself. Nobody allows anybody to be himself or herself, because this is thought to be

dangerous.

Suppress! And this has suppressed society: if it is sad, it is bound to be so, it is natural.

False people cannot be happy. They can be, at the most, sad; at the most, at their peak, they

can be sad, depressed. Freud has said that for humanity there is no possibility, no hope for

bliss. And he is right; the way humanity has been moving, if it goes on moving that way, only

sadness, depression, a hopeless state is possible. Just carrying oneself somehow, like a burden

-- no dance, no energy bubbling, no vitality, singing, nothing, no flowers -- just dragging

along.

False people can only be of that sort. But when these false people get too bored, fed up

with the so-called society, they go to a master in search of truth. There also they try their old

techniques, but then they will miss there. It is okay to be false with false people, because it

will be difficult to be real with them. But when you are in search of truth, when you come to

a master and the urge has happened to you to know what reality is, you are not allowed to

imitate. If you imitate you have carried your old pattern, your mode of existence, and that

mode of existence will become the barrier.

In religion no imitation is allowed. But see religious people; you will see churches,

temples, mosques, and you will find there the greatest imitators. That means there is no

religion left -- churches, temples, mosques are dead tombs now. With Jesus one had to be

real, but with the pope of the Vatican you have to be imitators. Now the Christianity of the

Vatican is part of the society.

Jesus was never a part of the society. He remained a stranger. All real religious people

have remained strangers, they are outsiders. When they die, then a church is raised on their

dead bodies; that church is part of the society, it is managed by the society, controlled by the

society.

Society has many cunning devices. If you escape from the market you will be caught in

the church, because the church is just the extension of the market. The market feeds the

church, the market controls the church, the market is really the owner of the church. And a

priest does not represent the divine, he represents the market.

The priest represents the economics of the society. And Marx is right when he says that

religion has been playing into the hands of the capitalists, or the feudalists, or those who

exploit and are powerful. Religion has been played just like an instrument of exploitation.

And Marx is right as far as the religion of the Vatican is concerned, or the religion of Puri

Shankaracharya is concerned, or the religion of Mecca and Medina is concerned. But it is not

true about Mohammed, it is not true about the original Shankaracharya, it is not true about

Jesus. He is wrong -- because they existed not as part of the society, they existed in the

wilderness, they existed as strangers, they existed against the society and imitation. They

existed as divine messengers. That is the meaning of avatar, that is the meaning of the son of

God, that is the meaning of a prophet, a paigamber -- they existed as messengers of the

beyond.

Remember these two things, then we will enter this story.

MAMIYA LATER BECAME A WELL-KNOWN TEACHER...

And remember, only one who has been a real disciple can become a teacher. One who has



never been a disciple, one who has never known what discipleship is, one who has never

been a learner, can never be a teacher. Before you can teach you must learn. But everybody

wants to be a teacher without being a learner, your ego wants to be the master and not the

disciple -- then you will become a false master. And then not only are you in danger, you will

lead many others into danger. A blind man leading other blind men -- they are bound to fall

in a pit.

Remember this, because ego wants to teach. It is so beautiful for the ego to give advice,

to teach. Sometimes, catch hold of this ego in you, because you are also doing that. You

cannot lose an opportunity to teach. You have been losing thousands of opportunities to

learn, but you cannot lose an opportunity.... Somebody is talking, you will poke your nose in.

Somebody asks a question -- you don't know what the question means, you don't know what

the answer is, but you will give the answer, because ego feels very good when you appear to

be knowledgeable. You know, and the other is ignorant; that's why there is so much attraction

in becoming a teacher. Teach -- then you are the knower, and the other becomes the ignorant.

This is the old trick: you have the riches and the other is poor; you have a position and the

other is nobody; you are the knower and the other is ignorant. Whenever you can feel that the

other has been thrown deep down, you are at the peak. This is exploitation: that's why there

are so many teachers in the world but very few real masters. But this will always be so, this

has been always so.

When Mahavira was born... he was a real master, and the Jainas in India were waiting for

a tirthankara for many, many years. The twenty-fourth was to come, the twenty-fourth was

awaited. Jainas have a mathematics that in every kalpa -- one creation -- twenty-four great

masters are born. So twenty-three had already been born and the twenty-fourth was awaited.

There was much waiting for the twenty-fourth, but how to know who is the twenty-fourth?

When Mahavira came, he was the twenty-fourth, but eight others also claimed that they are

the real -- and those eight others led many astray.

They were great teachers, but not masters. They could talk, they could preach, they could

argue; they were argumentative, debaters, and they influenced many people -- because you

are influenced by argument. You are not influenced by being, because to see the being you

have to raise your consciousness higher and higher. Only then you can see the peaks. If you

exist in the valley, how can you see the peak? You have to raise yourself higher.

To see Mahavira was difficult; but there was Goshalak, there was Prabuddha Katyayan,

there was Poorn Kashyap and there were others. They were ordinary, but extraordinary

minds. Ordinary in the sense that they had no evolved consciousness, they were not

enlightened. But they were great scholars, greater than Mahavira, they were great arguers --

they could silence anybody -- logicchoppers, hair-splitters. And when they claimed many

heard them, and Mahavira remained absolutely silent for twelve years.

Who will go to him? He was chased out of every village. Wherever he went people would

chase him out, because he was silent -- one thing -- and you are always suspicious of a silent

man, he may be from the CID, the FBI. So every village was suspicious of Mahavira because

this man wouldn't speak, he would not even look at anybody. And he was naked! That

created more problems, because people would ask, "Why are you naked?" And he would

remain silent. So either he was a criminal hiding, or some madman who is naked, because

only the mad are naked. Why should he be naked? Must be someone immoral, because

moving naked in society is the most immoral thing.

And then not answering! "Either he is stupid, cannot answer, or he is suspicious -- maybe

he is an agent of some foreign country," or something or other. They would chase him out of



the town; he was chased for twelve years. And we say people were waiting for him.

But just to wait is not enough. You need eyes to see. Jews waited for Jesus for thousands

of years. They are still waiting, and Jesus has already happened. What to do with the human

mind? The Jews are still waiting for the messiah to come, and he has already come. Twenty

centuries have passed. He came to them, he knocked at their door, they refused to believe him

-- because he was not talking the way they expected. And how can the divine messenger talk

the way you expect? He is not part of you, he comes from the beyond, he cannot speak your

language. Whatsoever he says will be destructive of you, he will destroy you. As you are, you

have to be destroyed, only then the new is born. But the Jews refused to believe and they are

still waiting.

And know well: if he gathers courage again.... I think Jesus is not going to gather courage

again, because the way you behaved with him -- it is enough! If he gathers courage again, if

he forgets what happened twenty centuries ago, how you crucified him, how you insulted

him, how you misbehaved; if he forgets it and comes again and knocks at the doors of the

Jews -- who have been again waiting -- they will refuse him again.

They can accept ordinary people with extraordinary minds, but they cannot accept people

with extraordinary states of being. Because to see that being you have to transform yourself.

As you are you cannot see, as you are you cannot understand Jesus.

Remember well, that the ego would like to become a messiah, the ego would like to

become a tirthankara, the ego would like to claim something which is not there. Ego is a great

claimer; it possesses nothing, but it claims -- goes on claiming. There are many teachers -- be

alert, otherwise you can become a victim.

Remember well: don't give any advice to anybody unless you have learned, unless you

have passed through the process of discipleship. And discipleship is difficult, because you

have to surrender. You have to drop your ego, you have to become a no-self. And this is the

paradox: unless you become a no-self, you will never become a self. The false has to be

dropped, only then the real arises. The false coin has to be thrown, only then the search

begins for the real and the authentic.

MAMIYA LATER BECAME A WELL-KNOWN TEACHER, BUT WHILE HE WAS STUDYING UNDER
A MASTER HE WAS ASKED TO EXPLAIN THE SOUND OF ONE HAND CLAPPING.

He became a great teacher later on, but he had to pass through discipleship under a

master. And he was given a problem to explain.

One of the most famous of Zen koans is, "Find out what is the sound of one hand

clapping." Immediately the mind will say, "Useless! The search is useless, futile, because

how can one hand clap? Clapping always needs the other. How is sound possible with one

hand clapping? -- because sound is created by two things clashing. All sounds are created by

two things clashing, so how with one hand?" So if you are a good logician you will

immediately move away from this master because he is talking nonsense. It is not possible,

and whatsoever you do you will never succeed -- this is simple logic, simple reasoning. But

you miss the point. That is the point!

Many times in your past lives you have gone away from a master because he demanded

something impossible. But a master will always demand the impossible; only then you can

change. With the possible you will remain the same. Whatsoever your mind thinks is

possible, is within it. Whatsoever your mind says is impossible, is beyond it. Try for the

impossible. Religion is the effort to reach the impossible. Religion is the effort to make



happen that which cannot happen.

... HE WAS ASKED TO EXPLAIN THE SOUND OF ONE HAND CLAPPING.

If he was an argumentative man, he would have left immediately. But Mamiya remained

with the master, knowing well that this is impossible. "But when the master says it, there

must be something in it. It may be impossible, it may look absurd to me, but when the master

is demanding it, there must be something which I cannot see now." This is faith. This is trust.

If you say, "I cannot see. Unless you explain it to me first, I am not going to make any

effort...." The master cannot explain it to you, because there is nothing to explain, the

explanation is not there. Only your change of consciousness will give you the eyes with

which you will be able to know and laugh with the master; then too there will be no

explanation.

The master demands the impossible because he demands trust. If he demands the possible

-- no need for trust. You can reason it out, you can figure it out; then you trust your mind

when you have figured it out. But when you cannot figure it out, when your mind feels

unable to do anything about it, simply refuses to do anything and still you remain, this is

trust. Mamiya remained -- he trusted the master.

ALTHOUGH MAMIYA WORKED HARD AT IT... and he started working.

There are only two possibilities: either you refuse the master or you refuse your mind.

The fight is not between you and the master, the fight is between your mind and the master.

When the mind is defeated, there is no barrier between you and the master -- you become

one. The disciple becomes the master, the master becomes the disciple, all the barriers are

broken. The barrier is the mind, and the mind will say this and that and will try..."This master

is mad: he is asking something impossible -- nobody can do it. Don't waste time. Find

someone who is reasonable."

But Mamiya tried, he worked hard at it. He refused the mind -- refusal of the mind is

trust. And mind is reasonable, so trust is unreasonable.

HIS MASTER SAID TO HIM ONE DAY, "YOU ARE NOT WORKING HARD ENOUGH."

And he was working hard. But masters are impossible, you can never satisfy them. They

will go on hammering you, hard and hard and hard -- because you don't know how much you

can do. You don't know anything about you.

When you say, "I am working hard," the master knows that only a part of you is

functioning. Psychologists say that even a very talented man, even a genius, never uses more

than fifteen percent of his energy; even an Einstein never uses more than fifteen percent of

his energy. What about ordinary men? They use nearabout three percent, five percent at the

most. Ninety-five percent of your life energy is simply wasted. So when you say, "I am

working hard," you don't know what you are saying. Your one fragment which you have been

using may be working hard, but this is only one-tenth, the nine other parts are asleep. The

master would like you to be total in it, because when you are total... only then the

transformation.

"YOU ARE NOT WORKING HARD ENOUGH. YOU ARE TOO ATTACHED TO FOOD, WEALTH,



THINGS -- AND THAT SOUND. IT WOULD BE BETTER IF YOU DIED."

What did this master mean? These are the ordinary attachments of the world. Food is an

attachment, and it becomes a greater attachment when somebody renounces sex.

In a monastery, in a Buddhist monastery, you renounce sex, you live the life of a celibate.

When you renounce sex, your whole energy becomes more and more attached to food. This is

a problem to be understood, because sex and food are the two deepest things in you.

If you are too much in sex, you will not bother much about food. But if you are not after

sex, then the whole energy begins flowing towards food. Hence, all your sadhus -- those who

have renounced sex -- will always be after food. Look at Hindu sadhus, Hindu sannyasins

with big bellies. What has happened? Why these big-bellied Hindu sannyasins? They go on

eating and eating and eating -- but this is a natural phenomenon; it has to be understood why

this happens. They have renounced sex, so the energy that was moving towards sex, where

can it move now?

And food and sex are basic. Food is more basic than sex, because you can live without

sex but you cannot live without food. Living without sex is not a problem at all. And really,

those who have lived with sex will find that it is easier to live without sex, because the other

gets involved, and then the other also creates problems. You are enough problem to yourself,

and the other creates more. And when two persons live in a sexual life, it is not that the

problems are doubled -- no, they are multiplied. It is not a simple addition, it is a

multiplication.

So those who have lived with sex know well that sex creates more problems than it

solves. But by the time you know, you are so much in it you cannot get out. This is the

problem: experience comes through experience -- but then it is of no use, because you are

already in it. And if you say this to somebody who is still out of it, he is not going to listen

because he will say that it is very difficult to be alone, somebody else is needed to share. He

does not know what is going to happen when he starts sharing. Because then you will start

sharing the problems -- there is nothing else to share.

Food is more basic than sex. Food is needed from the first moment a child is born -- not

sex. The child can live for fourteen years without any sex. But on the first day, the first

moment, the first scream comes for food, because food is the base of your biological

existence. Sex is not the base of your biological existence, sex is the base of the biological

existence of the society -- not you. Without sex the society will disappear; you can live, but

without sex you cannot reproduce, children will not be born, the society will disappear.

If all become brahmacharis, celibates, which is impossible, then there will be world

peace, real peace, because there will be nobody left. It will be global suicide. But you can

exist without sex, that is not much of a problem.

So whenever your energy which is moving towards sex is stopped, the same energy starts

moving towards food. These are the basic things. Hindu sannyasins or others, they go on

eating too much. So in every scripture -- Jaina, Buddhist, Hindu -- they have made rules for

sannyasins not to eat too much. Why? -- because they have stopped sex, now they know that

they will eat too much. So many rules have to be made to protect the sannyasin, otherwise he

will become a food addict, he will be mad -- eating and eating and eating.

Eating can give you sexual pleasure, because the sex center and the mouth are both joined

together. That's why a kiss is such a sexual thing. Otherwise, why...? And if you are

passionately kissing somebody, immediately you will feel sex energy arising. Why? ...

Because mouth and sex are so far apart! They are not, they are joined; they are the two poles



of one energy.

So whenever you starve the sex pole the whole energy moves to the mouth, so you will

have to eat more, chew gum, pan or something. Or, if nothing else, you will have to talk

continuously, because by talking the mouth moves. That's why people go on talking

continuously the whole day. Even the day is not enough; if you sit by their side during the

night you will see they are talking.

Mulla Nasruddin went to a doctor and said, "Do something! It is getting on my nerves.

My wife talks too much in the night."

So the doctor said, "Where is your wife? Bring her, I will do something."

Mulla Nasruddin said, "You don't understand me. Nothing is to be done to her. Do

something to me so I can remain awake, it is so interesting. I fall asleep... and she is talking,

and it is so interesting. She says such beautiful things and reveals such beautiful things; she

never talks that way when she is awake. When she is awake she is talking rubbish. So give

me something so I can remain alert and listen."

If you watch people, the whole night they are talking -- continuously. Their mouth is

moving, they are making sounds and doing all sorts of things. If one pole of energy is

stopped, then the other starts because the energy has to be released somehow. You cannot

contain it. It is just like if you eat and stop defecation -- what will happen? You will have to

vomit, there is no other way, because if you eat then the things have to be thrown out. If you

eat, sex energy is created, then it has to be thrown out. If you don't use sex as an outlet, then

some other outlet has to be found.

This Mamiya must have become too much addicted to food. The master says: "YOU

ARE TOO ATTACHED TO FOOD, WEALTH, THINGS -- AND THAT SOUND."

When a man is patterned, when a man is conditioned for attachment, he may leave the

world, but that doesn't make any difference. He may leave all things but the attachment

remains, it starts working in new directions. You may leave the palace: then you have nothing

but three robes, but you become attached to the three robes. The whole attachment, the whole

energy that was attached to the palace, is now attached to three robes. It doesn't make any

difference. You can go on dropping things, but the attachment remains the same.

This Mamiya had come to the monastery, he had left his life, he was a Buddhist monk;

now there were no things. A Buddhist monk is not allowed many things: one bowl for food,

water, three robes, one mat to sleep on -- that's all, nothing much to bother about. He can put

it on his back and move, because a Buddhist monk has to be a wanderer and he has to carry

all his things himself. Nobody else can carry things for him: Buddha made it a rule so that

you don't go on gathering things. If somebody else is allowed to carry them then you may go

on gathering things.

Very few things -- but the attachment! The master said: "YOU ARE STILL ATTACHED

TO FOOD, WEALTH..." He has no wealth now, but attachments can remain without wealth.

Because it is not a question of objective things, it is a question of subjective feelings. ... AND

THAT SOUND -- and that too becomes a problem. If you are too attached to meditation,

meditation becomes your world. If you are too attached to your prayer, prayer becomes the

barrier.

There is a beautiful anecdote in Hassid literature. Hassids are some of the most beautiful

people in the world -- Jewish rebels. They have a tradition, a valuable tradition, and the

tradition is that whatsoever your mind demands, don't give that thing to the mind -- wait. If



you want to give, only give when the urge has left. If the mind says, "I am hungry," don't give

food -- wait. When the urge has left, give food; but don't give it when the mind demands,

don't follow the mind, you remain the master.

Once it happened: one of the disciples of Baal Shem was ill, just dying. And when one is

dying one has to do the prayer, the last prayer before one leaves the body; the last

thanksgiving and prayer. He was just on the death bed, changing sides, much troubled. So

Baal Shem asked -- he had come to see him and give the last farewell -- he said, "Is there

some problem?"

He said, "Yes, because the mind says, 'Do the prayer,' and I cannot do it unless the urge

leaves. When the urge leaves I will do the prayer, but I don't know whether I will be alive or

dead. So I am changing my position again and again, so that I can remain alive and the urge

goes."

Baal Shem said to his other disciples who were gathered there, "Look! This man knows

what prayer is."

If the attachment is there and you are praying, the prayer has become of this world,

because attachment changes everything to the material. Even prayer is a sin when you do it as

an attachment. When you pray, not as an attachment, not as a mind-urge, only then the prayer

succeeds.

So the master says, "And that sound also has become an attachment. You are

continuously thinking how to solve it. Don't be attached. Solve it, all right, but don't be

attached. Don't become mad. Work hard, but don't become mad -- IT WOULD BE BETTER

IF YOU DIED."

But Mamiya misunderstood, as ordinarily all disciples misunderstand. The master said:

"IT WOULD BE BETTER IF YOU DIED." To whom was the master saying, "BETTER IF

YOU DIED"? It was the mind, not Mamiya, because Mamiya cannot die, Mamiya is

deathless. It is the mind, the ego, which is also trying to solve this problem which cannot be

solved by the mind.

The problem will be solved only when the mind is dead, when the mind has done

everything that it can do and then falls helpless and says, "No more is possible, I retire."

When the mind retires and you are left alone for the first time without mind -- consciousness

is there, witnessing is there, but thinking is not there -- the problem is solved, you have heard

the sound of one hand clapping.

There is a sound, Hindus have called it omkar, aum -- this is the sound. If you are

completely silent you will hear it. And it is not created by any clash of two things. It is not

created by two hands clapping, it is not through conflict. It is the universal music, it is the

very sound of existence. It is not created, it is there.

Hindus say the contrary: because of this sound the universe is created. This universe is

just a transformation of that sound, that beginningless, endless... the base of all. And the same

is the experience of Buddhists, Jainas, Sufis, Hassids, all those who have known, the

experience is the same; that there is a sound, a melody -- continuous. If you become silent

and the mind is not there, you will hear it for the first time. It is everywhere. It is the very

core of existence. And this whole existence is just a transformation of that sound.

These mystics have said that even matter is nothing but condensed omkar, a rock is

nothing but condensed aum. Just as the scientists of today say that matter is nothing but

condensed electricity, just electric vibrations, mystics have said that matter is nothing but

condensed sound, just vibrations of sound.

There is a possibility now to make a bridge between science and these mystics. If you ask



scientists, they say sound is nothing but vibrations of electricity. If you ask mystics, they say

electricity is nothing but vibrations of sound. That's why Hindus have stories that through

music you can create fire; a particular soundwave and fire can be created -- and now it is a

scientific truth also.

Continuously creating a particular sound can produce so much heat -- and there, you can

try it yourself. The night is cold, you stand outside and simply do omkar. Vibrate aum within

you as much as you can, so from your very toes to the head the aum sound vibrates. Suddenly

you will feel the coldness has disappeared, the body is hot. And if you continue it, soon, in a

very, very cold, freezing night, you will start perspiring. That's how Mahavira lived naked.

That's how in Tibet, where coldness is below zero, Buddhist monks have lived naked. They

sit the whole night under the sky, snow falling, and they are perspiring. They go on creating a

particular sound.

But that sound also is not omkar that you create, because that is created; that, again, is the

clapping of two hands. There is a sound uncreated, or, the very creation comes out of that

sound. That's why aum has become the universal symbol of the ultimate reality. Aum is not a

word, it is a sound symbol. Everything is condensed in it, or everything is manifested through

it.

Mamiya's master said, "It would be better if you died, rather than being attached to food,

wealth, things... AND THAT SOUND. IT WOULD BE BETTER IF YOU DIED." Mamiya

misunderstood it. He thought this is going to be a technique. He thought, "So, I can

manipulate death, so I will die." But how can you manipulate death? If the mind is the

manipulator, you are alive. You can imitate, but you will be alive.

Even suicide is not suicide; because you have manipulated it you will be somewhere. But

you cannot commit suicide, suicide is impossible. You go and you hang yourself -- you are

doing it, the mind is there. This mind will lead you to a new life, to a new womb. You cannot

commit suicide -- there is only one suicide known and that is samadhi, but then the mind is

not the manipulator. That's why Buddha dies and simply dies, and is never born again. That's

why we say when a man has achieved samadhi, the final enlightenment, he is born no more.

Because the mind is gone, who can lead into a new desire, who can lead into a new

motivation, who can lead into the new body? The mind has left.

There is only one death and that is the death of the mind. But mind cannot do it, because

if you do it through the mind, the mind remains the doer and survives.

THE NEXT TIME MAMIYA CAME BEFORE THE MASTER, HE WAS AGAIN ASKED WHAT HE HAD
TO SHOW...

Because these questions are not something you can answer; you have to show the answer

through your eyes, through your very being, your face. The answer must be shown through

you; you must become the answer. You cannot give the answer, because if you give, the mind

will give -- you can be the answer.

So... HE WAS AGAIN ASKED WHAT HE HAD TO SHOW REGARDING THE

SOUND OF ONE HAND CLAPPING.

MAMIYA AT ONCE FELL OVER AS IF HE WAS DEAD.

He imitated. He thought: "Master has said, 'Die!' -- better die." So he thought, this is very

good, so he fell down. But the mind is working; it is mind who has concluded to do this.



"YOU ARE DEAD ALL RIGHT," SAID THE MASTER, "BUT HOW ABOUT THAT SOUND?"
LOOKING UP, MAMIYA REPLIED, "0H, I HAVEN'T SOLVED THAT ONE YET."

This is beautiful, because the master is saying, "If you are dead, then the problem is

solved. What about that sound? You must have heard it." Because when the mind is not, it is

bound to be heard. Then there is no possibility that you have not heard it if the mind is not

there. When the mind is not there, it is always there. It is because of the mind, the turmoil of

the mind, that you cannot hear it. It is always there, the rhythm is always there. If the mind

retires even for a single moment it is there, you can know it -- you can never miss it.

So the master says, "YOU ARE DEAD ALL RIGHT, BUT HOW ABOUT THAT SOUND?"
LOOKING UP, MAMIYA REPLIED, "AH-AH-AH... I HAVEN'T SOLVED THAT ONE YET."
"WHAT?" ROARED THE MASTER, "DEAD MEN DON'T SPEAK. GET OUT."

Only mind speaks. If Mamiya had remained silent... But how can he remain silent?...

because he was only imitating, he was not really silent. You cannot deceive a master even if

you die. Imitation cannot deceive.

The master said, "Dead men can't speak."

When the mind disappears and the master asks, "What about that sound?" no answer

comes. The whole being is the answer. The disciple remains silent, he is showing himself.

Now there is no need, and the master will see... no answer is required really. If you answer,

all answers are wrong.

It has happened many times with the same koan -- the sound of one hand clapping. It

happened with Rinzai; he was given the same koan to work with. And then he worked and

worked and worked harder and harder, and the master continued pushing him, ahead and

ahead. And one day it happened -- the mind disappeared, the sound was heard.

Rinzai came and the master asked, "What about that sound?" Rinzai hit the master. And

the master said, "All right, so you have heard!" -- because the question is foolish! And the

master said, "I was waiting for when you will relieve me of hitting you. Now you can hit me.

Now there is no trouble, now I need not hit you -- finished! Now you go and teach others the

sound of one hand clapping."

No answer is required; you have to show through your whole being. But this can happen

only when the mind has disappeared -- no water, no moon.

Enough for today.
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THE ZEN MASTER GUTEI MADE A PRACTICE OF RAISING HIS FINGER WHENEVER HE
EXPLAINED A QUESTION ABOUT ZEN.
A VERY YOUNG DISCIPLE BEGAN TO IMITATE HIM, AND WHENEVER ANYONE ASKED THE
DISCIPLE WHAT HIS MASTER HAD BEEN PREACHING ABOUT, THE BOY WOULD RAISE HIS
FINGER.
GUTEI GOT TO HEAR ABOUT THIS, AND WHEN HE CAME UPON THE BOY AS HE WAS DOING
IT ONE DAY, HE SEIZED THE BOY, WHIPPED OUT A KNIFE, CUT OFF HIS FINGER, AND
THREW IT AWAY.
AS THE BOY RAN OFF HOWLING GUTEI SHOUTED, "STOP!"
THE BOY STOPPED, TURNED ROUND, AND LOOKED AT HIS MASTER THROUGH HIS TEARS.
GUTEI WAS HOLDING UP HIS OWN FINGER.
THE BOY WENT TO HOLD UP HIS FINGER, AND WHEN HE REALIZED IT WASN'T THERE HE
BOWED.
IN THAT INSTANT HE BECAME ENLIGHTENED.

This is a very strange story, and there is every possibility that you will misunderstand it,

because the most difficult thing to understand in life is the behavior of an enlightened person.

You have your own values, and you always look through those values. An enlightened

person is in a totally different dimension, where he lives without values, where he lives

without any criteria, where he lives without any morality, where he simply lives without the

ego, because all values belong to the ego. An enlightened person simply lives. He is not

manipulating his life, he is a white cloud floating. He has nowhere to go, nothing to achieve.

Nothing is good for him and nothing is bad. He does not know any God, he does not know

any Devil. He knows only life, and life in its totality is beautiful.

God is also ugly because it is a part, not the whole. The Devil is also ugly because that

too is again a part and not the whole. God is not alive, the Devil is also dead, because life

exists as a rhythm between the two -- the good and the bad, God and the Devil. Life exists

between these two poles. Life cannot exist with one polarity. These are the two banks

between which the river of life flows.

An enlightened person has come to know this. He is neither against anything nor for

anything. He responds moment to moment, without any judgment on his part. That's why it is



very difficult. An enlightened person always appears more or less like a madman. So the first

thing to be understood is: don't evaluate an enlightened person through your values -- very

difficult, because what else can you do?

I have heard that once a very great painter asked a doctor friend to come and look at one

of the paintings he had just finished. The painter was thinking that this was the greatest

creation he had ever attempted, this was the peak of his whole art. So, naturally, he wanted

his doctor friend to come and look at it.

The doctor observed very minutely, looked from this side and that. Ten minutes passed.

The artist became a little apprehensive, then he asked the doctor, "What is the matter? What

do you think about this painting?"

The doctor said, "It appears to me double pneumonia!"

This is happening to everybody, because a doctor has his own attitudes, ways of looking

at things. He looked at the painting -- he cannot look at anything except in his own fixed

ways; without them he cannot look -- he diagnosed. The painting doesn't need any diagnosis;

he missed. The beautiful thing turned into pneumonia.

This is how mind functions. When you look at a thing, you bring in your mind to color it.

Don't do that with an enlightened person, because that is not going to make any difference to

the enlightened person, but you will miss the opportunity to see the beauty of it.

Second thing: an enlightened person behaves from a center, never from the periphery.

You always behave from the periphery, you live on the periphery, the circumference. To you,

the circumference is the most important thing. You have killed your soul and saved your

body. The enlightened person can sacrifice his body, but cannot allow his soul to be lost. He

is ready to die -- any moment he is ready to die, that's not a problem -- but he is not ready to

lose his center, the very core of his being.

To an enlightened person the body is just a means. So if it is needed, then even an

enlightened person will tell you to, "Leave the body, but don't leave your inner being." This is

how all tapascharya, all austerity, is born. The circumference is to be sacrificed for the

center. Even if the head needs to be cut -- if that is going to help you, if with your head your

ego can fall -- an enlightened person will tell you to drop the head, to cut it off: "Don't carry

this head if it helps the ego, because for nothing you are losing all."

This has to be remembered: when you live from the center, the outlook is totally different.

Then nobody dies, nobody can die -- death is impossible. If you live from the periphery then

everybody dies, death is the final end of everybody; eternal life exists nowhere.

Krishna talking to Arjuna in the Gita is really the center talking to the periphery. Arjuna

lives on the periphery: he thinks of the body, he does not know anything about the soul. And

Krishna talks from the center, and he says, "Don't bother about these bodies. They have died

many times and they will die many times. Death is nothing but a transformation, as if

someone leaves his clothes, leaves his old house, and enters into a new house. This body is

nothing, Arjuna, so don't be bothered about it. Look within." But how can Arjuna look within

others if he has not looked within himself?

Remember this: this Zen Master Gutei, he is the Krishna. He lives from the center and

behaves accordingly. And this incident happens to a disciple who is on the periphery. But

Gutei would not have cut your finger, remember. The disciple was worthy of it, he had

earned it -- only then will a master go to such an extent. To go to such an extent the disciple

must have learned, must have earned it, otherwise Gutei would not go that far. Even Arjuna

was not so worthy as this disciple of Gutei, because Krishna talked to him -- Gutei did



something.

Remember the difference. A master only comes to do certain things to you when you

have earned it; otherwise he will talk to you. Doing can be only when you are ready, when

the moment is so near that it cannot be missed; nothing can be said, only something can be

done. Because if you speak, time is needed; if you speak, then the other has to understand it.

Something has to be done immediately, instantly. A master will do something only when he

sees that you are just on the brink: now talking won't help, now he has to push you. Now you

are just at the door; a single moment gone and you may miss the door, and for many lives you

may not be able to come to the door again.

Life is very complex. Rarely are you near the door. And if the master says, "Look, the

door is here!" and starts explaining to you, by the time you have understood, the door is no

more there. Life is constant movement. The master has to do something. Even if he thinks

killing you will help, he will kill you. That's why surrender is needed.

Surrender is not easy, because surrender means saying to a master, "From now on, my life

and my death are yours." Surrender means "I am ready. If you say, 'Die!' I will die. I will not

ask why." If you ask why, there is no surrender, there is no trust. And in the ancient days,

many people could become enlightened because they could surrender. Trust was in the very

atmosphere, faith was all around, trust was flowering everywhere. You couldn't pass a day

without coming across a man who was a man of trust. And the moment you saw a man of

trust, you felt jealous -- he was such a beautiful person.

But nowadays it has become almost impossible to come across a man of trust. That

beauty has disappeared. You come across doubters, skeptics, no-sayers; they are ugly but

they are all around. And, by and by, you are also fed on doubt. From the very first day your

mother gives you milk you are fed on doubt. The whole scientific device depends on doubt.

You have to be skeptical, doubting; only then can science work.

Religion works in totally the opposite way. You have to be trusting, to be deeply a

yes-sayer, then surrender is possible. This disciple of Gutei was a surrendered one, that's why

this incident became enlightenment for him.

Now we will enter this strange story. Each word is significant.

THE ZEN MASTER GUTEI MADE A PRACTICE OF RAISING HIS FINGER WHENEVER HE
EXPLAINED A QUESTION ABOUT ZEN.

Masters never do anything unnecessarily, not even raising a finger. The unnecessary has

disappeared. Only the essential exists with a master. He will not do a single movement, a

single gesture, if it is not essential. The nonessential exists with ignorance; then, whatsoever

you do is trivial, nonessential -- if you leave it, nothing is lost.

Look at your life, whatsoever you are doing -- if you leave it, what is lost? Nothing is

gained through it -- trivial things from the morning to the evening. And then you are tired of

it, then you go to sleep, and in the morning you are again ready to do the same non-essentials.

It is a vicious circle, one nonessential runs into another nonessential, they are linked with

each other.

But you are so afraid to look at this triviality of life that you are always keeping your

back towards it, because looking at the triviality of life makes you feel so depressed, "What

am I doing?" And if you see that everything you are doing is absolutely useless, your ego is

lost; because the ego can feel significant only when you are doing something significant. So

you create significance in trivial things, and you feel you are doing great duties to the nation,



to the family, to humanity -- as if without you the existence will simply drop. Nothing is

important, whatsoever you are doing -- but you have to give significance to it, because

through significance the ego is fed, strengthened.

In ignorance, everything is nonessential. Whatsoever you do, even your meditation, your

prayer, your going to the temple -- all is trivial. Even when you pray, it cannot be deeper than

when you read your newspaper. Because it is not a question of prayer, it is a question of you.

If you have depth, then whenever you move, whatsoever you do, the act will have depth. If

you don't have depth, even if you go to the temple it makes no difference; you enter the

temple the same way as you enter a hotel. You are the same, temple and hotel can't make

much difference.

Give a child a very costly toy made of diamonds, and he will do the same with that costly

toy as he was doing with ordinary toys, because he is a child. He will play with it for a few

moments, then throw it in the corner and go away.

Your depth brings depth to your actions. Even when an enlightened master raises his

finger, it is meaningful, it is very significant. Why did this Gutei used to raise his finger...

WHENEVER HE EXPLAINED A QUESTION ABOUT ZEN? Not always -- whenever he

explained a question about Zen he would raise a finger. Why? -- because he was explaining

and he was also showing, because whatsoever you ask about religion, one raised finger is the

answer.

All your problems arise because you are not one. All your problems arise because you are

fragmented. All your problems arise because you are a disunity, a chaos -- not a harmony.

And what is Zen, and what is yoga, and what is meditation? Nothing but coming to a unity.

The very word yoga means unity, to be one, total, whole.

So Gutei was explaining about Zen: that explanation was secondary, the raised finger was

the primary thing. He was saying something and he was also showing it. This is how an

enlightened person lives: he says and he shows. His very being, his gestures, his movements,

show what religion is.

If you cannot see, if you are blind or if you have lost that dimension of understanding, of

looking, then you hear only the words. But if you know how to look, no words are needed.

Words are useless, they can be dropped, they are secondary. But the raised finger cannot be

dropped; that is primary, that is the only answer. All those who have known, anywhere in the

world, they have all raised a finger. They are talking about the one and you are living in the

many.

When you live in the many, problems are created, because living in the many, moving in

many directions simultaneously, you become split into parts, then you are not together. Then

one desire leads to the south, another desire leads to the north. Then one part of the mind

loves, and another part of the mind hates. Then one part of the mind wants to accumulate

wealth, and another says, "This is useless. Renounce!" Then one of the minds wants to

meditate, become deep, become silent, and another mind says, "Why are you wasting your

time?"

I have heard: Once it happened a man renounced the world while he was very young and

went to the Himalayas. For almost twenty years he meditated there. Now he was forty. He

was sitting and meditating, sitting and meditating, not doing anything at all. Even birds, wild

animals, by and by lost their fear with him. He was there, and a very peace-loving man,

simply sitting. Animals would come and sit, and when they would have to go hunting they

would leave their children near him to be taken care of. His hair became very long, and birds



would nest in his hair and put their eggs there, and he would have to take care of them.

After twenty years he got fed up with the whole thing. He said, "If I am to take care of

others' children -- animals, birds -- why shouldn't I go and marry a woman and take care of

my own children? This is absurd, and I am reaching nowhere. These twenty years are lost.

Now there is no more time to lose because I am forty, and soon life will have ebbed!"

What was the problem? He was really meditating. What was the problem? Twenty years

is a long time but the mind was continuously fragmented. One part was meditating, another

was continuously saying, "Useless! Why are you wasting your time? Others are enjoying. Go

back down to the plains. People are happy there -- dancing, drinking, eating, lovemaking. The

world is in ecstasy and you are sitting here like a fool." Continuously hearing this other

fragment for twenty years, the first fragment by and by became weak.

On the surface he was repeating mantras: Ram, Ram, Ram. But deep down this was the

mantra: the other part of the mind continuously saying, "Useless! Sitting like a fool and

everybody is enjoying life and now life is ebbing. Soon you will not be able to enjoy

anything. You are becoming old." This was the real mantra. On the surface, "Ram, Ram,

Ram" -- but deep down this was the real mantra.

When your mind is divided you cannot pray, you cannot meditate, because one part is

always against it, and sooner or later it will win. Remember this: that the part that is engaged

is losing energy every moment. And the part that is not engaged, but which is the critical part,

is not losing any energy. Sooner or later it will be more powerful.

You love a woman, and another part hates. You may hide this -- everybody is hiding the

other part -- but unless you become enlightened, the other part is there. This loving part

sooner or later will become weak because it is being used, the energy is being applied. The

other hidden part, the hate part, will become stronger. So every marriage leads to divorce.

Whether you do it or not, that's another thing -- but every marriage becomes divorce, unless

you are married to an enlightened person: that is very difficult.

This man got fed up one day. He started coming down from the Himalayas. He thought,

"From where to start?" -- he had completely forgotten the ways of the world, he had been so

long out of it. "From where to start? If you want to start in the world you will need a guide,

just like when you want to start in the other world you will need a guide. Who can be the

right guide for this world?" Then he remembered that in the old days, kings would send their

sons and princes to the prostitutes, just to learn how to enter this world.

There is no better guide than a prostitute for this world. She is the world incarnate. Even

love has become business for her -- this is the last thing in the world -- even love has become

a profession, a commodity; she sells love. Money has become more important than love. This

is the last thing in the world, and this can become the door.

So he went directly to a prostitute. It was evening and the prostitute was getting ready to

go to a king. She said, "You are welcome, but I have been invited by a king. He is a miser, I

don't hope that we will get much, but still -- who knows? Sometimes even misers give. You

come with us, come along." So the monk followed.

The whole night the prostitute danced, sang. And the king sat silently, he didn't give

anything to her. Then the last part of the night was dissolving, soon there would be light, and

the woman was so tired. She said in a song to her husband, who was playing the tabla, she

said to him, "Now, all that can be done I have done." She sang it so no one would understand,

it was in a code. She said, "All that can be done I have done; now there seems to be no hope.

It is better we should leave."

Inside his mind the monk thought, "This was the situation I was in: all that can be done



has been done. Nothing more can be done, and I should leave." So he listened very

attentively.

The husband said, "All that we could do we have done, but still a little of the night is left.

Who knows? We must see the whole business through, so a little more, be patient."

Hearing this, the monk thought, "Now what should I do? Maybe I was just on the brink

when I left the Himalayas -- a little more patience."

He had only one blanket, he was naked underneath. He became so enthralled that he

threw his blanket at the feet of the prostitute and started running out of the palace. The king

said to him, "Stop! This is against the convention." This was the convention, that when a rich

man is present, he should contribute first; otherwise this is insulting -- that a king is present

and this man has contributed.

The monk said, "You can kill me if it is against the convention, but she has saved my life.

And it was such an ecstatic moment for me, I had to give something. I have nothing else, just

that blanket, and I cannot wait for you, I am going to the Himalayas. This woman and this

man who is playing the tabla, they have revealed a secret to me: a little more patience." And

it is said the man became enlightened then and there. He never went to the Himalayas. Just

coming down the steps of the palace he became enlightened.

What happened? For the first time the two parts became one. That is the meaning of

patience. Patience means, don't allow the other part to fight; patience means that you are

ready to wait for infinity. If you are ready to wait for infinity, there is no possibility for the

other part to say, "It has not happened yet." There is no sense in saying, "Why are you

wasting your life?" If you are ready to wait for infinity then nothing is wasted. And if your

waiting is eternal, infinite, then the other part cannot have its say.

Oneness is needed -- when the other is not in a constant fight. That's why Gutei would

always use his one finger whenever he was explaining Zen. He was saying, "Be one! -- and

all your problems will be solved."

There are many religions, many paths, many methods, but the essential point is the same:

become one. Whatsoever you choose, become one. If you can be infinitely patient you will

become one. If you can surrender totally you will become one. If you become completely

silent you will become one. If there are no thoughts and you are in meditation you will

become one. If you pray to God and the prayer becomes so intense that even the person who

is doing it is no longer there, the person who is saying the prayer has become dissolved in the

prayer, one has remained -- that will do.

Digging in the garden, if you can dig in such a way, so totally absorbed that nobody is left

there who is the digger -- you have become the digging, the actor has become the action, the

observer has become the observation, the meditator has become the meditation -- suddenly all

the waves of maya disappear, all illusions drop. You are raised to a different layer, a different

plane of being. You have come to the one.

When you are one, you reach the one. When you are many, you are in the world. The

world is many and God is one. But to know that one you will first have to become one,

otherwise you cannot know it. Only when you become like it will you be able to know it.

THE ZEN MASTER GUTEI MADE A PRACTICE OF RAISING HIS FINGER WHENEVER HE
EXPLAINED A QUESTION ABOUT ZEN.

Zen is from a Sanskrit term, it comes from dhyan. It is the Japanese form of dhyan. When



Bodhidharma took the teachings of Buddha to China, dhyan, in Chinese, became ch'an.

When ch'an was taken to Japan, it became zen. But the original term is dhyan. Whenever

Gutei would talk about dhyan, meditation, he would raise his one finger. Oneness is dhyan,

oneness is all that has to be achieved -- that is the end.

A VERY YOUNG DISCIPLE BEGAN TO IMITATE HIM...

Of course he must have been very young, because only children imitate. The more mature

you are, the less you imitate; the more immature, the more imitation. If you are still imitating

you are juvenile, you have not gained maturity, you have not yet become grown-up. What is

'grown-upness'? If you ask me I will say, the realization that you have to be yourself and not

an imitator, this is what maturity is.

If you look within yourself you will not find this maturity. You have been imitating

others. Somebody has got a new car -- suddenly you start imitating, you need a new car.

Somebody has got a bigger house, you need a bigger house. The neighbors are constantly on

your nerves. They are getting this and that, and you have to imitate. And when you imitate

you are just like monkeys. Don't imitate. Be mature. Because imitation cannot lead you

anywhere. Why? What is imitation, and what is being true and authentic?

Imitation means the ideal comes from without, it is not your desire. It is not something

happening within you, it is not your nature flowering in it. Somebody else has given you the

ideal and you go after it. If you don't achieve it, you will be in misery because you have not

achieved the ideal. If you achieve it, you will be in misery because this was never your ideal.

You never wanted it, because it never happened to your inner being.

That's why so much misery exists in the world: people imitating others. If they fail, they

are in misery because they think they have not attained. If they succeed, they are in misery.

Remember, nothing fails like success -- if it is an imitation, nothing fails like success. You

may reach the goal after a long strenuous journey, effort, wastage of time and energy, and

then suddenly you find, "I never wanted it -- it was somebody else. I borrowed the ideal."

Don't borrow the ideal, this is childish.
A VERY YOUNG DISCIPLE BEGAN TO IMITATE HIM...

He must have been very young, juvenile, childish. He started imitating him.

... AND WHENEVER ANYONE ASKED THE DISCIPLE WHAT HIS MASTER HAD BEEN
PREACHING ABOUT, THE BOY WOULD RAISE HIS FINGER...

The same way, the same gesture as the master used to do. People must have enjoyed it,

they must have laughed. The boy was a perfect imitator; he would make the same face, he

would raise the same finger, he would try to look the same way. He acted it well.

Howsoever efficient you become in acting, you will remain immature. Be true to

yourself, even if you are not so efficient there. But be true to yourself, because your own

truth can lead you to the ultimate truth. Nobody else's truth can be your truth.

You have a seed within you. Only if that seed sprouts and becomes a tree will you have a

flowering; then you will have an ecstasy, a benediction. But if you are following others that

seed will remain dead. And you may accumulate all the ideals in the world and become

successful, but you will feel empty, because nothing else can fill you -- only your seed, when

it becomes a tree, will fill you. You will feel fulfillment only when your truth has come to



flower, never before.

And people may appreciate your success in imitation -- they always appreciate it. This

boy must have been appreciated in the monastery because he was acting just like the master.

He must have become famous. Imitators become famous, but they don't know they are

committing suicide. But you can commit suicide if people appreciate you.

I have heard about an actor who died. His funeral attracted many, many people, many

thousands. His wife was beating her chest and crying and screaming. And when she saw

thousands of people had come she said, "If he had known this -- that so many people will

come -- he would have died sooner."

You can commit suicide if you are appreciated. You all have committed suicide, because

imitators are always appreciated. Authentic people are never appreciated, because an

authentic person is a rebel. He will not imitate anybody. He will say, "I am not going to be a

Buddha, I am not going to be a Krishna or a Jesus. One is enough! One Jesus is enough, why

imitate?" And the second Jesus, howsoever beautiful, will be just a carbon copy -- nothing

worthwhile. Why imitate Jesus? And God is not going to ask you in the end why you didn't

become a Jesus. He will ask why you didn't become yourself.

I have heard about one Hassid mystic: he was a very poor man, Magid was his name.

Nobody knew much about him, but he was a real, authentic man. He was dying, and

somebody said, "Magid, have you prayed to God to make you like Moses?"

Magid opened his eyes and said, "Stop! Don't say such things while I am dying. Because

God is not going to ask me, 'Why didn't you become a Moses?' He will ask, 'Magid, why

didn't you become a real Magid?'"

The others didn't follow it, they couldn't understand, because this seems insulting to

Moses. It is not. It is not insulting to Moses. Moses became Moses, that is his beauty. Magid

has to become Magid, that is his beauty. And only beauty can be offered, only a flowered

being can be offered to God. How can God ask a rose, "Why didn't you become a lotus?"

How can God be so foolish as to ask a rose, "Why didn't you become a lotus?" No! He is not

so foolish as you think. He will ask the rose, "Why didn't you flower totally? Why have you

come like a bud and not like a flower?"

Flowering is the thing. Whether you are a lotus or a rose, or some unknown, unspecified

flower makes no difference. Who you are is not the point. Whether you come to the divine

door as a flower, flowered, open, or you have come still closed....

A VERY YOUNG DISCIPLE BEGAN TO IMITATE HIM...

And whenever you go to a master, that is the possibility -- the first possibility: you will

start to imitate him. Remember, this is not going to help, this is dangerous. You are

committing suicide. Understand a master, drink his presence, eat his presence as much as you

can, but don't become an imitator. Don't become false.

GUTEI GOT TO HEAR ABOUT THIS, AND WHEN HE CAME UPON THE BOY AS HE WAS DOING
IT ONE DAY, HE SEIZED THE BOY, WHIPPED OUT A KNIFE, CUT OFF HIS FINGER, AND
THREW IT AWAY.

Seems to be a very hard master, very cruel. Masters are cruel, otherwise they cannot be of

any help to you. They are cruel because they have such a deep compassion. Why did the

master cut the finger? Any less hard and he won't be a help to this boy. Something very

severe is needed, something is needed which goes to the very heart. This has to be



understood.

You listen to me. If you have come just as a curious person it cannot go very deep. If your

curiosity is just intellectual, to know what I am saying, it cannot go very deep; you will not

be able to understand what I am saying at all. If life has given you much suffering and you

are here because of that suffering, to understand how to transcend it, then what I am saying

will go deep. Suffering gives you depth. Suffering leads you towards the center.

If you are in love with me, not an intellectual relationship -- which is not a relationship at

all -- but a love relationship, if you are emotionally in touch with me, then it will go still

deeper. Because when you love a person you hear him from the heart, not from the head. And

the head is the most rotten thing, rubbish, just a wastepaper basket -- nothing much. All that

is rubbish, you go on gathering in the head. Rubbish never enters the heart, it accumulates in

your head. Only that which is very essential goes in the heart.

So if you are here just as a curious person, just out of curiosity, you will hear me, but just

on the surface. It is not going to do much to you. If you are here because you have suffered --

if you have come not as a curious person, but as a person who has known life, its suffering,

and a maturity has come to you and you want really to be transformed -- then you will hear

from a deeper depth.

But the depth can go still deeper. If you are in love with me, if you have a trust, then you

will be more open -- because only trust can be open; otherwise you are always afraid and you

are always closed. When you are totally open -- you have suffered, life has given you a depth

and then you trust, you are totally open -- then the thing can go immediately to the very heart.

You will never be the same again once you hear it.

GUTEI GOT TO HEAR ABOUT THIS... A master always comes to know who are the

imitators. There is no need to... they are so apparent, so obvious. I know very well who are

the imitators here. An imitator cannot deceive the one he is imitating. He can deceive

anybody else, but he cannot deceive the one he is imitating. His falsity is so patent.

People come to me and they repeat my own words, my gestures, and they think they can

deceive me. They can deceive others but they cannot deceive me, because their words are so

shallow. You can repeat the same words, there is no problem: the word is not the problem --

how much depth you bring to the word, that comes from your being. The word can be used

by anybody.

You can chant the whole Gita, but those words will not be the same as they were when

they came out of Krishna. You can repeat the whole Bible, but when those words were used

by Jesus they had a tremendous energy, a transforming force -- because Jesus was in those

words. In every word his being was moving towards you. You can use the same words.... On

every Christian pulpit millions of priests are repeating the same words -- the Sermon on the

Mount -- and the words are so shallow, and they have done such a disservice. It would have

been better that they were not repeating, because when you go on repeating certain words,

they lose the magic. They become so used, people become so used to hearing them, that they

become almost useless, cliches.

Gutei must have come to know about this boy who was imitating him, and... AS HE

WAS DOING IT ONE DAY, BE SEIZED THE BOY, WHIPPED OUT A KNIFE, CUT

OFF HIS FINGER, AND THREW IT AWAY.

Too severe! But the man Gutei must have been very, very compassionate. Only out of

compassion you can be so hard. Difficult to understand, because we think that cruelty,

hardness, is always there where there is no compassion. No -- then you will not understand an

enlightened person. An enlightened person will not be hard on you if he has no compassion --



why bother? But he will be hard on you because he bothers, he is worried about you, he

wants to help you. And less than that won't do.

What happened? When he whipped out his knife, took the boy's finger, cut it off and

threw it away, what happened? When the boy must have seen that the master had whipped

out the knife, what must have happened? If suddenly somebody comes at you with a knife,

what will happen? Thinking stops. You cannot think, it is so new, so novel. The old mind

simply stops, it cannot work it out, "What is happening?" And nobody could have ever

conceived that Gutei will bring a knife.

Can you think of me some day bringing a knife? It was so impossible, incomprehensible.

And Gutei whipped out the knife -- and the boy must have been in shock: thinking stopped. It

was a great shock-treatment. And coming from Gutei, almost impossible. The boy could not

have ever dreamed... and then not only taking it out, he cut off the finger.

When Gutei was cutting off the finger, when the finger was severed from the hand, what

was happening to the boy inside? For the first time in his life he was attentive without

thought. He could not be sleepy in such a moment. Who can be sleepy when somebody is

cutting off your finger? You cannot be sleepy. The pain was so intense, the suffering was so

intense, that in a sudden moment the boy was transformed. He was no more a child, he

became mature.

It can happen in an instant; it may not happen in many lives. The imitation has to be cut

severely. The finger is just symbolic. The boy has to be hit severely, and the suffering must

go to the very root of his being, and it should be so unknown that he cannot make a theory

out of it. He cannot think about it, he cannot philosophize. He was simply shocked. The mind

can move nowhere. He must have looked with fresh eyes for the first time, without thoughts

floating in them. And the pain was so severe and so sudden that it must have gone to the very

heart.

Remember, pleasure never goes so deep as pain. Pleasure never goes so deep. It cannot

go, the very nature of pleasure is superficial. So people who live in pleasure always remain

superficial, shallow. You cannot find a depth in a rich man -- difficult. You may find it in a

beggar; you may not look at the beggar, because you think he is a beggar -- but don't be too

fixed in your ideas. When a beggar passes you, look! He has suffered much, he has lived in

much pain, and pain gives depth. A rich man is always shallow, superficial: he has lived in

pleasure. Pleasure cannot go very deep.

In this suffering the pain was severe, and so sudden that the mind stopped revolving and

the heart was hit.

AS THE BOY RAN OFF HOWLING, GUTEI SHOUTED, "STOP!"

This is what I have been saying to you. But first you must be in deep suffering and

howling, only then the 'stop' can be meaningful. The boy ran howling in suffering and pain,

and Gutei shouted, "Stop!" If the 'stop' is shouted in the right moment, it works deeply.

Suddenly he stopped! What happened in this stopping? There was no more pain. If you

stop suddenly, the whole attention moves towards the sound 'stop'. The body is left behind,

you become attentive. And when you are so attentive, the body cannot disturb, the body

cannot divert. The finger was not there, blood was flowing -- the pain was there, but this

'stop' took his whole attention towards the master.

When attention is not there, there is no pain. Pain exists not in the body but in the

attention. If you are ill, lying down on the bed, what do you do? You continuously pay



attention to your illness. You are feeding it. And something has to be done about it, because it

has become a very great problem all over the world.

Doctors suggest, whenever you are ill, "Lie down and rest." But what will you do in rest?

You will pay attention to the pain, and then you are feeding it. Attention feeds it. Then you

are continuously thinking about it; it becomes a mantra, a chanting inside that, "I am ill, I am

ill. This and that is wrong." Complaints -- and you go all over the body again and again and

you try to find what is wrong. And that becomes a brooding, a very pathological thing. And

this may become a continuity for the illness. You will get hypnotized by the illness.

If too much attention is paid to illness, you become a hypnotic victim. If you continuously

complain about something, it becomes a vicious circle; you complain, then you are inviting it,

because every complaint means you are again giving attention, again attention. It becomes a

repetitive thing.

I have heard -- and many times it has happened: a person was ill, paralyzed; for fifteen

years he couldn't walk. Then one night, suddenly, the house caught fire. There was a fire, the

house was burning, and everybody ran out of it. The man forgot that he was paralyzed, so he

also ran out of the house. Only outside the house, when his family found him running and

coming out, they said, "What! You are paralyzed!" -- the man fell down.

What happened? In this particular moment of intense accident -- the house is on fire -- the

man forgot for a moment that he was paralyzed. If you can forget your illness, the illness will

disappear sooner than any medicine can help. If you cannot forget it, if you continuously

brood about it, then you are playing with the wound. The more you play with the wound the

deeper it goes.

What happened when Gutei shouted, "Stop!"? The boy looked at Gutei, the howling

stopped, the pain disappeared, as if the finger had not been cut off.

THE BOY STOPPED, TURNED AROUND, AND LOOKED AT HIS MASTER THROUGH HIS TEARS.

The eyes were filled with tears, he was howling and crying and weeping. He stopped! The

pain disappeared, but the tears cannot disappear so soon -- they were there.

GUTEI WAS HOLDING UP HIS OWN FINGER. THE BOY WENT TO HOLD UP HIS FINGER, AND
WHEN HE REALIZED IT WAS NOT THERE, HE BOWED.
IN THAT INSTANT, HE BECAME ENLIGHTENED.

GUTEI WAS HOLDING UP HIS OWN FINGER -- a very intense moment of

awareness, a very great device, a situation created by the master. Mind is no longer there, the

pain has disappeared, because attention has been called somewhere else... as if the boy will

not be able to breathe in this situation. "Stop!" -- and the breathing has stopped, and the

thinking has stopped, and he has forgotten that he has no finger now. Just out of old habit,

when the master raised his finger, he raised his -- which was not there. It shows that he has

completely forgotten what has happened.

In that moment he was not the body, otherwise how can you forget? -- the pain, and your

finger has been cut off, and you are bleeding, and your eyes are still filled with tears, and just

a moment before he was howling. This "Stop!" caused a miracle.

THE BOY STOPPED, TURNED ROUND, AND LOOKED AT HIS MASTER THROUGH HIS TEARS.
GUTEI WAS HOLDING UP HIS OWN FINGER.



Just out of old habit he always used to hold his finger up whenever the master was

teaching his disciples about Zen. He would stand by the side of the chair, or at the back of the

chair, and when the master would hold his finger up, he would also do the same. It had

become so automatic. Body is an automaton, it is a mechanism, it is mechanical.

THE BOY WENT TO HOLD UP HIS FINGER, AND WHEN HE REALIZED IT WAS

NOT THERE -- and then he saw, and the finger was not there -- HE BOWED.

What happened? Why did he became so grateful and bow? ... Because for the first time he

realized he is not the body. He is the attention, not the body; awareness, not the body;

consciousness, not the body. The finger is not there, the pain has disappeared, the howling is

no more. Thinking is not moving around the wound; he is not brooding about it at all. He is

no more a body, he is not embodied. He simply is out of his body. For the first time he

realized he is a soul, a consciousness -- the body is just the house.

You are not the body; you are in it, but you are not the body. If your attention can come

to such intensity, you will realize that you are not the body. And once you realize you are not

the body, you know you are deathless. Who can cut your finger off? How can one be violent

to you? Nobody can destroy you. That's why he bowed to the master in deep gratitude: "You

have given me this opportunity to know the deepest level of my being, which is immortal."

IN THAT INSTANT HE BECAME ENLIGHTENED.

What is enlightenment? Coming to understand, coming to realize that you are not the

body. You are the light within; not the lamp, but the flame. You are neither body nor mind.

Mind belongs to the body; mind is not beyond body, it is part of the body -- most subtle, most

refined, but it is part of the body. Mind is also atomic, as body is atomic. You are neither the

body nor the mind -- then you come to know who you are. And to know who you are is

enlightenment.

When Gutei cut off the finger of the disciple, the pail, the old pail fell down, broken, the

water flowed out -- no water, no moon! The disciple became enlightened.

But Gutei must have waited for the right moment. For many, many years this young man

had been doing that. He waited, waited. You cannot force the right moment, it comes when it

comes. You grow towards it, you grope towards it, and the master waits. When it comes,

when it is there, anything can become the excuse, anything. Even a shout, "Stop!" and the old

pail is broken. Suddenly reflections disappear because there is no water. You look at the real

moon, you are enlightened.

Enlightened means you have realized who you are.

Enough for today.
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TOKUSAN WAS STUDYING ZEN UNDER RYUTAN. ONE NIGHT TOKUSAN CAME TO RYUTAN
AND ASKED MANY QUESTIONS.
THE TEACHER SAID, "THE NIGHT IS GETTING OLD -- WHY DON'T YOU RETIRE?"
SO TOKUSAN BOWED, AND AS HE OPENED THE SCREEN TO GO OUT HE OBSERVED, "IT IS
VERY DARK OUTSIDE."
RYUTAN OFFERED TOKUSAN A LIGHTED CANDLE TO FIND HIS WAY, BUT JUST AS TOKUSAN
RECEIVED IT, RYUTAN BLEW IT OUT.
AT THAT MOMENT THE MIND OF TOKUSAN WAS OPENED.
TOKUSAN WAS STUDYING ZEN UNDER RYUTAN. ONE NIGHT TOKUSAN CAME TO RYUTAN
AND ASKED MANY QUESTIONS.

The first thing to understand: you cannot study Zen. It is impossible. You can be in it, but

you cannot study it -- because Zen, or dhyan, is not an object of study, it is a way of life. It

depends how you live. You cannot get it through scriptures, you cannot get it from anybody.

Nobody can teach you, it is not to be taught. It is not knowledge which can be transferred

from one hand to another. It is a way of life. You can allow yourself to move into it, you can

flow into it, you can be vulnerable to it, open to it -- and that's what one has to do with a

master.

You cannot study, you can just allow yourself to be infected. It is like an infection; if you

are vulnerable, you will catch it. Just living with the master is enough: open, not fighting, just

being with the master, there are moments while you are silent... you can learn it.

This story says, TOKUSAN WAS STUDYING ZEN.... There he was wrong. No

university can offer you a course in religion. They offer, but whatsoever they teach is not

religion at all. It may be a history of religion -- it is not religion. It may be philosophies of

religion -- it is not religion. They may help you to learn the Koran, the Bible, the Gita, but it

is not religion. They may talk about Jesus, Buddha, Krishna, and you will learn many things,

but you will miss the very base, the very core.

So the first thing to be understood is, nobody can explain to you what Zen is, what dhyan

is. You can learn it, but nobody can teach you. I have been continuously saying that there are

disciples and no masters, because a master cannot do anything positively, directly. He cannot

give it to you, he cannot teach it to you. What can he do? If he could teach, he could have



given it; then one buddha would be enough to enlighten the whole world. But many buddhas

have existed and the world remains as it is. Directly, nothing can be done. The thing is so

subtle, so delicate, that if you transfer it, in the very transfer it dies.

I have heard: One Christian priest was sending a Bible as a present to some friend -- he

had made a beautiful parcel. He came to the post office and the clerk at the window asked, "Is

there something breakable in it?"

The priest laughed and said, "Yes, Ten Commandments."

Religion is so delicate, so breakable, no parcel can protect it. The moment you transfer it,

it is already dead. It lives with an inner life. It lives in a buddha, in a master. He cannot give it

to you, but you can open yourself to it.

It is just like the sun rising in the morning: the sun cannot give life to a flower -- no! But

the flower opens itself towards it, is enriched through its own opening. If the flower remains

closed, the sun cannot do anything. The sun cannot knock at the door, cannot deliver the

light, cannot deliver vitality and life -- no! The sun will pass unnoticed. A buddha comes -- I

am here with you, you can open yourself. But if you remain closed nothing can be done. So it

is up to you, it is totally dependent on you whether you learn or not -- and it is not study.

Study is a dead thing, intellectual. Learning is alive: it is not from the head, it is from the

heart. You learn from the heart, you study from the head. When you study you become a

great scholar. Go and look at great scholars, all the universities are filled with them, and you

will not find people more dead than them. They are almost in their graves -- they have

already entered! They have never lived; they are so much obsessed with words that they have

bypassed life.

They may be talking about love but they have never loved. They cannot afford it -- it is so

risky; and they are so learned that they cannot take that dangerous step. They have talked

about meditation, read about it, but they have never done it. It is dangerous. Nothing can be

more dangerous than that. And a scholar is always in search of security; security in words,

security in doctrines, security everywhere. He is not a gambler, he cannot stake his life. And

unless you stake your life you cannot learn.

This learning is of the heart, it is just like love. That's why Jesus goes on repeating that

God is love. It doesn't mean, as Christians have understood or misunderstood it, that God is

loving. No! It doesn't mean that God is loving. It simply means if you want to reach God, the

method is the same as when you want to enter into love. "God is love" means: the path that

leads to the temple of love is the same path that leads to the temple of God. It just indicates

the path -- it goes through the heart, not through the head.

TOKUSAN WAS STUDYING ZEN UNDER RYUTAN -- that's where he was missing.

The very first step went wrong, and when the first step goes wrong, then everything else that

follows will go wrong. Always remember to take the first step rightly. If the first step is taken

rightly, then half the journey is already over, it is almost finished. Because if the first step is

right, all that will follow will follow automatically; you will reach the goal. So don't go to a

master to study, go to learn. If you go to study, the master will teach you, but the most

significant thing cannot be taught. Go to learn.

And what is the difference between the attitudes? Many differences: when you go to

study you want more knowledge; when you go to learn you want more being -- it is not

knowledge. When you learn, your being grows. When you study, your memory grows. When

you study you know more and more and more; when you learn you become more and more



and more -- and these are totally different things.

A man may have a great memory, know many things, and deep down in the being he is

absolutely a beggar, poor, having nothing there. He may be deceiving himself that he knows

so many things, but knowing will not help -- unless you are, knowing is futile. Only being

helps.

If you are dying, what will go with you, your knowledge or your being? Who will be of

help? What will be the bridge? What can you carry with you beyond death? Knowledge? The

brain is left behind, because the brain is part of the body. Only the being is carried over. And

you have never looked at it, it has remained poor, starving -- you have never fed it.

Learning is of the being, knowledge is only of the memory, of the mind. Universities can

give you knowledge, teachers can give you knowledge, but only an enlightened man can

allow you, can help you -- and that help is indirect -- to gain more being. You can take that

help, but that final thing depends on you.

If you go to study, you have missed the first step. And the first step is very significant,

because the first eventually becomes the last. The seed is very significant; the seed is the first

step and it will become the tree. It may take many years to flower, but if you have planted the

wrong seed, then even a million lives will not be of any help. Tokusan was wrong from the

very beginning -- studying.

Studying, he was more concerned with scripture, not with the master. And what

foolishness! When a master is alive you are obsessed with the scripture. When the diamonds

are all over, you are clinging to red stones, colored stones! When the master is alive, you are

concerned with dead words.

ONE NIGHT TOKUSAN CAME TO RYUTAN AND ASKED MANY QUESTIONS.

A man who is with a master to study is always filled with questions, because this is how

one studies. You have to raise questions so you can get answers, and then you can go on

collecting the answers and you become more knowledgeable.

A man who is not after study but after learning has only one question, not many. And

remember: many cannot be answered, only one can be answered. Many cannot be answered,

because if you are that type of man who asks many questions, any answer that is given to you

will only create many more questions -- nothing else. Every solution will give you many

more problems.

You come to me and you ask, "Who created this world?" And if I say "God," then you

start asking about God: "Who is this God? And why did he create the world?" And if I say,

"Because of this," then you ask.... Every answer will create more and more questions.

But if you have only one question... that is very difficult. Only a very wise man asks the

one question. Coming to the one question, you have already become mature -- because many

questions show your curiosity, one question shows that your being has come to a conclusion.

Now this is at stake: if this question is solved, everything is solved. It is a question of life and

death.

To ask one question means you have become one-pointed. To ask one question means

now you are already a unity. And when you are a unity, the answer can be given to you;

otherwise, you are not ready. And no master is going to waste his time and energy on you if

you are asking many questions. Ask one question!

First find out what is the one question that is significant. Don't move on the periphery,

come to the center! On the periphery there can be many points to be asked, but at the center



there is only one point. And when you move on the periphery you go on moving in a circle;

one question will lead to another, another will lead to another, and you go on and on ad

infinitum.

But at the center there is only one question. And that question can be answered even

without answering; if you have come to one question, the master can look at you and the

question has been answered. The master can touch you and the question has been answered.

Because when you are so one-pointed, when you are so intensely alive, your flame is burning

so bright, your mind is so clear -- not filled with clouds, only one sun, not millions of clouds

-- you are so unclouded, everything is keen, clear, aflame, just a look may do; just a touch

may do. But if you are filled with many questions, even if the master goes on hammering

answers on you, nothing is going to happen.
ONE NIGHT TOKUSAN CAME TO RYUTAN AND ASKED MANY QUESTIONS.

These Zen stories are so beautiful, their every word is meaningful. ONE NIGHT -- not in

the morning but in the dark. In the morning you come to ask one question, in the night you

come to ask many questions. In the morning you are clear, fresh, young. In the night you are

old, rotten. In the night means you are in the dark, groping. Even if you come to the door you

will not be able to see. Even if the answer is given it will not be understood.

Mind is the darkness of the soul, it is the night of the soul. But you believe in this mind so

much -- and it has not given you anything except promises. It gives you promises, it is

wonderful in that -- it goes on promising.

I have heard: Once Mulla Nasruddin came back to his home very, very late at night. He

knocked, the wife asked, "Nasruddin, what is the time?"

Nasruddin said matter-of-factly, "It is very early, only elevenfifteen."

The wife said, "Don't you lie to me. I just looked at the alarm clock. It is not

eleven-fifteen, it is three-fifteen. The whole night is past."

Nasruddin said, "One minute. You believe in a rotten twenty-rupee alarm clock, rather

than believing in your beloved husband? What type of marriage is this? What type of woman

are you?"

You always believe in rotten twenty-rupee minds, that you have purchased from an old

used-mind shop -- it is not even yours! It has been in many hands, thousands of times. What

is new in your mind? Everything is old, used. What is fresh in your mind? What is original in

it? Everything is borrowed. And when a man purchases an old, old, used car, he thinks

millions of times whether to purchase it or not.

You never think about the mind, that it has been used by many. Your every thought is

borrowed, old, rubbish; many have thrown it. But you go on believing in it, because this mind

has learned a trick, and that trick is how to promise. It goes on promising: "I will give you

everything. You need God? I will give you God, just wait. Do this and that. Make effort, and

hope and pray, and you will get it." It always postpones. It says, "Tomorrow it will happen" --

and tomorrow never comes. Tomorrow cannot come -- all that comes is always today, and all

that mind does is to transfer everything for tomorrow. It promises you -- in the future.

Whether it is heaven, whether it is God, or moksha, or nirvana -- it always promises you, "In

the future."

Meditation, Zen, never promises you anything. It simply gives you here and now. Mind is

a postponement, it says, "It will happen. It will happen gradually. Go by and by. Don't be in a



hurry, nothing can be done right now." Mind says, "Time is needed. Long is the path. Much

has to be done and unless you do it, how can you attain?" Mind always divides ends and

means.

In reality, there is no division. Every step is the goal, and every moment is nirvana. The

present is all that exists. Future is the most illusory thing, it is a creation of the mind. But you

believe in the mind, and it is really wonderful, you don't even get dis-couraged!

I have heard: One man purchased a used, old car. Then after two weeks he came back to

the same shop and asked the salesman, "Are you the same guy who sold me this car?"

The man said, "Yes," a little afraid and apprehensive, because he knew what type of car

he had sold.

This man said, "Then tell me again the same things you told me before you sold me this

car -- I get so discouraged. Give me a little courage; and I will be coming on and off, just to

get encouraged."

You don't even get discouraged about the mind. You go on listening to it. And mind is the

dark, the dark part of your being where no light enters. It is the night.

So it is right: ONE NIGHT TOKUSAN CAME TO RYUTAN AND ASKED MANY

QUESTIONS. THE TEACHER SAID...

He didn't answer. He didn't answer a single question. He simply listened to the questions.

THE TEACHER SAID, "THE NIGHT IS GETTING OLD -- WHY DON'T YOU RETIRE?"

Look! So many questions were asked and the teacher simply said, "The night is getting

old, the darkness is increasing. You are moving into a darker and darker part of the mind.

THE NIGHT IS GETTING OLD -- WHY DON'T YOU RETIRE?"

This is the only answer for so many questions: "WHY DON'T YOU RETIRE?"

You are the question and the question creator. You -- the ego, the mind -- you are the

disease. Why don't you retire? Many questions were asked -- only one answer given, and that

too could not be understood, because a person who asks many questions cannot understand

one answer. His mind cannot understand anything that belongs to the one. He can only

understand the many. 'Many' is always out, 'one' is always in -- because the center is within

you, and the periphery is without.

The master said one of the most beautiful things: "THE NIGHT IS GETTING OLD --

WHY DON'T YOU RETIRE? It is time you should retire." It seems irrelevant. He should

have answered the questions.... He has answered, because he says, "You please retire."

If you are there, then questions will go on coming. Questions come to the mind just like

leaves come to the trees. And you go on watering the tree, and then the leaves go on coming.

Of course, old leaves will fall and new will come. So the master can answer a question: the

old will go, but the new will come and it will be replaced again. And a new question is worse,

because an old question -- you are already fed up with it. You may throw it. You have lived

enough with it.

A new question is again like a new wife -- again you are in love, again the romance starts,

again the poetry and again the whole nonsense. A new thought is more dangerous than the

old, because with the old you are fed up, you are already getting bored with it, you want to

throw it. That's why Buddha, or Ryutan, or persons like that, never answer your questions.



They would not like to give you new shelters for the mind. They would not like to give you

new substitutes for the old.

Buddha used to say, "Don't ask if you want to be answered. When you don't ask, I will

answer. If you ask, the door is closed."

Buddha used to insist with newcomers, "For one year remain with me without asking

anything. If you ask, you cannot be allowed to live with me, you will have to move on. For

one year simply be silent." And it is not a question of asking visibly -- Buddha knows... if

you go on asking within, he knows.

One day it happened, Mahakashyapa was sitting there. He had not asked anything. A

great disciple of Buddha, but he had come just a few months before and Buddha had told him

to remain silent for one year, not asking anything. A few other disciples were sitting there.

Suddenly, Buddha asked, "Mahakashyapa, you asked?"

So Mahakashyapa said, "I have not spoken at all."

And others also said, "He has not spoken at all."

Buddha said, "Look within. You have asked. You have broken the promise."

And Mahakashyapa looked, and he bowed down and he said, "Sorry!" He had asked. He

had not asked so that you could hear, but deep inside the question had been there. Even if you

don't ask and the mind is asking, you have asked, because thought is a subtle action. It will

become visible sooner or later. The bubble is there, it will come to the surface. You can

suppress it, but you cannot deceive a Buddha.

When can you be allowed to ask? When there is no question. This seems paradoxical; if

there is no question, then what are you going to ask? Only then you ask the one question, and

there is no need to verbalize it. Your whole being becomes one question, one search, one

inquiry; then your whole being is an inquiry. And when you stand before a buddha, your

whole being transformed into an inquiry, a thirst, a deep hunger, so deep that you are not

there, only the hunger is there -- then the buddha can feed you, then the answer can be given.

Otherwise Buddha, whatsoever he says, will seem irrelevant -- and these Zen stories are very

irrelevant.

There are millions of Zen stories which are absolutely irrelevant. You ask about A and

the master talks about Z -- no relationship! We don't know what questions this Tokusan

asked. Only one thing we know; the teacher, the master, never replied to them. He simply

said, "Tokusan, THE NIGHT IS GETTING OLD -- WHY DON'T YOU RETIRE?" And this

is all that Zen is. This is all Zen is about -- RETIRE!

Are you not tired enough with the mind? Then retire! Has not the mind done enough? Has

the mind not created enough chaos in you? Why are you clinging to it? What hope, what

promise, makes you cling to it? It has been deceiving you continuously. It said, "There -- that

goal, in that possession, in that house, in that car, in that woman, in those riches -- is

everything." And you moved, and when you reached it, nothing came into your hands except

frustration. Every expectation led you to frustration. Every desire became in the end a sorry

affair, a sadness resulted.

And this mind has been promising you and promising you -- no promise has been

fulfilled, but you never say to the mind, "You deceiver, stop!" You are afraid of saying that.

Once it happened: Mulla Nasruddin came out of the village tavern and the new priest saw

him -- he was passing by on the road. The new priest said, "Nasruddin, you are a religious



man. What do I see? You are coming out of such a place? My son, drink is of the Devil. And

when the Devil invites you again, refuse. Why don't you refuse?"

Nasruddin said, "Reverend, I would like to refuse, but the Devil may get sore and may

not invite me again."

That's the problem. You would like to refuse this mind; this mind has never fulfilled

anything, but you are afraid -- the mind may get sore, will not promise you again. Then...?

You cannot live without promises, you cannot live without hope -- this is the mechanism.

Unless you are ready to live without hope you cannot become religious. Even your

so-called religions are nothing but hopes created by the mind. Are you ready to live without

hope? Are you ready to live without the future? Then there is simply no need to retire; the

mind retires itself. Then there is no clinging with the mind. But you are afraid -- the mind

may get sore. And the mind is the Devil and may not offer again, then what will you do?

People come to me, they think their search is religious -- their search is still mental. They

are still moving in the dark valleys of the mind, they are still listening to the mind, they are

hoping. They hope through money and they fail; they hoped through sex -- they have failed.

They have hoped in many, many ways and they have failed. Now they hope through

meditation, now they hope through a master -- but the hoping is there. And remember well: if

you hope through me you will miss me. I cannot fulfill your hopes.

Why not leave off hoping? Why do you hope? What is the basis of it? Discontent

becomes hope; this is the disguise. Because here and now you are in so much discontent, in

so much misery, that you need some hope in the future. That hope will help you to move.

You can somehow tolerate the present; through hoping, you can tolerate the present... hope is

anesthesia. The present is miserable, painful; hope is alcoholic, it is a drug, it makes you

unconscious enough so you can tolerate the present.

Hope means here and now there is discontent. But have you ever looked at the whole

phenomenon? Why are you discontented here and now in the first place? Why? -- because

you hoped in the past, that's why here and now you are in discontent. This today was

tomorrow yesterday. Yesterday you hoped for today, because it was tomorrow then. Now that

hope is not fulfilled, so you are in misery, frustrated. And to hide this misery, to somehow

pass today, you are again hoping for the tomorrow.

You are in a rut, and in such a rut that it will be very difficult to come out of it. Tomorrow

the same will happen: you will be frustrated, because mind can promise but can never fulfill.

Other-wise, there was no need for meditation; then Buddha was a fool, meditating.

If mind can fulfill, then all meditators are foolish, then all enlightened persons are fools.

Because mind cannot fulfill... when they come to understand the whole mechanism, and the

whole misery of it.... This is the mechanism: yesterday mind promised you that something is

going to be delivered to you tomorrow. Now the tomorrow has come, it is today, and the

mind has not delivered -- you are in misery, your expectations are frustrated. Now the mind

says, "Tomorrow I am going to deliver." The mind promises again. And what type of

stupidity is this, that you again listen to the mind? And tomorrow the same mechanism will

be repeated -- it is a vicious circle.

You listen to the mind, you become miserable -- otherwise, this today is paradise! And

there is no other paradise, this today is nirvana. If you had not listened to the mind... just

don't listen to the mind, then you are not in misery; because misery cannot exist without

expectations and without hopes. And when misery exists you need more hopes for it, to hide

it, to live somehow. Live hopelessly -- then you are a righteous man, then you are retired.

The words are beautiful. The master said, "THE NIGHT IS GETTING OLD -- WHY



DON'T YOU RETIRE? Have you not had enough of this night? Have you not heard and

listened to this mind too much already? Drop out of it. Don't listen to it any more. Retire!"

But Tokusan misunderstood him, because a man who is filled with so many questions

cannot understand the answer. Out of his compassion Ryutan gave the answer, but the

disciple misunderstood -- scholars always misunderstand.

What did he think? He thought of the night outside... it was not referred to at all. Masters

never talk about outside, they always talk about the inside. The master was talking about the

dark night inside, and the disciple thought, "Yes, the night is getting old." He looked outside

-- he looked at the periphery. The master was talking about the center. The master was using

the language of the within, and the disciple understood in the language of the without. And

the language of the within cannot be translated into the language of the without. No, there is

no way to translate it. Either you understand or you don't understand -- there is no way to

translate it for you.

Hindi can be translated into English, English can be translated into Chinese -- but religion

cannot be translated into any language. The inner cannot be translated into the outer. Why

can Chinese be translated into English? Because both are of the without, they both exist on

the periphery.

"WHY DON'T YOU RETIRE?" said the master.
SO TOKUSAN BOWED, AND AS HE OPENED THE SCREEN TO GO OUT, HE OBSERVED, "IT IS
VERY DARK OUTSIDE."

He understood -- he thought he had understood. He bowed: "Yes, it is too late, and the

night is getting darker and darker and too old, and it is time to go to sleep."

What the master was meaning, was saying, is, "It is time to awaken." For the man who

knows the inner, 'retire' means it is time to come out of your sleep, out of your mind, because

mind is the sleep.

You have heard about the sleeping disease? -- mind is that disease, it is deep sleep. Even

while you are awake it doesn't allow you to be awake; you move in a deep hypnosis, it is a

somnambulism. You do things just like a mechanical, automatic machine. You are like an

automaton; you eat, you talk, you do things, you are efficient, but don't think that you are

awakened. You are not awake.

You have many types of sleep: sometimes you sleep with closed eyes, sometimes you

sleep with open eyes. Sometimes you sleep on the bed, sometimes you sleep in the temple,

sometimes on the street. Sometimes you are in the shop sleeping. Sometimes you sleep doing

things, sometimes you sleep without doing things. Sometimes you sleep with dreams,

sometimes you sleep with thoughts -- but you continue your sleep.

In the morning you don't become awake. In the morning a new kind of sleep starts with

open eyes -- dreams float, and thoughts continue, and you do the ritual. Awakening is not

needed for the daily ritual. That's why nobody likes new things to happen every day --

because if new things are happening, then you will have to awaken. With old things, with a

routine, you can move sleepily, there is no need. In a life of seventy years, if you have even

been awake for seven moments, it is too much. That's why when Gautam Siddhartha

awakened we called him Buddha, the awakened one. Because it is such a rare phenomenon --

to be awake.

The master meant, "Retire from the mind, so that you can be awake." And the disciple

understood, "Right," he said, "it is very dark outside, I must go to sleep now. I must retire."



This is how, whenever the truth is given by a master, it is being distorted in the mind of the

disciple.

SO TOKUSAN BOWED... just to thank the master, that he has correctly observed that

the night is already so far passed... AND AS HE OPENED THE SCREEN TO GO OUT HE

OBSERVED, "IT IS VERY DARK OUTSIDE."

RYUTAN OFFERED TOKUSAN A LIGHTED CANDLE... the master offered a lighted

candle to the disciple ... TO FIND HIS WAY. BUT JUST AS TOKUSAN RECEIVED IT...

and he was on the move to go out ... RYUTAN BLEW IT OUT.

AT THAT MOMENT THE MIND OF TOKUSAN WAS OPENED.

What happened? Ryutan offered Tokusan a lighted candle. He said, "Okay, outside it is

very dark, so you take this lighted candle to see the path."

For the outside, candles can be offered, not for the inside -- because how will you take a

candle inside? For the inside, no candle can be offered from without. The master cannot give

you the light which will enlighten you inside.

In fact, inside the light has always been burning. It is there, but you go on looking

outside. Once you look within, the light is there. It has always been there. You have never

missed it for a single moment. You cannot miss it. It is your Tao, your nature, your very self

-- no need to offer any candle for the inside, and no candle can go inside. But for the outside

candles can be offered.

So remember: all those who offer you something for your path, all those candles can be

only for the outside. They may light your path in the world, but never in God.

Seeing that the disciple had not understood, the master tried again. He created a situation,

a very rare situation: he offered Tokusan a lighted candle.

Tokusan was asking many questions, and he didn't offer a single candle for the inside, he

didn't offer a single answer. He simply said, "Retire!" But if darkness is outside, then

something can be done, you can be helped. If your body is ill, then you can find a doctor; but

if your soul is ill, then no doctor can be of any help -- then you have to do something. Then

the master can only bring you to this point that you have to do something, because inside

nobody can penetrate except you. If somebody can penetrate in your inside, it is not inside,

because in the interiormost temple of your being how can anybody else enter? There is no

space -- only you exist there in your total aloneness.

That is why Mahavira has said that even love cannot enter there. You are totally alone.

Mahavira used a word for ultimate liberation, for ultimate salvation; that word is kaivalya.

Kaivalya means absolute loneliness. In your innermost being you are totally alone -- nobody

can enter there. Not even a master can enter there. If somebody can enter there, then it is

outside, then it is not the interiormost core. At the center of a circle only one point can be

there, not two. If there are two, it is still not the center. Then still a small periphery is around.

You are alone in your deepest being. The master can help you to become aware of this

fact, and once you know it all disease inside disappears. Once you accept your total

loneliness you are liberated; then there is no attachment -- love can flow. In reality, only now

can love flow, because now love is not a dependence, you are not dependent on the other. If

you are dependent on the other, then you will be against also -- because whosoever makes

you dependent is the enemy, cannot be the friend. So lovers continuously fight, because the

lover is the enemy, the beloved is the enemy. You have become dependent, you cannot live

without the other, your freedom is destroyed, and any love that destroys freedom will become



hate sooner or later.

Only that love which gives you more freedom will never turn into hate, it will be eternal.

So only a Jesus, a Buddha, can love eternally. There is no change of climate, the same

harmony continues. Why? -- because a Buddha or a Jesus has attained his total loneliness,

and has accepted this fact. And this is so beautiful... to be totally alone, like an Everest.

At the very peak, you are alone. At the very core, the innermost being, you are alone.

When you have accepted it, now love can flow like the Ganges, now there is no trouble, now

you can love without any condition. Now you can love without becoming dependent, or

without making anybody dependent on you. Now love can be a freedom.

A master helps you to be aware of your total, ultimate loneliness. The word loneliness is

not good, because it carries a sadness about it -- because of you, not because of the word.

Because of the old associations, you always feel sad when you are lonely.

In Japan it happened once: A Zen master was a great gardener, a lover of gardening. Even

the king became jealous of his garden, and one day somebody came to the king and said,

"Now you must go and see."

Japanese love the morning-glory flower very much and the man who spoke to the king

said, "I have never seen such flowers, millions of them, the whole garden of the Zen master is

filled with flowers. And the fragrance -- it is so beautiful. Don't miss it. You should go."

It was too much for the king to go to see this poor man's garden. He had a big garden --

hundreds of acres of greenery, hundreds of gardeners working there -- and he had to go and

see?

But the man reported, and he said, "It may not happen again."

So the king said, "You go and inform him that tomorrow morning I am coming."

The master was informed. The next morning the king came with his court, with his

generals, queen, princes. The whole capital was stilled, thousands of people gathered around

the monastery. And the king came, he looked around and he said, "What! I was informed

there were millions of flowers, and I see only one morning-glory flower in the garden."

The Zen master said, "Yes, there were millions, but in the night we removed them all,

because we believe in the one. And this is the most beautiful of them all -- in a crowd you

would have missed this. So we have removed all; only the best, only the most beautiful has

been saved for you."

The king became a little sad. He said, "It looks so lonely."

And the Zen master laughed and said, "It is not lonely. It is alone."

Remember this: when you reach to your innermost center you are not lonely, you are

alone. And this aloneness is not an emptiness -- it is the fulfillment. This aloneness is not

empty, it is overflowing. This aloneness is not a void, it is the all.

The master can only make you aware of this fact -- which is already there. He cannot give

you anything new. He only gives you that which you already have, which you already are,

which you have already been carrying within you, but never alert to. He only makes you

mindful of the fact that is, of your being. He only makes you aware of the truth: the treasure

that is hidden there -- and you have not looked at it.

Your being a god is already the case; the master simply makes you aware of this fact. It is

not an achievement.

RYUTAN OFFERED TOKUSAN A LIGHTED CANDLE. He said, "Okay. If you

cannot look within, and the darkness that you are living in, the darkness of the mind.... I talk



about the inside and you look outside -- if you are so focused, I will give you a candle."

He gave him... A LIGHTED CANDLE TO FIND HIS WAY, BUT JUST AS TOKUSAN

RECEIVED IT... and he was going to move, step down from the temple of the master...

RYUTAN BLEW IT OUT.

Suddenly, darkness! With the lighted candle there was light. It was not even given and it

was immediately blown out, suddenly there was darkness.

AT THAT MOMENT... what happened? ... THE MIND OF TOKUSAN WAS OPENED

-- he became enlightened.

What happened in this moment? Many things happened simultaneously. They happened

in a single fragment. No time was lost. Here the candle was blown out; there, immediately,

the disciple was enlightened.

What happened? One thing: suddenly he became aware that the master was not talking

about the dark night outside. That's why he had blown out the candle -- to indicate that this

candle won't do. He was talking of the inside, of the dark night within. He was not saying go

and retire and fall into sleep. He wanted to make him alert and aware. And when the light

suddenly went out, his mind suddenly stopped. He couldn't conceive... it was so

unpredictable. The master gave him the candle and then blew it out. It was so absurd! Then

why give it?

It was so contradictory, for a moment the mind couldn't think -- because the mind cannot

think when there is a contradiction. Many times I give you the candle and blow it out

immediately. I say a sentence and contradict it immediately, just so that your mind cannot

think anything about it, cannot work it out. If your mind can work it out, the opportunity is

missed. It was so contradictory: the night was dark and the master offered a candle, and when

he was just about to move, he blew it out. What does he mean? So inconsistent!

Enlightened persons are always inconsistent. Consistency is always of the mind; you can

find a consistent thinker, but you cannot find a consistent Buddha. Each moment he behaves

in a new way -- because he is not behaving out of the past, he responds with the present

moment. And it was so accidental that the mind couldn't work it out -- and suddenly there

was darkness all over.

The disciple understood one thing, that the master was not talking of the outside. He was

not talking of the night out there, he was talking of the night here, inside. He offered the

candle and then blew it out. He was saying that no help is possible inside. You have to move

in your darkness yourself, these candles won't do. Nobody can be a guide there, only

indications....

Buddha is reported to have said that buddhas only show the way -- you have to walk, they

cannot go with you. If they go with you, you will become dependent on them, and they will

become your world and they will become your attachment. They cannot go with you. And it

is inherently, intrinsically impossible for somebody else to take you to your center. He can

indicate the way -- buddhas only point the way; you have to move.

Suddenly there was darkness -- the mind stopped. The mind could not conceive, the mind

could not reconcile this inconsistent behavior. There was a gap, a discontinuity in the mind --

and that gap becomes meditation. Suddenly his mind opened. When the mind cannot

function, when the mind finds something impossible to reconcile, to solve, the mind drops.

If the mind can find the logic then it continues. So a master has to be illogical because of

your mind; only then gaps are possible. This moment he behaves in a certain way, and the

next moment he contradicts himself. This moment he says something, the next moment he

says something quite the opposite. You cannot make a system out of it.



That's why when Buddha died many systems arose, because everybody started to create a

system of his own. And he was an inconsistent man, he was not a system-maker, so there

were millions of contradictions. So everybody -- philosophers -- started working, and now

Buddhists have many philosophies. In those philosophies contradictions have been left out

and they have made a consistent whole.

But when you leave the contradictions out, you have left Buddha himself out -- because

he was in his contradictions. He was in the gaps. He was giving shocks to your mind. This is

a shock: Tokusan, at that moment, suddenly became alert. He could not have predicted it. If

the mind can predict anything, there is no shock. If I repeat this story with you... if I give you

a candle this night, you know the story well, and then I blow it out -- nothing will happen,

because you expect it.

So a device cannot be used again; it is impossible to use it again. That's why new buddhas

are always needed, because old buddhas ... your mind has absorbed them, it knows very well.

So a new buddha may do exactly the opposite. He may give you the candle and will not blow

it out, and you will go in the dark night with that candle thinking continuously, "What

happened? The story seems incomplete." A new buddha has to create new devices, new

methods, new techniques, because your mind is so cunning: once it knows, it makes

everything part of it.

At that moment the mind of Tokusan was opened. And when the mind is opened you are

enlightened. Mind is a closing, mind is a closed door. And being is an open door -- that's the

only difference. Mind open, you are a being; mind closed, you are just a past, a memory, not

a living, alive force. Mind closed, you can look only outside, because how can you look

inside? The mind is closed, the door is closed. Mind open, you can look inside.

Looking inside, you are totally transformed. Once there is a single glimpse of the inside,

you will never be the same again. Then you can move, you can look outside, you can move in

the world; you can be a shopkeeper, you can be a clerk, you can be a teacher in a school, you

can be a butcher -- you can be whatsoever you were before, but the quality has changed.

In Zen they say that before a man is enlightened, rivers are rivers, mountains are

mountains. Then, when a man becomes a seeker, rivers are no longer rivers, mountains are no

longer mountains -- everything is confused, a chaos. And when a man becomes enlightened,

rivers are again rivers, mountains are again mountains.

Zen people say that a man of enlightenment lives the same way as any ordinary man -- no

difference on the outside. He eats when he feels hungry, he sleeps when he feels tired -- no

difference on the outside. Just the nature of being, the quality of being has changed: now the

mind is open. He can look outside, but he remains inside. He can move in the world, but the

world never moves in him. He remains in the world, but the world is no more a part of his

being. He can do whatsoever is needed, but he is never attached. Not that he is detached --

no, he is neither attached nor detached. The world has become a dream, the world has

become a play, a game. It is no more real, it is no more substantial. If he happens to be a

butcher, he will remain a butcher; he will carry it out to the very end.

Zen says that the ordinary mind is the enlightened mind -- with only one difference; the

mind open, the door open, alert, awake. The sleep has gone. You are no more in hypnosis,

you are no more in a drugged state. You are alert.

If you try too much to change the outside, that shows that you are still attached. If a man

tries to be detached, it shows attachment. Why bother about detachment if you are not

attached? If a man escapes from women, it shows that sex is still the obsession. Otherwise,

why escape from women if you are not obsessed?



If a man avoids the market, moves to the Himalayas, he is still somehow in the market, or

the market is in him. He is still afraid, and fear always shows that you have not changed.

Otherwise, a man of enlightenment will be as ordinary as anybody else. More ordinary than

anybody else! Extraordinarily ordinary! Why? -- because he is not an exhibitionist. He may

just be your next-door neighbor and you may not know him ever, because you are after

extraordinary men.

If a man stands for years, you will go... many, many miles you will travel. It will become

a pilgrimage, because you are going to see a man who has been standing for ten years. It may

be a feat, but it doesn't show anything. It again shows just an egoist standpoint, an exhibition.

You may go and bow down to a man who has been fasting, because you cannot fast. This

man has achieved the goal and you cannot achieve it. You feel inferior before this man. You

bow down because deep down you also wanted to be like this: extraordinary. You wanted

some powers, miracles, and this man has achieved.

A man is a brahmachari, a celibate: you feel awe, you feel very much influenced,

impressed, because you cannot live without a woman, and this man has. He has achieved the

desire that you also have deep down, a desire to live without a woman, because the woman is

the bondage. You feel she creates a boundary around you, she possesses you. You cannot

move beyond that boundary, you are afraid of women.

Somebody was asking Mulla Nasruddin, "Why, Nasruddin, are you leaving so early

today?" -- he was leaving the tavern.

He said, "Every day it is a problem. The wife!"

So the man said, "Are you afraid of your wife? Are you a man or a mouse?"

Nasruddin said, "I am a man."

And the man said, "Then why you are going so early if you are a man? And what

certainty have you got that you are a man?"

Said Nasruddin, "I am certain, absolutely certain, because my wife is afraid of mice. I am

certainly a man. I am afraid of her and she is afraid of mice. Had I been a mouse...!"

The wife, the husband, the family, the work, the responsibility, the world -- everything

becomes a burden, a boundary around you. You feel encaged, imprisoned. And a man who

has left all, standing alone in his majesty, neither burdened by a wife nor children, neither

worried, nor afraid -- you bow down to him, because you feel, "This is the goal. This is what

I would also like to achieve."

But this man is just the opposite pole of you. He may have become the mouse and you

may still be the man, the wife may be afraid of him, but nothing has changed. He is just the

opposite. He is also hiding the same fears. He is also hiding the same lust, but he has reversed

the whole process. He is floating upstream, that's all -- but the stream is the same, the fight

continues. He may be a greater fighter than you, or may be a more stupid fighter than you --

because stupid people are always courageous, and they can float upstream more easily than

anybody else. Idiots can do things intelligent men ordinarily cannot do.

Fools can enter where even angels are afraid to go. So if you see in your monks in the

monasteries, your sannyasins, your so-called sadhus, stupid people, that is natural. Look in

their eyes, you will never see the look of intelligence, you will not see the clarity, you will

not see the flame. You will just see stupid, idiotic people, dull -- dullards! They can do such

things more easily. They can stand on their heads, shirshasan, and they can do so for years,

but they have not changed, the transformation has not happened.



Zen says the ordinary mind is the enlightened mind. You don't go anywhere; the ordinary

world is the paradise. Here and now, everything is there. You need not go anywhere.

A man whose mind is open, the wife disappears. Not that he goes, escapes from the wife

-- simply the wife disappears and a beautiful being is there. When there is no wife, a beautiful

being is there. When you make a being a wife, a husband, ugliness enters. Then there is a

friend, a beautiful loving friend -- because expectations bring enmity. It is your mind, a

closed mind, which creates the problems, not the wife.

For the first time you become aware of the beauty of the world ... everything is young and

fresh and alive, and God is here! If you think your God is somewhere else you are still

listening to the mind, because that is the language of the mind: "Somewhere else, somewhere

else. Never here" -- and he is always here.

Meditation reveals to you the here and now. And then the ordinary mind becomes the

most extraordinary, and the ordinary life becomes the supreme, the ultimate. The only

difference is of a closed or open mind.

When thoughts are there the mind is closed. When thoughts are not there, the clouds are

not there and the mind is open. And when the mind is open the old pail has fallen, the water

has flowed out, the reflection disappears -- no water, no moon.

Enough for today.



No Water, No Moon
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A NUN WHO WAS SEARCHING FOR ENLIGHTENMENT MADE A WOODEN STATUE OF
BUDDHA AND COVERED IT WITH GOLD LEAF. IT WAS VERY PRETTY AND SHE CARRIED IT
WITH HER WHEREVER SHE WENT.
YEARS PASSED, AND STILL CARRYING HER BUDDHA, THE NUN SETTLED DOWN IN A SMALL
COUNTRY TEMPLE WHERE THERE WERE MANY STATUES OF BUDDHA EACH HAVING ITS
OWN SHRINE.
THE NUN BURNED INCENSE BEFORE HER GOLDEN BUDDHA EACH DAY, BUT NOT LIKING
THE IDEA OF HER PERFUME STRAYING TO THE OTHER STATUES, SHE DEVISED A FUNNEL
THROUGH WHICH THE SMOKE WOULD ASCEND TO HER STATUE ONLY.
THIS BLACKENED THE NOSE OF THE GOLDEN STATUE AND MADE IT ESPECIALLY UGLY.

One of the greatest problems that is bound to face everybody who is traveling the path, is

to make a clear-cut distinction between love andattachment. They appear the same -- they are

not. They look alike -- they are not. Rather, on the contrary, even hate is more similar to love

than attachment. Attachment is just the contrary; it hides the reality of hatred and gives the

appearance of love, it kills love. Nothing else can be so poisonous as attachment, as

possessiveness. So try to understand this, then we can enter this beautiful story.

It has happened to many, it is happening to you -- because mind is so confused between

love and attachment. And those who look at things from the outside, they always become

victims. Attachment is taken as if it is love, and once you have taken attachment,

possessiveness, as love, you will always go on missing the real thing. You have chosen a

false coin. Now you will not look for the real coin because you think this is the real. You

have been deceived.

Possessiveness, attachment, is the false love. Hatred is better, because at least it is true, at

least it is a fact. And hatred can become love any day, but possessiveness can never become

love. You simply have to drop it to grow into love. Why does attachment appear like love?

And what is the difference? The mechanism is subtle.

Love means that you are ready to merge yourself into the other. It is a death, the deepest

death possible, the deepest abyss possible in which you can fall, and go on falling and falling.

And there is no end to it, there is no bottom to it, it is an eternal falling into the other. It never

ends. To love means the other has become so significant that you can lose yourself. Love is



surrender -- unconditional; because if there is even a single condition then you are important,

not the other; then you are the center, not the other. And if you are the center, the other is just

a means. You are using the other, exploiting the other, finding satisfaction, gratification

through the other -- but you are the goal. And love says, make the end the other, and dissolve,

and merge. It is a dying phenomenon, a death-process. That's why people are afraid of love.

You may talk about it, you may sing about it, but deep down you are afraid of love. You

never enter into it.

All your poetries, all your songs about love, are just substitutes so that you can sing

without entering into it, so that you can feel that you are loving without loving. And love is

such a deep need that you cannot live without it; either the real or some substitute is needed.

The substitute may be false, but at least for a time, for the time being, it gives you the feeling

that you are in love. And even the false is enjoyed. Sooner or later you will realize that it is

false; then you are not going to change the false love into real love -- then you will change

the lover or the beloved.

These are the two possibilities: when you come to know that this love is false you can

change, you can drop this false love and become a real lover. The other possibility is to

change the partner. And this is how your mind functions: whenever you feel, "This love has

not given me the bliss it promised, rather on the contrary, I have become more miserable" --

you think the other is deceiving, not that you are deceiving.

Nobody can deceive you except yourself... so you feel the other is deceiving, the other is

responsible: change the wife, change the husband, change the master, change the god, move

from Buddha's temple to Mahavira's temple, change your religion, change your prayer, don't

go to the mosque, go to the church -- change the other. Then again for a time you will have

the feeling that you are in love, in prayer. But sooner or later again the false will be known --

because it cannot satisfy. You can befool yourself, but how long can one befool oneself...?

Then again you have to change -- the other.

If you come to realize the other is not the problem, that your love is false... you have been

talking about it, you have not been doing anything to enter into it -- you are afraid and scared.

Love is death-like, and if you are afraid of death you will also be afraid of love. In death only

your body dies. The essential, the ego that looks essential to you, remains safe. The mind,

that appears significant to you, is carried on further into another life. Your inner identity

remains the same; only the outer garb, the clothes, change in death.

So death is never very deep, it is just superficial. And if you are afraid of death, how can

you be ready to enter into love? Because in love not only the garb, not only the house, but

you die -- the mind, the ego dies. This fear of death becomes the fear of love, and the fear of

love becomes the fear of prayer, meditation. These three things are similar: death, love,

meditation. And the route is the same but you have to move on it. And if you have never

loved you cannot pray, you cannot do meditation. And if you have never loved and

meditated, you will miss the beautiful experience of death completely.

If you have loved, then death is such a beautiful and intense experience that you cannot

compare it with anything in life. Life can never be so deep as death, because life is spread out

over seventy, eighty years. Death is in a single moment -- so intense; life can never be so

intense. And death is the culmination, it is not the end. It is the culmination, the very peak;

your whole life you have been making effort to reach it. And what stupidity -- when you

reach to the peak you are so afraid, you feel so dizzy, you close your eyes, you become so

scared that you become unconscious. People die, they die in an unconscious state. They miss

the experience.



So love can be helpful because love will prepare you for death, and love will prepare you

for meditation also. In meditation you have to lose -- the other is not there -- you simply have

to lose yourself. Love is deeper than death; meditation is even deeper than love, because the

other is still there in love -- you have something to cling to. And when you can cling,

something of you survives.

But in meditation there is no other. That is why Buddha, Mahavira and Lao Tzu, they

deny the existence of God. Why? They know very well God is, but they deny the existence so

that you have no support left for meditation. If the other is there, your meditation can become

at the most love, devotion, but the total death is still not experienced. Total death is possible

only when there is no other and you simply dissolve, you simply evaporate; there is nobody

to cling to -- then the greatest ecstasy happens.

The word ecstasy is very meaningful. This English word ecstasy is so beautiful and so

significant; no other language has such a word. Ecstasy means to stand outside. Ecstasy

means you are completely dead, and you are standing outside yourself and looking at this

death, as if your whole existence has become a corpse. You are out of it and looking at your

own death; then the supreme bliss happens. If I say it to you, you will be scared. If I say to

you that you are in search of the supreme death, you will be scared -- but you are in search of

it. The whole of religion is the art of learning how to die.

Love means death, but attachment is not death. Love means the other has become so

significant that you can dissolve yourself; you trust the other so much that you need not have

your own mind -- you can put it aside.

This is why people say love is mad, and people say love is blind; it is. Not that your eyes

go blind, but when you put your ego aside, your mind aside, to everybody else you will look

blind and mad. This is the state of madness. You are not thinking on your own. You trust the

other so much that now there is no need to think, because thinking is needed if there is doubt.

Doubt creates thinking, doubt is the base of thinking. If you cannot doubt, thinking stops. If

you cannot think, where is the ego, how can the ego stand? That is why ego always doubts

things, never trusts.

If you trust, no ego appears -- the ego is gone. Hence the insistence of all religions that

only through faith and trust and love will you enter the temple of the divine -- there is no

other door to it. Through doubt you cannot enter, because through doubt you remain. In trust

you are lost.

Love is a trust, a dissolving of the ego. The center moves to the other. The other becomes

so significant -- your very life, your very being. Not even a flicker of doubt comes to you. It

is so peaceful, so beautiful, that not a flicker of doubt comes to you, not a ripple in the mind.

Trust is complete, perfect. In that perfect trust there is a beatitude, a blessing. Even if you

think about it you will have a small glimpse of it, what it can be. But if you feel it, it is

tremendous, there is nothing like it.

But the ego creates a false trick. Instead of love it gives you attachment, possessiveness.

Love says, be possessed by the other; ego says, possess the other. Love says, dissolve into the

other; ego says, let the other yield to you, force the other to be yours, don't allow the other to

move in freedom. Cut the other's freedom, let him become your periphery, your shadow.

Love gives life to the other; possessiveness, attachment, kills the other, takes the life of

the other. That is why lovers, so-called lovers, always kill each other -- they are poisonous.

Look at a husband and a wife: once they were lovers -- they thought they were lovers and

then they started killing each other. Now they are two dead persons, they have become an

imprisonment for each other. They are simply afraid and bored, scared of the other.



Once it happened: In a circus, there was a woman lion-tamer. And the fiercest lions were

in her perfect control; she would order them and they would obey. And the greatest thing,

when everybody's breathing would stop, was when the fiercest lion would be ordered to come

near and he would come, and the lion-tamer, the woman, would have a piece of sugar on her

tongue, and the lion would come and take the sugar from her mouth. Everybody would go

mad -- so much excitement, everybody would clap and show their appreciation.

One day Mulla Nasruddin was there. Everybody clapped but he was not moved at all. He

said, "Nothing, anybody can do that."

The woman, the lion-tamer, looked scornfully at him and said, "Can you do it?"

He said, "Yes, anybody can do it -- if the lion can do it."

Man is so afraid of woman -- and this is through the experience of love. Love, the

so-called love, kills the other. Otherwise, why is this world so ugly? So many lovers,

everybody is a lover; the husband loving the wife, the wife loving the husband, the parents

loving the children, the children loving the parents, and friends, and everybody, relatives, the

whole world is in love.... So much love -- and so much ugliness, so much misery?

Somewhere, something seems to have gone deeply wrong -- in the very roots. This is not

love; otherwise, fear disappears -- the more you love, the less you fear. When love really

comes to its totality there is no fear. But in possessiveness, fear goes on growing more and

more, because when you possess a person you are always afraid he may leave you, he may go

away -- and the doubt is always there. The husband is always doubting that the wife may love

somebody else. They become spies on each other, and they cut each other's freedom so there

is no possibility.

But when you cut freedom, when you cut the possibility of the unknown, life becomes

dead, stale. Everything becomes flat, meaningless, a boredom, a monotone. And the more it

happens, the more you become possessive. When life is ebbing, when the love is going, when

something is going out of your hands, you become more possessive, more clinging; you

become more protective, you create more walls and more prisons. This is the vicious circle.

The more prisons, the less life there will be. You will be more afraid that something is

happening -- and love is disappearing so create a bigger prison. Then love will disappear

more, then a still bigger prison will be needed. And there are many subtle methods how to do

it: jealousy, continuous jealousy, and possessiveness, to such an extent that the other remains

no longer a person. The other becomes just a thing, a commodity, because a thing can be

possessed easier than a person, because a thing cannot rebel, cannot disobey, cannot go away

without your permission, cannot fall in love with somebody else.

When love becomes a frustration -- and it will become a frustration, because it is not love

-- then you by and by start loving things. Look at people when they polish their cars, the way

they look at their car -- enchanted! Look at the romantic light that comes to their face when

they look at their car; they are in love with their car.

In the West particularly, where love has been killed completely, people are in love with

things or animals: dogs, cats, cars, houses. It is easier to love a thing or an animal; a dog is

more faithful than a wife ever can be. You cannot find a more faithful animal than a dog -- he

remains faithful, there is no danger. A wife is dangerous. A husband is dangerous; any

moment he can move away and you cannot do anything. And when he moves, your whole

ego is shattered, you feel hurt. To protect from that hurt ever happening you start killing the

husband or the wife, so they become just like cars and houses -- dead things.

This is the misery though: that whenever you possess a person he becomes a thing -- but



you wanted to love a person, not a thing. Because a thing can be possessed, but a thing cannot

be responsive. You may love a thing, but the thing cannot answer your love. You may hug

your car, but the car cannot hug you. You may kiss your car, but the kiss cannot be returned.

I have heard about Picasso: A woman, a woman appreciator, a fan of Picasso's, once

came to him and said, "I saw your self-portrait in an art gallery. It is so beautiful, and I

became so possessed by it, that I forgot completely and kissed the portrait."

Picasso looked at the woman and said, "Did the portrait return the kiss?"

The woman said, "What are you asking? How can a portrait return the kiss?"

And Picasso said, "Then that is not my portrait!" How can a dead wife return the kiss?

How can a dead husband return the kiss?

This is the misery: if you want to possess, you kill. And the moment you have succeeded

the whole glory is lost, because now the other cannot respond. The other can respond only in

freedom, but you cannot allow freedom because you are not in love. Love is never

possessive. It cannot be, by its very nature.

And not only loving a man or a woman: if you start loving a Buddha you will repeat this

whole thing. You will do the same, you will be possessive there also. That is why so many

temples have been created -- possessiveness. Christians think Christ belongs to them. Christ

cannot belong to anybody, but Christians think he belongs to them; they are the possessors.

Mohammedans think Mohammed belongs to them. You cannot draw a picture of Mohammed

-- you will be dragged to the court. You cannot make a statue of Mohammed, because

Mohammedans won't allow it. But who are these Mohammedans? How did they become the

possessors? They have turned Mohammed into a dead thing.

Nobody can possess Mohammed, nobody can possess Christ -- they are so big and your

hands are so small. They cannot be possessed. Love can never be possessed; it is such a vital

force, and such an infinite force, and you are so tiny and so small, you cannot possess it. But

Christians have their Christ, Mohammedans have their Mohammed, Hindus their Krishna,

Buddhists their Buddha.

Amongst Jainas, there are two communities -- they have divided their Mahavira. There

are a few temples in India which belong to both communities, so there is always fight and

always cases in the courts, because a time division is there: in the morning the swetambers

will worship; in the evening the digambers, the other community, will worship. And they

change because swetambers put false, open eyes on the Mahavira's statue, and digambers

worship Mahavira with closed eyes, so they cannot worship the same statue. First they have

to close the eyes, or remove the false eyes, only then are they at ease; then it is THEIR

Mahavira. But how can it be yours or mine? Is Mahavira a thing, a house, a shop, a

commodity? But lovers are false lovers -- they are really possessors, not lovers.

This has happened in religions so deeply, that religion, rather than becoming a blessing to

the world, has proved dangerous. Through this possessiveness religion becomes the sect --

then you go on worshipping this dead thing and then nothing happens in your life; and then

you think something is wrong with religion. Nothing is wrong with religion. Mahavira could

have transformed you. Krishna could have given you the light that he had, but you didn't

allow him. Christ certainly could have become the salvation, but you didn't allow. Jews

crucified him, and you -- you have mummified him in the churches. Now he is a dead thing --

good to worship, good to possess, but how can a dead Christ transform you?

And the priest knows it very well. That is why I have never come across a priest who is a



believer. Priests are deep down always nonbelievers, because they know the whole business,

and they know this Christ is dead. When they worship it is just a gesture, for show.

It happened once, it is an historic fact, that in the year 999, on December 31st, there was a

rumor all over the world, particularly in Christian communities, that the last day is coming on

January 1st; in the year 1000, on January 1st, the last day of judgment is coming and the

world is going to be dissolved and everybody is going to face the divine.

So, on December 31st, 999, all the Christians all over the world closed their shops, closed

their offices -- people even distributed their things, because on the morning of January 1st

there was going to be no world. People kissed and hugged each other, even went to their

enemies to be forgiven, and there was a totally different world that evening. Everything

closed, because tomorrow there is going to be no future. So why be an enemy? And why not

love? Why not enjoy? People were celebrating -- the last day is coming.

All over the world, Christians closed everything. Only the offices of the Vatican in Rome

were open -- because the pope knows well, the priests know well, that this is not going to

happen, this is just a superstition. And they created the whole thing! But not a single thing

was distributed from the pope.

Priests are in the know. They know that Christ is dead -- and you are a fool, you are

praying to a dead thing. But they cannot say that to you, because that is a trade secret; and

only through it is exploitation possible. And it is in their favor, because if Christ is alive they

cannot become the agents in between. An alive Christ will come directly to you; he will not

allow a mediator, a broker. He will not allow it. Christ will not allow a priest to come and

stand in between the lovers and himself -- he will face them, he will come to you directly. So

for priests, a live Christ is dangerous, only a dead Christ is good.

Priests never like a Mahavira when he is alive, they never like a Buddha when he is alive

-- they are always against when he is alive. When he is dead, they immediately come and

organize around him, make a temple and start exploiting you. Priests are against a Mahavira,

a Buddha, a Krishna, but they know that when they are dead their names can be exploited.

But you have to remember well that with your love, your prayer, your worship -- if it

becomes possessive -- you are killing. And if you kill Krishna how can he transform you?

How can he bring you to Krishna consciousness? Impossible!

Now we should enter this story. It is beautiful.

A NUN WHO WAS SEARCHING FOR ENLIGHTENMENT MADE A WOODEN STATUE OF
BUDDHA AND COVERED IT WITH GOLD LEAF. IT WAS VERY PRETTY, AND SHE CARRIED IT
WITH HER WHEREVER SHE WENT.

Many things have to be understood -- even word by word. A NUN... because this is the

heart of the woman -- to possess. That's why not a monk, but a nun. And don't think that only

women possess; men also possess, but then they have the heart of the woman, not of the man.

Why is woman more possessive than man? -- because possession is out of fear. Man is less

afraid than woman, that's why -- man is less afraid than woman. Because he is less afraid, he

is less possessive. The feminine mind is more afraid, fear is natural to it, there is always a

trembling. Because of that fear woman is more possessive. Unless she is completely satisfied

that she possesses, she is not happy. And when she possesses completely she cannot be

happy, because the man is dead. Only in freedom life exists.



Hence, in the story, a nun has been chosen. But remember well, it doesn't make any

difference if you are a man -- your mind can still be feminine. There are rarely men.... You

may be a woman and still have a man's fearless mind. So the distinction is not through sex, it

is through attitudes. A man can be a woman, a woman can be a man -- the symbol is just to

show the attitude. What attitude?

If you are a man and still possessive, you have a feminine mind. If you are a woman and

not possessive, you have a male mind. It is said that Mahavira insisted that no woman can

enter into enlightenment unless she becomes a man. People took it literally, and they missed

the point. They thought that no woman can enter into enlightenment, so every woman who is

striving will have to be born in the next life as a man, and then only can she enter. This is

foolishness -- but no feminine mind can enter into enlightenment, that is true, because the

feminine mind means fear and possessiveness. And with fear and possessiveness, no love, no

meditation is possible.

One woman became enlightened. Jainas -- the followers of Mahavira and followers of the

tirthankaras -- were much disturbed. What to do? So they changed the name of the woman

into the name of a man, and they simply forgot the whole thing. A woman named Mallibai

became enlightened -- what to do about the theory now? So they changed the name, they call

Mallibai, Mallinath. They changed the statue, you will never find a woman's statue. And this

Mallibai -- or Mallinath -- she was such a rare being that they had to concede tirthankarhood

to her. So in twenty-four tirthankaras one is a woman, but you will never find her because the

name given is Mallinath.

So one feels no woman has attained enlightenment. But it is true in a different, deeper

sense; no feminine mind can enter -- because fear cannot enter it, possessiveness cannot

enter.

A NUN WHO WAS SEARCHING FOR ENLIGHTENMENT MADE A WOODEN STATUE OF
BUDDHA...

And it is very difficult for a mind which is feminine -- man or woman. But the mind, if it

is feminine, will create a statue; you will create the other. You cannot be alone.

A statue means the other has been created. There is no one, but you cannot be satisfied

with nothingness; something has to be there to cling to. Hence so many temples and so many

statues -- they are created out of the feminine mind. That's why you will not find many men

in the temples whenever you go, but many women will be there. And if some men have

come, those are the henpecked husbands. They have come with their wives, they have not

come directly; they had to come just because of the wife.

When Mahavira preached, forty thousand people took sannyas from him -- thirty

thousand were women, only ten thousand men. What is the matter? And this is the ratio --

this is the ratio with me also. If four persons come -- three women, one man. And the man

comes with difficulty and goes very easily, and the woman comes very easily and it is very

difficult for her to go. She clings; it is very difficult for her to go.

But a feminine mind can create difficulties, barriers. If you start becoming possessive,

then you miss. You have to remember: the fear has to be left -- only then love arises. The fear

has to be dropped, because the fear is of the ego. And if fear exists, the ego will persist; then

you can create a statue and cling to the statue. This statue is not going to lead you to the

ultimate, because this is your creation. You may cover it with gold leaf, it may look pretty,

but it is a dead thing. You may make a golden statue, but it is not going to help -- it is a dead

thing.



IT WAS VERY PRETTY, AND SHE CARRIED IT WITH HER WHEREVER SHE WENT.

It became a burden, it had to be carried, protected. She couldn't sleep well because

somebody may steal it. She could not go without it, because somebody else may want to

possess it, it may have been taken from her. Her whole mind became possessive around it.

The statue became the center, the center of her possessiveness, fear, worship. But this is not

love.

YEARS PASSED, AND STILL CARRYING HER BUDDHA, THE NUN SETTLED DOWN IN A SMALL
COUNTRY TEMPLE WHERE THERE WERE MANY STATUES OF BUDDHA EACH HAVING ITS
OWN SHRINE.

Years passed, nothing happened. Carrying a Buddha nothing can happen, because how

can you carry a Buddha? You can only carry a statue. Buddha has to be lived, not carried.

Buddha has to be loved, not possessed. You have to dissolve yourself in the Buddha, not

carry him as your possession.

Buddha is alive if you dissolve into him. But then Buddha is dangerous, because you will

never come back. It is a point from where no one can come back. Once you have fallen, you

have fallen into it; there is no returning. There is fear and trembling, you are afraid you may

be lost. And your fear is true -- you are going to be lost.

But with a statue there is no fear, you can carry it. The statue can be lost some day, but

you will not be lost. You can create another, even a prettier one, there is no difficulty -- it is

your creation. Go to the temples: what has man done? -- created statues, his own creations.

Now he is bowing down before them, weeping and crying, and the whole thing is false,

because the base is false. Your tears, your prayers -- to whom are you addressing them?

Before whom are you weeping and crying? -- your own creations, your own toys. Howsoever

beautiful and costly, it makes no difference. But you are the creator of your gods, and before

them you cry and weep and you think something is going to happen. You are simply acting

stupidly. Temples are filled with stupid people. They are not aware of what they are doing,

bowing down before their own creations. Now, how can this help you?

She carried... many years passed, many lives may have passed -- and still carrying her

Buddha she was nowhere. Just wandering from one place to another, from one life to another,

from one mood to another, from one mind to another -- but just wandering, reaching

nowhere! Then she got fed up with the journey; the goal seemed nowhere to be achieved, the

goal seemed nowhere to be coming closer.

So she... SETTLED DOWN IN A SMALL COUNTRY TEMPLE WHERE THERE WERE MANY
STATUES OF BUDDHA EACH HAVING ITS OWN SHRINE.

But there were many statues of the Buddha. In China, in Japan, they have created very big

temples for Buddha. In China there is one temple with ten thousand Buddhas, ten thousand

shrines in one temple! Ten thousand statues! But even ten thousand statues are of no help.

One Buddha is enough, ten thousand statues are not enough.

Why does the mind go on, working nonsense? -- one statue is not doing it, so create two.

This is the arithmetic; two are not doing it, so create three -- ten thousand statues! One man

wandering amongst ten thousand statues and nothing is happening. Nothing is going to



happen, because life never arises out of a dead thing, a man is never transformed out of a

dead statue.

Seek a living buddha. And if you cannot find a living buddha, close your eyes and seek

there. If you cannot find him without, you will find him within, because Buddhas are never

dead. They are there, just to be sought -- and they are always there. They may be just by the

corner of your house, but you have never looked. Or you are so acquainted with the neighbor,

with the corner, that you feel you know. Nobody knows -- you may meet the buddha in a

beggar.

Just remain with open eyes. If you are carrying a statue, your eyes are closed. This

woman may have missed many buddhas because of this statue -- because she thinks she

already possesses. She already has the Buddha, so what need is there to look elsewhere? Then

she settled in a temple -- people who live with statues will always settle in a temple. People

who live with statues cannot reach to the ultimate goal; they have to settle somewhere on the

way, by the side of the way -- a shrine, a temple.

Many people have settled in temples. They wandered and they searched and then they

found that nothing can be found, it is impossible. Not because the goal is very far away -- the

goal is very near, nearer than you can conceive -- but because they are carrying statues.

Those statues have become their blindness; their eyes are closed with their statues, their

hearts are burdened with their statues, words, scriptures -- dead things.

I have heard: Once it happened in ancient days, a king, a very scholarly man, wanted to

marry a girl, but no ordinary girl would do. He wanted a perfect woman, astrologically

perfect. So he consulted many astrologers. It was very difficult -- many years passed, his

youth was almost gone. He was no longer young -- because these astrologers are difficult

people, and mathematics takes time. And then one woman would be found and one attribute

would still be lacking -- not exactly perfect.

Really, you cannot find anyone perfect. It is impossible, because perfection always means

death. If someone is alive, it means imperfect -- that's why we say that whenever one is

perfect, he is born no more. Because how can you be born if you are perfect? Then you have

passed through this world, you have gained, grown, you cannot be allowed back.

Then the king said to his advisers, "It is enough; if not perfect, then approximately perfect

will do. But my youth is passing, I am almost thirty-eight. Now find a woman!"

So a woman was found -- not exactly one hundred percent, but ninety-nine percent. Then

the search started for the right time when this king should make love to this woman, because

he wanted a rare, extraordinary child. It was very, very difficult, many scriptures were

consulted, the I Ching and others; many wise men were called from faraway countries, and

they consulted and they discussed -- and the king was almost forty-four.

Then one day he got fed up, and he turned them out. He burned all the scriptures and told

to his wife, "Enough is enough! Now we must make love" -- they had not made love up to

now. But the woman was old, he was also old, and with love there is a problem. If you start

making love early, you can go on making love to the very end of your life. If you don't start

early, you cannot make love later on, because lovemaking is a mechanical thing. The

mechanism needs efficiency.

So if a man starts making love when he is fourteen, he may go on making love up to

eighty. And don't think that if you make love too much in your young age, then in your old

age you will not be able. You are absolutely wrong. If you make love too much, only then

you will be able to later on. And you cannot make love too much, remember that, because the



body won't allow. Too much is impossible; there is a thermostat in the body -- too much is

not possible. Whatsoever you do, it is always within the limit. But by this time the king had

become impotent -- he couldn't make love, the wife was frigid. They had missed the right

moment. The child was never born to them, then they had to adopt a child.

This is what is happening: you have to adopt a Buddha, you have to adopt a god. It is not

born to you -- and God must be born to you, otherwise it is a false god. But you have been

missing because you are so occupied with scriptures, wise men, astrology, and all sorts of

nonsense. You are so obsessed with words, statues, temples, rituals, formalities, that by the

time formalities are fulfilled life has gone. By the time you conclude logically, life is no

longer there to do it.

This woman finally settled in a temple, and I tell you: never settle in a temple, because a

temple can only be a night's shelter, it cannot be a permanent settlement. Never settle in a

temple, never settle in a sect, never settle with the Vatican or Puri Shankaracharya, never

settle with a sectarian mind.

You can have a rest, that's okay. Stay there for a night, and by the morning, before they

catch hold of you, move! Go on moving -- unless you reach the ultimate; only that is the

temple. But there you will not find any statues. There you will find the real -- not the statue,

not the portrait, but the real. Don't settle with a portrait, don't settle with the false, don't settle

with the carbon copy. Search for the original, the very source.

The woman settled -- she had to settle. When you carry a wooden Buddha, how can you

attain enlightenment? If wooden Buddhas can give you enlightenment, then there will be no

problem. A wooden Buddha is a wooden Buddha. You can carry it, you can play with it.

THE NUN BURNED INCENSE BEFORE HER GOLDEN BUDDHA EACH DAY.

The Buddha was wooden, just covered with gold, but she used to call her Buddha,

"Golden Buddha." The gold was just skin-deep; deep down there was just a wooden Buddha,

nothing else. But you can hide things, and through gold you can hide anything. When there is

not love, then there is much gold around the wife. A wooden Buddha under the gold leaf --

and you think everything is okay. And the wife also thinks everything is okay, because the

husband every time comes and brings more and more ornaments. When love is dead,

ornaments become very much alive. When there is love there is no need for ornaments.

You never cover a real Buddha with gold, do you? The Buddha won't allow you, he will

simply escape. He will say, "Wait! What are you doing? You will kill me." Gold kills. Life

can never be covered with gold -- only death. Only death will allow you to do something.

Life won't allow you such nonsense. But she called her wooden Buddha, "Golden Buddha."

THE NUN BURNED INCENSE BEFORE HER GOLDEN BUDDHA EACH DAY, BUT NOT LIKING
THE IDEA OF HER PERFUME STRAYING TO THE OTHER STATUES, SHE DEVISED A FUNNEL
THROUGH WHICH THE SMOKE WOULD ASCEND TO HER STATUE ONLY.

This is the mind of a possessive person: not even the perfume, the incense, the smoke, is

allowed to reach to other Buddhas -- and others are also Buddhas. "But my Buddha is

something else. Your Buddha is nothing." In the temple all the other statues were Buddhas. It

was not that somebody was a Krishna, or somebody was a Rama -- then the difference would

have been too much. She would not have stayed in that temple. But it was a Buddhist temple,

so she could stay. But this was her statue, and those were not hers.



When there is really love, it doesn't bother to whom it reaches. When there is love, you

love your beloved person, but you cannot devise a funnel so that your love reaches only to

your beloved. Love is such a phenomenon that when it happens it goes on beyond your

beloved, always goes on and on and on. It spreads to everyone. It is just like a ripple on the

lake.

If you throw a stone in the lake a ripple arises and then it goes on spreading and spreading

to the very end. If you love a person, it is not linear, it is circular, a wave is created. When

you love a person, you are throwing a stone in the lake of love. Now everybody will be

benefited, not only the person you love. If you try to benefit only the person you love, you

will simply do the thing this nun did. It is not possible. When there is someone who loves, his

love goes on falling all around. You cannot channelize it, it is not such a thing -- rivers can be

channelized -- it is oceanic, it cannot be channelized. Attachment can be channelized, not

love.

When you throw a stone in the lake, it falls at a particular spot, that's okay, but then the

love goes on spreading. When you fall in love, you fall at a particular spot, with a particular

person; but that is only the beginning, not the end. Then love goes on spreading, then the

whole world is benefited. Whenever there is a single person of love, the whole world is

benefited. There will be a center where the stone fell, from where the waves will arise and go

on to the very end. There will be a center -- the beloved, the lover; but the love cannot be

contained there. It is a growing thing, nobody can contain it. So the lover becomes just the

door, just the opening -- and then the whole universe is benefited by it.

But this poor nun was just like you. Just a human mind, working through human

stupidities. She did not like the idea of her perfume straying to the other statues -- and the

other statues are also of Buddha.

When I love a person, I find the divine there. Love reveals the divine in a person. Once it

is revealed, all the statues of all the Buddhas.... Then everybody is divine; the tree is divine,

the cloud is divine, the beggar on the street is divine, then everybody is divine. If love has

happened and you have looked into the original face of a person -- which is revealed only in

love -- then Buddhas everywhere are Buddhas, all the statues are Buddhas; then the whole

world has become a temple.

But then you are not worried. Then you are not worried that your perfume is reaching

somebody. You are not worried that your lover's perfume is reaching to somebody else. You

will be happy that through you the whole world is being benefited, through you the whole

world is receiving the blessing. If you are afraid and you try to contain it, then it is

possessiveness and it will kill. Don't try to contain it, don't try to possess it. Allow it to grow,

help it to grow, help it to reach to everyone. Only then you will receive it, because you can

receive only when the whole world receives it.

But this is the problem: whenever you love a person, you want him to be contained,

confined. It is as if you are confining a tree in a pot; not only the roots but the whole tree --

then you will kill it. The tree has to move into the sky, it has to spread into the sky. Its

flowers will give perfume to many, its branches will give shadow to many; many will be

benefited by its fruits. Of course the roots are contained in you, but the tree goes on growing.

And love is the greatest tree possible; it can spread into the whole sky, it cannot be confined,

cannot be contained. You cannot make it finite -- the very nature of love is infinite.

BUT NOT LIKING THE IDEA OF HER PERFUME STRAYING TO THE OTHER STATUES, SHE
DEVISED A FUNNEL THROUGH WHICH THE SMOKE WOULD ASCEND TO HER STATUE ONLY.



Then what happened? It was bound to happen:

THIS BLACKENED THE NOSE OF THE GOLDEN BUDDHA AND MADE IT ESPECIALLY UGLY.

This is happening to every lover and beloved, because then the perfume is not perfume, it

becomes just smoke; perfume needs to spread. Then the nose is blackened, and all the

Buddhas now have black noses.

Look at your Krishna, look at your Buddha, your Mahavira; all their noses are blackened

-- because of you, your possessiveness. Your prayer is possessiveness, it is not real. Jainas

won't allow anybody to enter their temples if they are not a Jaina. Hindus won't allow the

untouchables, because they are not a higher caste. All the temples are blackened because they

are possessed: "My temple." The moment I assert 'my', it is no longer a temple, because how

can a temple be mine or yours? A temple is simply a temple!

I was once dragged into court because I inaugurated a church. The church had been

closed for at least twenty years. The worshippers of the church had moved, they were not in

India -- it was the possession of some English Christian sect -- and there was nobody in the

town, nobody even to take care of it. It was a beautiful church, but completely dilapidated.

Then a few Christians came to me and they said, "We don't belong to that sect, but we don't

have a church. So can you help us? Will you inaugurate this church and we will start

worshipping."

I said, "Okay." So they broke the lock, they cleaned the church -- they cleaned the

blackened nose of Christ. And I opened it for all. So I said, "It is not a question of to whom a

church belongs. Those who worship, theirs is the church."

But within two or three months the news reached to the owners. They appointed a lawyer;

he dragged me to the court, because, "Why did you open this church?"

The magistrate asked me, "Why did you open this church? It doesn't belong to these

people. It is not their property."

I told him, "A church cannot be anybody's property. Those who worship -- it is theirs. A

church is not a property, it is not a legal question at all."

The magistrate said, "Don't lead us astray. We cannot go into philosophy. It is a legal

question."

A church is a legal question? Yes, it has become a legal question. A temple is a legal

question? If a temple is a legal question, then it belongs to this world, not to that. So I said,

"Okay, you can close it, if it is a legal question. You can close it, but remember well, this is

how religion is killed, murdered. It is not a property at all."

But all the churches, all the temples have become properties. They are mine or thine --

then Buddha's nose is blackened, and it ... MADE IT ESPECIALLY UGLY.

All the temples, all the churches, have become ugly. They have to be really destroyed,

cleaned, so the earth is clean. And the real temple can exist only then -- when these temples

disappear. They have become part of your market, of your legal system. They are now no

longer symbols of the beyond.

Mind is such a thing; it turns everything into a possession, because the ego can exist only

if it possesses. And ego is the barrier. Ego is the water in which only reflections can be

caught, the real can never be known. Now drop this pail! Why wait for an accident? Drop this

old pail and let the water flow -- no water, no moon.

Enough for today.



No Water, No Moon
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THE MASTER SEISTSU REQUIRED LARGER PREMISES AS THE BUILDING HE WAS TEACHING
IN WAS VERY OVERCROWDED.
UMEZU, A MERCHANT, DECIDED TO DONATE FIVE HUNDRED PIECES OF GOLD FOR THE
CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW BUILDING.
UMEZU TOOK THE MONEY TO THE TEACHER AND SEISTSU SAID, "ALL RIGHT, I WILL TAKE
IT."
UMEZU GAVE THE SACK OF GOLD TO SEISTSU, BUT HE WAS VERY DISSATISFIED WITH THE
ATTITUDE OF THE TEACHER AS THE AMOUNT HE HAD GIVEN WAS VERY GREAT -- ONE
COULD LIVE FOR A WHOLE YEAR ON THREE PIECES OF GOLD, AND THE TEACHER HAD
NOT EVEN THANKED HIM.
"IN THAT SACK THERE ARE FIVE HUNDRED PIECES OF GOLD," HINTED UMEZU.
"YOU TOLD ME THAT BEFORE," SAID SEISTSU.
"EVEN IF I AM A WEALTHY MERCHANT, FIVE HUNDRED PIECES OF GOLD IS A LOT OF
MONEY," SAID UMEZU.
"DO YOU WANT ME TO THANK YOU FOR IT?" SAID SEISTSU.
"YOU OUGHT TO," SAID UMEZU.
"WHY SHOULD I?" SAID SEISTSU. "THE GIVER SHOULD BE THANKFUL."

There are only two ways to live your life, only two ways to be: one is the right way, the

other is the wrong way. The right is to give, to share, to love. The wrong is to snatch, to

exploit, to accumulate. Love and money are the symbols of these two ways. Love is the right

way and money is the wrong way. Everybody is living the wrong way.

Why does it happen? What are the dynamics of it? Why does everybody go wrong?

Where are the rules? So we will have to penetrate deeply, only then will you be able to

understand this beautiful story. And if you cannot understand this story, you cannot

understand Buddha, Jesus, Mahavira. No, it is impossible, because they moved on the path of

love, you move on the path of money, and these two ways never meet. They cannot meet.

Sometimes, even if you try to understand Mahavira, Buddha, Jesus, you try to understand

them in terms of money. Jainas go on relating how much Mahavira renounced -- 'how much'

is the point. If Mahavira had been the son of a beggar, no Jaina would worship him. He was

the son of a great king. He had a big kingdom, much money, gold, diamonds -- and he

renounced them. Suddenly he becomes important to you. The importance is in the money that



he renounced, not in him.

Even if you approach Mahavira, you approach him through money. What an absurdity.

And then Jainas go on emphasizing the fact, exaggerating it, because the kingdom was really

not so great. It was a small principality -- because in India at that time there were two

thousand kingdoms -- it was just like a small district. And Mahavira's father was also not

very rich, but rich, of course. When first they looked at Mahavira because he had renounced

the money, he became very important. Then they started to exaggerate the amount of money

that he had renounced. And now they have gone to fantastic, absurd lengths; whatsoever they

say is simply wrong. And then Mahavira becomes important through the money he

renounces. What is really important in your eyes?

Why does it happen that not a single tirthankara of the Jainas comes from an ordinary

family? -- all the twenty-four are the sons of kings. Why does it happen that not a single poor

man could become a Hindu avatar? Why only Rama, Krishna -- the kings? Why does it

happen that not a single poor man could become a Buddha -- only Gautam Siddhartha, the

prince? How does it happen?

All three religions were born in India, and they are the greatest! Not that a tirthankara is

not born in a poor family, but you will not recognize him. Not that a buddha is not born in a

beggar's house, but if he is, you will not recognize him. Your recognition can only be through

the money he renounces. Buddha is worthless -- the money he renounces is the real thing.

That attracts you, that hypnotizes you.

A man on the path of money cannot understand the man on the path of love -- it is

impossible, they never meet. You can worship, but you will worship for the wrong reasons,

because you cannot understand. Your worship is going to be based on something wrong.

What is the mechanism?

First try to understand why love becomes so impossible, because that is the root -- why

you cannot love. If you can love, then money will never be the attachment, can never be.

Why can't you love? From the very beginning, something goes wrong in the mind of a child

so he can't love. One thing: love is a spontaneous phenomenon, you cannot manipulate it. If

you start manipulating it you will miss it. This is the trouble with spontaneous things.

Spontaneous things are beautiful, the most beautiful, but you cannot manipulate them. If you

manipulate they become artificial, something goes wrong.

When a child is born you start manipulating his love, you say, "I am your father, love

me," as if love is a logical syllogism. "I am your father, therefore love me." "I am your

mother, therefore love me." "He is your brother, therefore love him." And love knows no

'therefore', it is not a syllogism. We never wait for the child, so that love happens to him or

her. We start manipulating, controlling, as if we are afraid that if he is left to his own

spontaneity he may not love his mother -- there is no necessity; he may not love his father --

there is no inevitability. You cannot depend on it. He may, he may not.

So before the spontaneous happens, we start forcing the child. And the child has to yield,

because he is helpless. He starts selling his love. Politics is born, he becomes a politician, he

smiles, and deep down he is angry; he shows his love, and deep down there is no love -- he

hates the father. Every son hates, that's why every society starts forcing the child to respect

the father, to love the father. Because every culture is aware that the son will hate the father,

so "Create the opposite before the hatred explodes." Every daughter, every girl hates her

mother, so "Love the mother, she is your mother. Respect her." We are so afraid that we

create the opposite just as a protection.

Why does a son hate his father? Not because he is bound to hate -- there is a vicious



circle. First, conflict is necessary, it is a natural part of growth. A child has to fight with his

parents, otherwise he will never grow. And the fight starts the very first moment a child is

born, the fight starts with birth. The child wants to be born and the mother wants to hold,

that's why there is so much pain.

Now physiologists say that the pain exists because of the conflict. The child wants to

come out and the mother wants to hold him in -- this is the conflict. That's why there is so

much pain in birth. Otherwise, in animals there is not much pain; in primitive societies there

is no pain. Why does the birth become more painful, the more a woman is civilized? Because

the more you are civilized, the more ego is there; a stronger ego is there.

The mother wants to hold the child in... an unconscious fear that the child is leaving her.

And this will possess the whole life: that the child is leaving her. And the child has to leave,

otherwise he will be dead in the womb. He has to kick the womb behind, go away from the

womb -- that is natural. And once a mother understands it, there is no pain in birth; then she

helps the child to move away.

And if you help the child to move away, he will never hate you. This is the problem: if

you don't allow the child to move away, if you create barriers, because of those barriers he

will hate you. And you are afraid of the hate, so you create the opposite. You force the child

to love you and he is helpless, so he has to yield in his helplessness; not willingly --

unwillingly. He has to yield. Hate remains deep down, and love becomes just a mask, a

facade. The child is born and then every day he will move away from the mother. He has to,

otherwise he will never be independent, he will never be his own self. He has to move, every

day in every way, and the mother will not allow it: "Don't go beyond this boundary. Don't go

outside the house. Don't go on the street. Don't play with that boy. Don't move."

The mother will create more and more boundaries. And the more boundaries that are

created, the more the freedom is killed; the child suffers -- hatred is born. Now what to do

with this hatred? -- the mother creates the opposite. But whenever you create the opposite,

you have moved in the wrong direction.

This hatred has to be understood, accepted; not that the opposite has to be created. And

you have to know that this is part of growth. The child has to move away, and you have to

allow it more and more freedom. Of course you have to be very alert, because the child can

harm himself.

So freedom should not become a chaos -- and that is very delicate. But if you cut his

whole freedom because the child may harm himself, then you are creating a hateful mind.

And if a child starts hating his mother, he will not be able to love any woman ever, because

the first woman has become associated with hatred. That's why you hate your wife -- because

in the beginning you hated your mother, and you will never be at ease with a woman. A

woman will always create an unease; she will attract you and she will repel you also. She will

become the focus of your love but the love will be superficial, because if you couldn't love

your mother deeply, how can you love any other woman? Impossible!

And behind every love, there will be a running current of hatred. Love becomes divided,

the opposite is hidden there -- then everything becomes poisonous. The child will move more

and more, and one day he will fall in love with another woman. That is the last break. On that

day, really, the child is born. The 'birthbreak' finished that day. It continues twenty years,

twenty-five years; every day there is pain and conflict. Then the child as the final step falls in

love with another woman -- that is the breaking point. Now he has left the mother

completely. Now another woman has entered. That's why mothers can never be at ease with

daughters-in-law -- impossible! That's why so many stories go around and around against the



mother-in-law: they cannot be at ease. Impossible, because this is the enemy; this woman is

the enemy, this man is the enemy, who has taken their child away completely.

There is a saying of Jesus -- one of the most mysterious, impossible to reconcile with

Jesus' mind, and very dangerous, and the wording is also dangerous. Jesus says to his

disciples, "Unless you hate your father and mother, you cannot come to me." A man like

Jesus, who says love is the path, who says God is love, who raises love to the highest

possible peak and makes it equivalent to meditation, says, "Unless you hate your father and

mother, you cannot come to me." He is right, because unless Jesus becomes your father and

mother.... You cannot come to a master unless you leave your father and mother completely

-- that is your complete past, past associations, past relationships -- completely, totally. How

can you come to a Jesus, how can you come to a master...?

If you are still committed to the past, your present is burdened, your future is dark. You

have to be uncommitted to the past, completely broken with the past, discontinued. Only then

your present is light, and your future not a mechanical progression of the past.

Jesus is right: unless you hate your father and mother you can-not come to a master.

That's why, whenever you go to a master, your father and mother are very disturbed -- it has

to be so. They are never so disturbed. You can go to a prostitute -- they will not be so

disturbed; you can become an alcoholic -- they will not be so disturbed.

But going to a Buddha or a Jesus... to a master, they are abso-lutely disturbed. Something

in the unconscious says, "Now this is the last break. Now, if this boy or this girl goes to a

master, then 'father' and 'mother' are completely closed" -- the fear! Even if a son moves with

a woman, the mother can have some relationship, some sort of relationship. But if the son

moves with a Jesus, then all relationship is broken; then there is no possibility; Jesus

demands total surrender. No woman can demand it, no husband can demand it; only a master

can demand total surrender, no holding back.

The child has to move, and when a child becomes enlightened, then he is completely

broken, completely, absolutely broken with all the past, with the mother, the father --

everything.

There is another saying which is also very mysterious, looks very hard on the part of

Jesus. He was talking to a crowd and then somebody said, "Jesus, your mother is waiting

outside, and the crowd is so large she cannot come in, and she wants to see you."

Jesus said, "No one is my mother. Tell that woman, no one is my mother" -- looks very

hard, rude. But Jesus cannot be rude and he cannot be hard. But sometimes truth is rude, truth

is hard. And Jesus cannot lie, he is right: "No one is my mother."

Once it happened: Jesus was a small child and the father and mother had come to the

great temple of the Jews for the annual festival. Jesus was lost somewhere in the crowd, so

they tried and tried, and only by the evening -- when they were very much disturbed, worried

-- only by the evening could they find him. He was sitting with some scholars, and he was

just a child, and he was discussing things about the unknown with them. So his father said,

"Jesus, what are you doing here? We have been worried about you the whole day."

Jesus said, "Don't be worried about me. I was looking after my father's business."

The father said, "I am your father -- and what type of business are you looking after here?

I am a carpenter."

And Jesus said, "My father is there, up in heaven. You are not my father."

Just as a child has to leave the body of the mother, otherwise he will be dead in the womb

-- he has to come out of the womb -- the same happens mentally also. One day he has to

come out of the father and mother's womb. Not only physically -- mentally; not only mentally



-- spiritually. And when the spiritual child is born, is completely out of the past, has broken

with it completely -- only then for the first time does he become a self, an independent

reality, standing on his own feet. He is! Before this he was just a part of the mother, or the

father, or the family -- but he was never himself.

From the very beginning the mother and father are trying not to give freedom to the child.

And love is born only in freedom, because it is a spontaneous phenomenon, you cannot do

anything about it. If you do, you will destroy the whole possibility. They try: "Love us" --

and the child has to yield, he is helpless. Just to exist he has to bargain. This is a bargain

when a child says, "Yes, I love you mother," and when he says, "I love no one else like you."

When a child says, "I love you, father, and there is nobody else like you. You are unique, the

best, the greatest father that ever was," he is just making a bargain, he is just playing politics,

he has become part of a deceiving game.

In the beginning he is not aware that love is a spontaneous phenomenon. You have to be

free, waiting, prayerful, for it to come. You cannot do anything about it, it is a happening.

Now this happening will not happen his whole life. He will always manipulate, he will

always try to control it, he will always be artificial.

Have you ever observed? -- whenever you are in love you become two, one part

manipulating. And deep down you always know you are manipulating; the man is trying to

exploit the woman, the woman is trying to exploit the man. And once they are married -- that

is, once their love becomes a bond -- the whole falsity by and by disappears. Then the

authentic, the real person comes into being, and there is a clash. Then the whole love

disappears, because that love was never there in the first place. Otherwise, how can love

disappear?

Love is the most eternal thing in the world. The earth can disappear, the stars can

disappear, the whole world can disappear -- not love. Love is the eternal phenomenon, the

most divine. How can it disappear so soon? The honeymoon is not even over and the love has

disappeared; it was never there in the first place. You were just trying to fool the other and

yourself also. How long can you fool yourself? And if you go on fooling yourself too long, it

becomes such a burden, it becomes so heavy, that it becomes impossible to live. You cannot

be an actor twenty-four hours a day. For a few minutes it is okay -- on the beach, in the hills,

it is very good; you can be romantic artificially.

For a few minutes it is okay. It is good, it is a game -- but for twenty-four hours? If you

have to be artificial for twenty-four hours it will become such a tense state of mind, it will

create so much anxiety, because you will feel confined, imprisoned. And when you feel that

you are confined, in prison, you feel the other person is responsible. Then you take revenge,

you react; then whatsoever your wife says you are angry, whatsoever the husband says the

wife is angry. Then silence becomes golden, the more you can keep quiet the better. But it

happens because from the very beginning the real thing is not there.

Mulla Nasruddin was in love with a woman. The woman was very tall, and the woman

lived far away, almost one mile from the tram terminus. So Nasruddin used to walk her to her

home every evening.

One day, after just a few minutes' walk, Nasruddin said, "Give me a kiss." But she was so

tall that Nasruddin needed a stool or something. So they looked around and saw a

blacksmith's shop, abandoned. They found an anvil there, so he stood on the anvil, kissed the

woman, and they started again towards home. After half a mile, Nasruddin said, "One more,

darling."



The woman said, "No! I have given you one kiss and it is enough for tonight."

So Nasruddin said, "Then what is the use of carrying this damned anvil!" -- he was

carrying that anvil.

If you carry a burden, sooner or later... what is the use? If your love is just a means to

something else and not the end, then it can be a game, but it cannot become a really

meaningful existence. Then you play.

Nasruddin presented a wedding ring to this woman, a diamond ring. She looked at it and

said, "Beautiful, but there is one flaw in the diamond."

Nasruddin said, "Honey, have you not heard that love is blind?"

The woman said, "Yes, I have heard, and I know love is blind, but not stone-blind."

The cunningness! The manipulating mind! You can even play that you are blind, but how

can you be blind really? You can play, but play cannot become life. And deep down you are

not related to it, and then you start hating.

Love can only be spontaneous. There is no other way to it. Whatsoever Dale Carnegie

says, there is no other way to it. Love can only be spontaneous, you cannot be trained for it.

Trained, you will miss forever. One has just to wait, wait prayerfully. The child should be

allowed freedom, so that some day love arises. But a very daring mother and a very daring

father are needed.

This is why I always say that to be a mother is one of the most difficult things in the

world. Anybody can give birth to a child, but to be a mother or to be a father, very few are

qualified, rarely, because to be a mother means to give the child so much freedom, with much

love, that the spontaneous love in the child arises.

The child must fall in love with the mother, he should not be forced. It may happen, it

may not happen. That is why it is a very courageous act; it may not happen. Nobody knows.

Nobody can predict it, it is not mechanical. If it happens, it will be beautiful with the mother;

otherwise, the mother can go on praying that this will happen with some other woman -- but

don't force it. If you force it, the child has learned a trick, he has learned a gimmick. Now he

will go on playing the gimmick again and again -- with this woman and that, with this man

and that, and the whole life will become a gimmickry; it will not be real, it will become

artificial.

When love becomes artificial, money becomes important. This is to be understood. Why

does money become important when love is artificial? Because love gives you an inner

security. When you are in love you are safe -- no other safety is needed. When you are in love

you are absolutely secure -- no other security is needed. Love is enough, nothing else is

needed. You can be a beggar on the street, but if you are in love no emperor can compete

with you in your security; even Solomon is a poor man before you.

If you are in love you are the richest. Nothing is in any way comparable to the riches of

love. You may not have anything but you have all. A single moment of love and the whole

life is fulfilled. When you are in love you are never afraid of death, because you have known

a death -- the death of love. And it was so beautiful, it was so melodious, it was such a

benediction, that now you can accept even the real death, the death of the body. You can

accept it. Now there is no fear, because you have known that merging into one woman or one

man was so beautiful -- how much more beautiful will it not be when you merge with the



whole of existence?

Death is a merger. If you know love, there is no fear in death. If you don't know love,

then fear becomes the center of your life. How to protect yourself? So you make castles, then

you make bank balances; these are just protections against death. And when you are afraid of

death you are afraid to live, because to live is always dangerous. To live you have to move on

unknown paths. And there is danger; on every corner death may be waiting.

A man who is afraid of death by and by shrinks and becomes afraid of life also. He

cannot fly in an airplane, he cannot go in a train, because there are accidents. He cannot make

a stranger a friend, because who knows...? He cannot fall in love with a woman, because who

knows whether she is going to deceive or not? He cannot believe. If love has not happened,

you can never be trusting. You are always doubtful, skeptical. And how can a relationship

grow when you are in doubt?

And if love has not happened, you can never reach a master. Even if a Buddha comes to

your town, you will miss him. You will not go there, because these people are dangerous.

They can hypnotize you and they may lead you astray. They may disturb your routine world

where you are earning, accumulating, and where you are getting more successful every day:

the factory is growing bigger and bigger, and the bank balance is accumulating, and

everything is going so good. Why become disturbed by a new, foreign element? So don't

allow in any element from the outside. Live in your prison, sheltered, secure.

If you know love you are not afraid of death. And when you are not afraid of death, then

only do you become capable of living -- because if a man is afraid of death, how can he live?

He is even afraid of taking a breath because germs are there.

I know one poet. He is a great poet, but I have always been wondering how he can be a

great poet -- he cannot even be a man. He must know the tricks of language, he must be a

grammarian. He must be playing tricks with words, but cannot be a great poet, because great

poetry comes out of life -- and he is so afraid. Once he traveled with me. His wife had told

me, "Don't take him with you because he will create trouble" -- and trouble started, because

he would not take the tea at the hotel.

He said, "Who knows? Somebody may have poisoned it."

So I said, "Who is against a poet? Who is going to poison you? Nobody bothers about

you." But he would not take it.

He said, "I will bring a stove and prepare tea." He would not take the food in the hotel,

because who knows...? He was so afraid of everything. How can this man live? As if the only

point is, not to die.

But life brings death, death is the culmination. If you don't want to die, don't live -- that is

the only way. There is no other way, because if you live you are moving towards death. Life

brings death. So the logical way is not to live. The less you live, the less the possibility of

death. If you don't live completely, if you commit suicide, you will never be dead again, you

have finished. There is no life, now you cannot die. So such a man becomes already a dead

man. You will find these corpses moving in the markets, universities, working, doing things

-- but they are corpses.

Life needs expansion. Fear does not allow you, then security becomes the whole thing --

how to be secure. How not to die becomes the whole art of life. And I tell you, the whole art

of life is how to die joyfully, how to die blissfully, how to allow death -- because if you are

ready to die, you are ready to live. If you are ready to die, you are ready to love. If you are

ready to die, you are ready to meet the divine. There is no other way, death is the door.

What do I mean when I say death is the door? You have to not be there, you have to



dissolve, you have to lose yourself. What does security mean? Whatsoever happens, you have

to be, you have to persist in your ego. That's why money is so meaningful, because money

helps you not to live. A poor man has to live, a rich man need not.

I have heard about one very rich man: he would travel in his car... even from the porch to

the room he would be carried on a stretcher. He had come to a new town, to a new hotel

where he had never been, and when he was being carried in on the stretcher, the manager

thought that he was paralyzed or something. So he asked his wife, "What is the matter?" -- he

felt very sorry -- "Your husband looked quite okay. Is he paralyzed, or is something wrong

with his legs?"

The wife said, "No. His legs are absolutely okay. But he need not walk -- he is a rich

man."

A rich man need not live, he can afford it! A poor man has to live. A poor man has to go

on the street, move in danger, in crowds. A poor man cannot afford not to live. That is why a

rich man, by and by, becomes encaged in his richness, isolated. Then he lives alone, then he

cannot even allow his wife in the room. He may find an explanation: "We are not poor, so

why should my wife and I live in one room? We are rich. We can afford two separate rooms"

-- but the real thing is something else.

Hitler never allowed anybody to live in his room because he was afraid. Who knows? --

the wife may be a spy. He never got married. He got married only just before he committed

suicide -- three hours before, because then there was no fear. When death was certain he got

married, never before -- because a wife is a dangerous thing. Who knows? -- she may be in

association with some foreign power, or she may be a communist; in the night she may kill

him.

He loved many women, but never allowed any woman to live with him, never allowed

any woman to be in his room in the night. Just three hours before, when he had decided that

now there was no way to escape -- death is certain, the enemy is bombing Berlin -- he called

in a priest in the night. The priest was awakened from his sleep; immediately he was brought

to the underground cell where Hitler was, and Hitler told him, "Now perform the marriage

ceremony." And when the ceremony was finished, they went into the room and both took

poison and were dead.

What manner of man is this? But this manner of man you will find everywhere. When

there is fear, nobody can be a friend. Then everybody is the enemy and you have to protect

yourself. A rich man can protect himself more; that's why there is so much emphasis on

money, so much madness! You cannot even understand what is happening. Why this neurosis

about money?

Mulla Nasruddin was dying. He opened his eyes, he looked at his wife. His wife said,

"We are here, Mulla. You go to the divine silently, in peace and prayer. We are all here."

Mulla Nasruddin looked at the faces -- his eyes were dim, he was almost gone, it was

difficult to see.

He asked, "Where is Rehman?" -- his eldest son.

His wife said, "He is standing by your right side."

Then he asked, "Where is Rahim?" -- another son.

And his wife said, "He is there, standing by your feet."

"And where is Abdul, and where is Farid?" he asked.



All were there, so his wife said, "You rest, we are all here."

Nasruddin immediately became worried and said, "Then who is minding the store? If

everybody is here then who is minding the store?" And he was on his deathbed; just a

moment later he died. No, neither life is meaningful nor death... the store, "Who is minding

the store?" Even at the last moment, no temple is there in the mind -- just the store, the

market, the money.

Why is money so important? It is your protection against love, against life, against death,

against God. Hence, Mahavira and Buddha renounced it. The renouncement is simply coming

to understand that this whole arrangement is against life, against love, against God. They

simply renounce! It is not because of money that they are renouncing it, but just because they

have come to understand that through this protection they have been killing themselves, this

was poison. So they simply escaped from the palaces.

Then a new life starts when you understand that money is neurosis. Security, the

hankering after security and safety, shows that you are already dead, that life has left you.

Continuous effort to be secure means you have not yet been able to love; otherwise, love is

enough security, no other security is needed. One moment of love is eternity -- no fear of

death, a lover can die easily, lovingly. He has known life, he is thankful. Even for a single

moment love happened... he has known the glory of it, the benediction, all blessings have

been on him. He can thank God for this single moment that has been given to him -- and he

was not worthy.

Who is worthy? Nobody is worthy. Have you ever thought about it -- that you are alive?

Are you worthy to be alive? How have you earned it? You have known the flowers and the

trees and the birds on the wing and the sun rising, so many mornings, so many evenings, and

the stars. How have you earned to be alive? It is simple grace. You are not worthy, you have

not earned it in any way. It is simply God's grace that you are.

But when somebody comes to know a single moment of love, this whole life becomes

nothing. Then all the birds that you have seen, and all the songs that you have heard, and all

the musicians of the world -- nothing! Then all this greenery of the trees is nothing. Then

there is no radiance in the sun and there is no music in the stars. If you have known a single

moment of love, then this whole world is just dim and a shadow; it is just a reflection, not the

real.

If you have known a single moment of love, for eternity and eternity you will be thankful

and singing songs of gratitude to the divine. Then there is no death -- love knows no death,

love knows only life. You know only death. Love... you have bypassed it, somehow you have

not been through it; you have bypassed it, and now money has become significant. Money is

symbolic of a dead man, money is the love of a dead man.

So look at a miser. It is not simply money when he takes notes in his hands. I have seen

one miser -- so much romance in his eyes when he would look at the notes; never so lovingly

has a lover looked all over the beloved. He would feel and touch... and look at his eyes! The

radiance that came to his eyes, the poetry that took over his being. He became a completely

transformed man. No, Majnu was not so happy when he looked at Laila. No, Shiri was not so

happy when she looked at Farhad.

This man was a relative, so I had many chances to see him and understand him. He was

the perfect man of money, a buddha on that path. He never got married; he would always say,

"It is so expensive and I cannot afford it. Some day I will get married." He is now dead. He

never got married -- he remained a bachelor. But he would rationalize it; he would say, "This



is brahmacharya"; he would say, "This is celibacy. In the scriptures, in the Vedas, the life of

a celibate is the highest life." But he was simply a miser, even a miser about semen. That was

his celibacy -- he was not a brahmachari.

So when you find celibates, ninety-nine out of a hundred will just be misers about semen.

They are afraid to let go: if the semen goes out of their body, their bank balances.... Their

brahmacharya is a sort of constipation. They stink! You can never have any fragrance coming

out of them. They are misers -- but they rationalize. And they always live through reason,

never through the heart -- because heart is a dangerous thing.

Reason always grabs things and the heart always wants to give. The heart is the giver and

the heart is never a miser, so a miser can never believe the heart. By and by he will kill the

heart, he becomes just the head. There is no feeling in him -- feeling is dangerous. He doesn't

feel, he becomes insensitive. He doesn't allow any sensitivity in his being, because a beggar

comes and he asks... if you have feeling, it will be difficult to say no. But if you have only the

head, you will rationalize and you will say, "I don't believe in beggary; this is bad for the

economy, this is not good for the culture -- and you look perfectly healthy, so go and work."

You will rationalize, and these reasons you also know are just superficial; deep down you

don't want to give -- that is the basis. But you cannot accept the fact that you are not a giver.

You live in words, reasons, rationalizations, and go on hiding the basic fact that you are

killing your feeling. If you are on the path of money -- and almost everybody is, more or less

-- then see the whole phenomenon of what is happening within you; you are killing yourself.

And life cannot be prevented from moving, life will reach up to death. You cannot withhold

it, it is not in your control. It has to go -- as it has come, it has to go. Before it leaves you, you

can only create anxiety, that is all.

If you accept the ebb and flow of life, the birth and death of life; if you accept, you need

not create any anxiety. You can love. While dying is there, love. And allow love to happen.

Don't try for security and don't be afraid of death. Death will come. Give a chance to life to

flower. If life really flowers, death will be the culmination, not the end. It will be the climax,

the crescendo. It will be the highest peak, the Everest, not the end.

And at the moment of death, a man who has lived rightly, through love -- and that is the

only right way to live -- for him death comes as the most beautiful ecstasy. He dies with a

song in the heart. He dies with ecstasy all over the body, throbbing. He is going to meet the

divine beloved. He has learned how to love and how to give. So in the moment of death also

he can give. He gives his whole being back to nature; the body, the air goes to the air, the fire

goes to the fire, the earth goes to the earth, the sky goes to the sky. He gives, he is a giver,

and the being goes to the source, to the brahma; he does not cling.

But you cannot do it if you have been a clinger your whole life. At the moment of death,

if you cling everything becomes ugly. If you have been clinging and clinging and clinging,

and always afraid and in fear and have never allowed love, then at the moment of death you

will miss the highest peak that is possible, that was possible. These are the two paths; one is

right, the other is wrong.

Now we will try to go into this story. You will be able to understand -- but understand

through the heart:

THE MASTER SEISTSU REQUIRED LARGER PREMISES AS THE BUILDING HE

WAS TEACHING IN WAS VERY OVERCROWDED -- he must have been in the same

situation as I am.

UMEZU, A MERCHANT... he has not yet come to me... UMEZU, A MERCHANT,



DECIDED TO DONATE FIVE HUNDRED PIECES OF GOLD FOR THE

CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW BUILDING -- five hundred pieces of gold is real money.

UMEZU TOOK THE MONEY TO THE TEACHER AND SEISTSU SAID, "ALL

RIGHT, I WILL TAKE IT" -- but this is no way, from a miser.

The man must have been a miser, otherwise how can you accumulate five hundred pieces

of gold? And this was not all; this must have been just a small part, a hundredth part of his

accumulations. But why, if he is a miser, has he come to give to this master? Looks

contradictory: if he is a miser and a man of money, he should not go. But I know the reason --

that too is part of fear, that too is making security in the other world.

He must have been nearing death, he must have become an old man. And people of

money are always old, they are never young -- because death is always near and they are

trembling. He must have been feeling any day death can come; he has to make arrangements

for the other world also. He must have had millions of gold pieces. Just five hundred pieces...

this is just to be safe: "Give it to this master; people say he is enlightened. Give these five

hundred pieces to this man, he will take care of the other world, he may give a certificate.

People say that he is on good terms with God, his name is in the good books; he will be

helpful somehow."

It is groping in the dark. A man who has missed life is thinking of some other life.

Remember, only people who have missed this life think of that. And if you can miss this you

will miss that also, because you will remain the same. Even if you are forced to enter into

heaven, you will make a hell out of it, because you will take your habits, your mechanism of

the mind, your working -- your whole past you will take with you. You will make a hell out

of it.

Can you be in heaven? I don't see any way; you cannot be. Wherever you go you will

carry your hell with you. It is a part of you. So those who know say that hell and heaven are

not without -- they are within you, they are qualities of your being. On this earth people have

lived in heaven; on this earth you are in hell. Remember well, wherever you go you will

provide your own hell there. Immediately you reach there you will create your hell all

around. You cannot do anything new. The mind is old, it goes on in a pattern, moving in a

circle.

This Umezu must have been a miser. But now death is coming near and he must think of

the other world also. This world he has lost, now the other cannot be lost. Something has to

be done, but that too has to be done through money. See the mind: he thought that through

money life can be purchased, now he thinks through money God can be purchased. He

thought through money love can be purchased. Now he thinks that through money heaven

can be purchased. But his mind remains focused in the neurosis of money. He is still mad,

money still remains the means. Anything that he is going to do is to be done through money.

That's why the master behaved in such a way. He said, "All right, I will take it," as if it

was nothing. That is the meaning of it; as if it was nothing, five hundred pieces of gold -- just

dirt.

The master said, "ALL RIGHT, I WILL TAKE IT," as if it is a burden and he was

obliging this Umezu. Always remember that if you go to a master with money, this is going

to be the treatment. It is very easy to understand in the story. It is very difficult when the

treatment is given to you.

Just a few days ago somebody phoned; he used to give some money for the ashram. Then

he said, "Now I will stop, because there seems to be no gratefulness about it. I am not even



allowed a special interview with Osho so I am not going to give it." He is here, he should try

to understand this story well, because it is easier to understand a story when you are not part

of it. It is very easy. But when you are part of it, then it becomes very difficult. Five hundred

pieces of gold that man should bring to me, right? And then I will tell him, "ALL RIGHT, I

WILL TAKE IT!"

UMEZU GAVE THE SACK OF GOLD TO SEISTSU, BUT HE WAS VERY

DISSATISFIED WITH THE ATTITUDE OF THE TEACHER AS THE AMOUNT HE

HAD GIVEN WAS VERY GREAT -- ONE COULD LIVE FOR A WHOLE YEAR ON

THREE PIECES OF GOLD, AND THE TEACHER HAD NOT EVEN THANKED HIM.

Look at the mind, the mind which is neurotic about money. What he is saying? He is

saying, "This sack of gold I have given -- a man can live on three pieces of gold for one

year." He thinks life is through money. Money may be needed, but nobody can live through

money. Money may be necessary; it is not enough. And if there is only money and nothing

else, it is better you die, the sooner the better. Because you are living unnecessarily, you are

just passing the days -- it is not life.

Jesus is reported to have said: "Man cannot live by bread alone." He also knows that

bread is needed -- nobody can live without bread, that's right. But there is a higher dimension

of life where nobody can live by bread alone. If there is only bread, commit suicide! --

because eating the same bread again and again is useless.

But the man who lives through money thinks that a man can live for a whole year on

three pieces of gold, and these are five hundred pieces -- a man can live forever and forever!

Eternal life is possible through five hundred pieces of gold. And what type of man is this? --

he has not even thanked me. He was very dissatisfied.

Whenever you give with a condition you will always be dissatisfied, because the

condition cannot be fulfilled. Whenever you give without a condition you will feel a deep

contentment, because there is no reason to be dissatisfied. Whenever you give and enjoy it,

whenever giving is an end unto itself... this man would have been dancing because the master

had accepted -- enough! He should have thanked the master that, "I was worried whether you

are going to accept it or not. Because I know you well: this is just dirt for you and you have

accepted. You are so kind, your compassion is so deep." He would have danced and thanked

him. He would have gone deeply happy and blissful. But no, it was not possible because it

was not the end, it was a means. He wanted the master to be obliged to him.

If this man reaches to God, he will give him a sack of gold and wait for the thank you.

What can you give to God who has given all to you? And a master is nothing but a

representative of the divine, of the same quality. That is why we call Mahavira 'Bhagwan',

why we call Buddha 'Bhagwan' -- because of that same quality. What can you give to him?

All comes to you through him. At the most you are returning back... at the most. You should

be thankful that you have been accepted.

But a money-mad man cannot understand this. He wanted the master to be obliged

because he had done this, and this is so much. For him it was so much. As far as his attitude

was concerned, it was such a great amount -- five hundred pieces of gold; one man can live

for one year on three pieces -- because mind thinks in relativity. It does not know anything of

the absolute. It knows only of relativity. It is his mind!

I have heard: Mulla Nasruddin died and went immediately, or was sent immediately, to

hell. There he reached Satan who had been waiting for him for a long time -- he was a man



long awaited there. Satan received him, welcomed him, and Mulla Nasruddin said to the

devil, "Boy, am I happy being here in heaven."

The devil said, "Nasruddin, you are mistaken. This is no heaven."

Nasruddin said, "That may be your attitude. I am coming from India -- to me it looks like

heaven."

Mind is relative. Five hundred pieces of gold! He was giving his very life; his very heart

was there in that sack of gold. Those five hundred pieces were not of gold, they were of his

heart. He has sold his life and bargained for this gold. He had died for this sack of gold -- and

not even a thank you. It was too much. The master is not behaving rightly; he was

dissatisfied.

If you think about any master, you will always come to the conclusion that he is not

behaving rightly. Remember this: if you think -- I repeat -- then you will always come to the

conclusion that he is not behaving rightly. If you look, not think, then you will know that he

is always behaving rightly.

He thought, calculated. It was so plain to him; five hundred pieces of gold -- his whole

life in that sack. And this man simply says, "ALL RIGHT, I WILL TAKE IT."

"IN THAT SACK THERE ARE FIVE HUNDRED PIECES OF GOLD," HINTED UMEZU.

He thought, "Maybe he has missed. Maybe he is in meditation or somewhere else,

because how can it happen that five hundred pieces of gold and all he says is, 'All right, I will

take it'? He is not in his senses." So he hinted.

"IN THAT SACK THERE ARE FIVE HUNDRED PIECES OF GOLD," HINTED UMEZU.
"YOU TOLD ME THAT BEFORE," SAID THE MASTER.

He said, "It is unnecessary, why repeat it? I have heard it."

This was even worse, no thank you coming from the man. Rather, he would not even take

the hint, and he felt a little angry it seems, because he said, "You have told me that before.

No need...."
"EVEN IF I AM A WEALTHY MERCHANT, FIVE HUNDRED PIECES OF GOLD IS A LOT OF
MONEY," SAID UMEZU.

This is the problem of the mind. He says, "EVEN IF I AM A WEALTHY

MERCHANT... I have enough money with me, but even then... FIVE HUNDRED PIECES

OF GOLD IS A LOT OF MONEY. So to you, just a beggar, it is the whole world. To me it is

a lot of money, and you are treating it as if it is nothing. You are insulting me."

A man who is focused on money cannot understand a man of love. The man of love will

always appear like a beggar, a madman, not of this world -- he doesn't understand. He is

behaving in a crazy way. Howsoever you may worship Buddha and Mahavira, if you meet

them somehow, somewhere, you will think they are mad. Even if you don't say it, because it

will be so impolite... but you understand well that this man has wasted his life sitting under a

tree. He could have earned a lot of money -- this was said to Buddha many times.

Buddha left his home and went to another kingdom, just to get rid of the relatives and the

family, because they would bother him there and they would go on coming, trying to

persuade him to come back. So he left the kingdom and went to another kingdom, then he

became aware that those people are everywhere -- you cannot escape.



There was a rumor that a prince had left a neighboring kingdom and had come there. So

even the king of the neighboring kingdom came, and he said, "My son, you are young and

you don't know the ways of the world. You are immature, I am experienced. I say to you

through my experience, go back to your home. This is foolish. At this age such foolish ideas

catch hold of the mind. One has to resist. At this age, when one is young, one is prone to,

tends to be idealistic. But later on experience proves it is wrong. Don't be a hippy, go back!"

Buddha listened and he said, "You may be right as far as your own experience is

concerned, but I have lived in that world for many lives, and nothing, nothing was ever

attained. Now it is enough. It is through experience that I have left, not through some

romantic idealism of a young man."

The old man would not listen. He said, "If you don't want to go back, I understand -- there

may be some trouble. You may not be feeling good with your father, or with your family, or

something has gone wrong. Then don't go back, come to me. I have got a beautiful daughter;

get married to her and this kingdom is yours."

Buddha said, "I am married and I have left a very beautiful woman. It is impossible to

find another like her. But even that beautiful woman will not give me the ultimate -- and I am

in search of the ultimate."

The old king left, he said, "You are mad, incurably mad."

This happened wherever Buddha would go. And he was so young and so beautiful... he

had never walked on the streets. Wherever he would go, anybody would know that he was a

prince, he was not a beggar -- and then everybody would give him advice to go back.

Mind lives through its own ideas, thinks through its own ideas. You cannot put the mind

aside and then look. This old man who came to Buddha missed an opportunity. It may not

happen again for millions of lives. But he was teaching the greatest teacher, he was trying to

teach him something; he wanted that Buddha should learn something from him. And he has

not gained anything himself, he has not reached anywhere.

This man says, "IN THAT SACK THERE ARE FIVE HUNDRED PIECES OF GOLD.

EVEN IF I AM A WEALTHY MERCHANT, FIVE HUNDRED PIECES OF GOLD IS A

LOT OF MONEY" -- and you are just a beggar; it is not said, it is implied. "You should

know the meaning of it, what I am doing. Such a great donation and you simply say, 'Okay, I

will take it.'"

"DO YOU WANT ME TO THANK YOU FOR IT?" said the master -- because masters

never answer what you ask. They answer what you mean to ask. They never answer your

question, because that is irrelevant. They always answer what is hidden behind the question --

why you are hinting at these things.

You are not interested in proving that gold is significant, you are not interested in proving

that five hundred pieces of gold is a large sum -- those are just rationalizations. You are

hinting at something else. The master caught him immediately, and said "DO YOU WANT

ME TO THANK YOU FOR IT?" -- he hit the nail, he hit right at the heart.

"YOU OUGHT TO," SAID UMEZU. Not that, "I expect and want," but "YOU OUGHT

TO."

This man is not a giver, he has never been a giver. Even when he is giving, he is not

giving. Even when he is donating, it is a bargain. He says, "YOU OUGHT TO. I have done

such a great thing, now this is your duty, not my desire or my request."

"WHY SHOULD I?" SAID SEISTSU. "THE GIVER SHOULD BE THANKFUL."



This is impossible to understand for the mind, for the moneyoriented mind; the giver

should be the thankful one. But this is the peak on the path of love.

Those who love, they come to know that the giving is so beautiful and so blissful; they

come to know that the more you give, the more you have of it -- the more love you give, the

more love you have there inside; the more you go on throwing, sharing, the more it bubbles

up -- it is an eternal spring. And once you come to know that the more you give, the more

you have, you have learned the basic arithmetic of spirituality. Then you never hold back,

then you are always in search of someone who can take it. Then you are always in search of

someone who can share it, because he will make you fresh. The old is gone, the new arises; it

is always coming there.

You are like a well which has gone rotten, because you have not given anybody anything.

You have never shared your water; the water has become rotten. Give it! Let people come

and let them drink out of you, and then fresh sources are always available. The moment the

old water is removed, fresh is coming in. Your well is joined to the infinite ocean deep down.

Your well is just a door to the ocean. The giver comes to know, the sharer comes to know,

then he feels thankful. Whenever somebody takes something from you, something new has

come into being in you. Your being is renewed through it. You are being made young again

and again, the more you give. The giver remains always young. The non-giver is always old,

dead, rotten.

The master says, "THE GIVER SHOULD BE THANKFUL. You should be thankful to

me that I accept -- and that I accept a thing like money. You should be thankful, because

money means nothing to me." It may be necessary in the world, because a master has also to

live in the world; it may be the means of exchange in this mad world, because a master has to

live in this mad world -- but it is nothing. It is just an invented means, agreed upon by all, so

that we can exchange things.

The society can live without money; for thousands of years society lived without money.

And sooner or later a day will come when society will again live without money, because

living through money is so burdensome and so useless and so unnecessary. But because the

world was poor up to now, that's why money has had to be used; but the more affluence

grows....

America will be the first to drop money. When there is enough money, there is no need to

carry it -- why carry it? Then it is foolish, then it is burdensome. Soon the earth will not need

money. But masters have always known it, always, that this is just a market device; but a

master has to live with you.

If you go to a madhouse, it is better to pretend that you are also mad, otherwise you will

be in difficulty. If you try to prove that you are a sane man, the madmen will kill you. They

did this with Jesus, they did this with Socrates, they did this with Mansoor. These were very

innocent people. They tried to live in a madhouse as they were -- not mad. They were

innocent, but they did not know that the rule of the madhouse is: even if you are not mad,

pretend that you are mad, because madness is the coin prevalent there, it is the currency there.

Don't be an outsider in a madhouse, otherwise madmen will collect together and kill you. If

you say that you are not mad, that means you are trying to say to them that, "You are mad!"

-- that cannot be tolerated.

An enlightened person also has to live in this world with you. He has to use your

techniques, your tricks.

It happened once: it was found in Japan that one enlightened man was always caught --



sometimes stealing, sometimes something else, a criminal act, small things. He would steal

just a small amount of money, and then he was to be sent to the jail -- and he was an

enlightened man! Twenty-six times in his whole life he was jailed, but those who were his

disciples, they knew him. The last time he came out of jail he was seventy-eight, and the

disciples said, "Now don't do such a thing... and why do you go on doing such things?"

He said, "Then who will go inside the jail and try to make those jailors meditative, those

jailbirds? Who will go there? I have to steal, that is the only way to reach those people. And it

is nothing to me. I have been helping and there is real disease. I am needed there. But that is

the only way I can get in, otherwise they won't allow me. That is the only currency that is

required." An enlightened man has to live with you jailbirds!

But if you are ready to understand the neurosis of money and the ecstasy of love, then

you will be able to understand this: the giver should be thankful. Give and be thankful --

because the other could have refused. That possibility does not exist for this miser. He cannot

conceive of anybody refusing five hundred pieces of gold. He does not know he could have

been refused. The master may have thrown the sack out of the temple and said, "Don't bring

this rubbish here."

It happened: One man came -- he also came with five hundred pieces of gold. These

misers also have their mathematics; five hundred seems to be the highest, the limit; they

cannot go beyond it -- he came to Ramakrishna. Ramakrishna was even more dangerous. He

not only said, "All right, I will take it," he behaved even more rudely. He said, "So okay, go

to the Ganges and throw it all in."

The man could not do anything, because Ramakrishna has said so -- he became afraid. It

was impossible for him to go to the Ganges and throw in five hundred pieces of gold. But

when Ramakrishna says.... Still he hesitated. Ramakrishna said, "Why are you hesitating?

Haven't you given the money to me? Then it is my money. Just go and throw it into the

Ganges, because right now I don't need it, and the Ganges needs it."

So the man went, very slowly of course, and he didn't come back. One hour passed, two

hours passed, and Ramakrishna sent some disciples to see what had happened to that man.

Had he drowned himself and saved the money? Misers are doing that. So the disciples went

to see what he was doing. There was a big crowd, he had made it into a great show. He would

bring one gold coin, throw it on a stone -- khannnng! The sound! And many people were

there. Then he would count: "One hundred and one, one hundred and two, one hundred and

three..." and then throw it into the Ganges.

So the disciples reported: "That man is a perfect exhibitionist. He has gathered a big

crowd and he is throwing each single coin, counting, and doing the whole thing very slowly."

So Ramakrishna went, slapped that man and told him, "When one accumulates, counting

is needed, but when one renounces.... What are you doing? When one has to throw the coins,

one can throw the whole bag!"

But people renounce and still count -- they have not renounced.

Givers should be thankful; give and be thankful. If you can follow this rule the old pail

will fall down, the water will flow out. The whole maya, illusion, disappears. No water, no

moon. Then you can look at the sky, at the real moon. It is always there, but you are caught in

the reflection.

Love is the real moon; money is the reflection.

Enough for today.
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A PHILOSOPHER CAME TO BUDDHA ONE DAY AND ASKED, "WITHOUT WORDS, WITHOUT
THE WORDLESS, WILL YOU TELL ME THE TRUTH?"
THE BUDDHA KEPT SILENCE.
THE PHILOSOPHER BOWED AND THANKED BUDDHA, SAYING, "WITH YOUR LOVING
KINDNESS I HAVE CLEARED AWAY MY DELUSIONS AND ENTERED THE TRUE PATH."
AFTER THE PHILOSOPHER HAD GONE ANANDA ASKED BUDDHA WHAT THE PHILOSOPHER
HAD ATTAINED.
THE BUDDHA REPLIED, "A GOOD HORSE RUNS EVEN AT THE SHADOW OF THE WHIP."
A PHILOSOPHER CAME TO BUDDHA ONE DAY AND ASKED, "WITHOUT WORDS, WITHOUT
THE WORDLESS, WILL YOU TELL ME THE TRUTH?"

It is very rarely that a philosopher comes to a buddha. It is almost impossible. But

whenever it happens, it can become a revolution, it can become a transformation in the

philosopher. Why is it so impossible that a philosopher comes to Buddha? Because

philosophy and religion are very antagonistic; their approach is totally opposite, diametrically

opposite.

Philosophy believes in thinking and religion believes in trust. A thinker doubts easily, but

cannot trust so easily. A doubting mind is needed to be a philosopher, a very skeptical mind.

To be religious deep trust is needed -- not at all skeptical, not doubting at all. The philosopher

lives through logic; the religious man lives through love, and there is no way to help love and

logic meet. There is no way; they never meet, their paths never cross each other. They may

run parallel -- just like the railway tracks -- but they never meet. They may be very close, but

they always run parallel. Even if you think they meet somewhere, it is an illusion.

Just stand at a railway track and see the rails running parallel: on the faraway distant

horizon you will think they are meeting. They are not meeting, that is an illusion. Go to that

point and you will find they are still parallel. Two parallel lines can never meet. Heart and

head are parallel lines, they never meet. You can take a jump, from one line you can go to the

other -- that's possible. You can take a jump from the head to the heart, but there is no

continuity; it is a jump.

If you believe in the head too much -- that means believing in doubting -- this jump

becomes impossible. There have been great philosophers; they thought and thought, and they



pondered and contemplated, and they have created big systems, miracles of words, but they

are not nearer to the truth than any ignorant man. Rather, on the contrary, the ignorant man

may be nearer, because at least he is humble in his ignorance, at least he is not egoist, at least

he can listen to the other. At least if a buddha comes to the town the ignorant man can go to

him, because he knows he does not know -- that much humility is there. A philosopher

cannot go because he already knows. That is the problem: without knowing anything, he

thinks he knows.

This is happening with me every day. If a philosopher comes, a psychiatrist comes -- a

man who has studied psychology, philosophy and religion in some university -- it is difficult,

almost impossible to have any communion with him. You can discuss, but you cannot meet --

you will move parallel. You may appear close because you use the same words, but that is

just appearance.

Why is it so difficult for logic to love? -- because love needs a very courageous act, and

that courageous act is to move into the unknown. Logic is always a coward, it never moves

into the unknown. Logic says, "First I must know. When the territory is well known, then I

will move."

Logic has no adventure in it. Love is absolutely adventurous; sometimes it even looks

foolish. To the logical mind it always looks foolish: "What are you doing, moving into the

unknown without knowing where you are going? What you are doing? And leaving the

territory that was known, secure, safe, becoming unnecessarily homeless. Don't lose that

which you have got, first be sure of that which you are going to gain." This is the problem.

Logic says, "First know the further step well; only then leave the step you are standing on."

Then you can never leave this step, because there is no way of knowing the further step

unless you reach to it. Logic is...

I have heard: It once happened, Mulla Nasruddin wanted to learn swimming. He went to a

teacher and the teacher said, "Come along with me, I am going to the river. It is not difficult,

you will learn. It is simple, even children can learn."

But accidentally, when Nasruddin came near the bank, he slipped. It was muddy and he

fell down, and he became very afraid. He ran to the farthest point of the bank, under a tree.

The teacher followed. He said, "Why are you escaping? Where are you going?"

Nasruddin said, "Listen: first teach me swimming, only then will I come closer. This is

dangerous! If something goes wrong, who will be responsible? So I will come near the river

only when I have learned swimming."

But is there any way to learn swimming without going to the river? So, Mulla Nasruddin

remained without even learning to swim.

It is too dangerous, the step is too foolish. A man, a learned man, a man of logic, cannot

take that step. Logic becomes a grave. You become more and more confined because life is

danger. There is no way to avoid it, it is always moving into the unknown. The river is

always going towards the sea. This is how life progresses: it always leaves the known, moves

into the unknown. That's the way life is. Nothing can be done about it. If you try to do

something -- then the Ganges should be flowing towards the source, the Gangotri, because

that is the known thing; not towards Ganga Sagar, not towards the ocean.

In African mythology there is a bird: the name is woofle-woofle -- African. The bird is

one of the most mythical of all the mythologies of the world. That bird has only one

peculiarity: it is not interested in where it is going, it is only interested in where it is coming

from -- so it goes backwards. It never reaches anywhere because it is always interested in



where it is coming from. It is interested in the past. That is as if you are old and going

towards the womb. This is impossible -- but this is how human mind functions.

With logic you move towards the source; with love you move towards the ultimate

flowering -- the dimensions are different. Logic asks, "Who created the world?" It is

interested in the creator, in the past, the original source -- the Gangotri, from where the

Ganges flows. Love never asks who created the world. It is already there, so why bother?

Whosoever created ABC makes no difference. How is it going to affect you, whoever created

the world? Whether it was a Hindu god, a Brahma, or a Christian trinity -- what difference

does it make?

Love is interested in what the ultimate flowering is going to be. Love is interested in

buddhahood. Love is interested what is going to happen to me, to my seed, how it will

flower. Note the difference: logic is always interested in the known, in the past, the path that

you have already traveled; love is always interested in the unknown, in the ultimate

flowering, the path that you have not traveled -- not only not traveled, the path that you have

not even imagined, not even dreamed of.

That's why a philosopher rarely comes to a buddha. They are moving in diametrically

opposite directions; a philosopher going to the past, a buddha moving to the future. Their

departing point may be the same, but there is no meeting point. But when a philosopher

comes to a buddha... rarely it happens, but whenever it happens there is immediate

transformation.

Why? Because if a philosopher comes to a buddha, it means deep down he has

understood the failure of philosophy. Otherwise, why would he have come? Deep down he

has felt the failure of logic. He has made every effort to know truth through it: arguing about

and about, for, in favor, against. He has been arguing and arguing and has now come to the

point where he knows the whole thing is futile; nothing can be known through it. This failure

gives him the deepest humility possible in the world. Even an ignorant man is not so humble,

because he is not such a deep failure. He has not come to know the suffering of failure. He

has not been thrown from the peak to the valley.

This philosopher was thinking that he was at the peak. Suddenly he became aware that he

had been standing in the valley and dreaming about the peak. There had never been a peak:

he had not moved a single inch. The truth had remained as unknown as ever. His whole life

had been a waste. When somebody comes to feel this, suddenly the ego disappears, one

becomes humble. And unless you are humble, you cannot come to a buddha. Only

humbleness, deep humility, can bring you to a buddha -- now you are ready to learn, because

you don't know anything.

So there are two types of ignorance: ordinary ignorance is when a man is ignorant but is

not aware that he is ignorant. When a philosopher becomes aware that he is ignorant -- this is

the second type of ignorance, very deep: he has come to realize that he is ignorant, he is fully

aware that he is ignorant -- when ignorance is aware of itself, that becomes the first step of

wisdom.

So the first thing to understand:

A PHILOSOPHER CAME TO BUDDHA ONE DAY, AND ASKED...

There were many philosophers in Buddha's time. Really, there has never been such a

flowering of intellect as happened at that time -- not only in India, all over the world. Buddha

was there; Mahavira was there; Prabuddha Katyayan, a great logician; Ajit Keshakambal, a



great philosopher; Makkhali Goshal, a rare intellect; Sanjay Vilethiputta and many others

were there in Bihar. Now their names are not well known because they never created any

following. Exactly at the same time in Greece there was Socrates, Plato, Aristotle -- the three

who created the whole Western mind. Exactly at the same time in China there was Confucius,

Lao Tzu, Chuang Tzu, Mencius. It seems at that peak, all over the world, mind was at its

Everest.

There are only three cultures: one is Chinese, another is Indian, and the other is Greek.

Only three cultures exist, all the others are just byproducts. The whole West originated with

the Greek mind in Athens. The whole Chinese civilization, a totally different type of

civilization, arose out of Confucius' and Lao Tzu's confrontation, and all that is beautiful in

India came out of Buddha, Mahavira. And all these people existed at a single moment of

history.

Historians say that history moves like a wheel: there are moments when intelligence is at

its peak, there are moments when intelligence goes down. These were the times when

intelligence was at its peak. Many were the philosophers, particularly in India; the whole

country was philosophic. People moved from this corner to that corner seeking for truth --

millions of seekers!

Only when there are millions of seekers, then a few can become enlightened, because it is

a pyramid-like thing. A pyramid is very broad at the base, and then, by and by, comes the

peak. A Buddha exists only when at the broad base millions of people are seeking truth;

otherwise he cannot exist. There is no possibility, he cannot stand. Where will he stand? He

needs millions, millions of seekers; they become the base.

And in those days when systems were being created everywhere, and such complicated,

complex systems that there has never been anything to compare with them.... Historians of

philosophy and religion say that at that time India knew all that has been known in

philosophy -- every shade and nuance of thought, every approach. India has looked at all the

paths and possibilities, and every possibility has been finished. Now, since that time, there

has been nothing new in philosophy; and if you think there is something new, it only means

that you are not well acquainted with India. There has been nothing new since Buddha,

because at that time everything was searched, almost every possibility finished.

And if you think... In the West many people come to realize something and think that

they are giving something new. It looks new because they are unacquainted with it, they don't

know it. And now the whole of this treasure is hidden in Pali, in Prakrit and in Sanskrit,

languages not spoken, not used. But every nuance of thought...

For example, when Sigmund Freud said for the first time that, "I suspect that the

conscious mind is not the whole mind. Deep down below the conscious there is a

subconscious layer. And even beyond that, I suspect an unconscious layer," it was thought

that it was a very revolutionary discovery. But in Buddha's time this was known; not only this

-- Buddha talks about still further layers. He talks about seven layers of the mind. These three

are there, as Freud says -- but four more... and if he is right up to the third, there is every

possibility he will be right beyond them, because he is on the right track.

Then Jung suggested that beyond the unconscious there seems to be a collective

unconscious -- that is the fourth layer of Buddha. Now the whole of psychology has come to

this fourth layer. All four are suggested by Buddha -- but three more are there; sooner or later

we will discover them.

Since then there has never been such appreciation for thinking, logic. And the

hair-splitting went to its very extreme. Buddha talks about seven layers of mind and



Prabuddha Katyayan talks about seven hundred layers of mind. Incomprehensible, but very

logical... and the possibility is that the mind can be divided into seven hundred layers.

Nothing is impossible.

At that time a philosopher came to Buddha. First try to understand the situation of

Buddha; Buddha's situation is as antimetaphysical as possible, he is not a philosopher. Really,

you cannot find a man who is more anti-philosophical than Buddha, because he says all

philosophical questions are nonsense. This is the standpoint now in the West -- Bertrand

Russell, Wittgenstein. The latest discovery in the West is Wittgenstein, and this is the

standpoint of Wittgenstein: that all philosophical questions, answers, are nonsense. Still, if

you ask a question, a philosophical question, Bertrand Russell answers it yes or no. Buddha

never answered, because if it is nonsense, why answer? Buddha would keep silent.

So it was the routine, whenever Buddha would come to any town, that Buddha's bhikkhus

would go into the town and inform people: "Please don't ask these eleven questions." They

had a list of eleven questions; in those eleven questions all metaphysics is finished, you

cannot ask anything beyond those eleven. They are the whole expanse of all philosophical

inquiry.

So beforehand, before Buddha would reach a town, the bhikkhus would go and spread the

news: "Please don't ask about these eleven questions, because he is not going to answer. If

you have something beyond these eleven you can come, you are invited." But there is nothing

beyond those eleven, so what to do?

This man was not a philosopher, he was not skeptical, he didn't believe in doubt. And he

disbelieved in doubt so much that he never talked about trust. This has to be understood,

because trust is needed only if you are in doubt. If you are not in doubt, why talk about trust?

All talk about faith means doubt has entered. He never said, "Believe!" because, he said,

there is no question of believing or not believing; one has to be. It is not an intellectual

question -- because faith and doubt both remain intellectual. From where do you doubt? From

the mind. From where will you believe? From the mind.

So your belief will also be from the same root. It will already be poisoned. Who will

believe? And who will doubt? You will remain the same, and you are the problem. So

Buddha hits at the root; he says, "No need to trust, no need to doubt. You simply come to me

and be. Don't move to this extreme, don't move to the other. Don't take any standpoint,

simply be in the middle." That's why his path is known as the middle path -- majjhim nikaya:

never move to the extreme. This is one of the most original discoveries about human mind

and its functioning, because the mind always likes to move to the opposite.

You love a person. Through love you magnify the person, he becomes a god. Then love

disappears; immediately you start hating. You then do exactly the opposite -- nobody stops in

the middle. Then the person shrinks under your hate, becomes a devil. Is there any way to

stand between God and the Devil and not move to the opposite? Mind feels very easy moving

from one thing to the contrary. There is no problem, you have been doing that: you doubt a

person, then you can believe; you believe a person, then you can doubt.

Buddha says to stop in the middle, because in the middle there is no mind; mind exists

only on the extremes. Love? Mind is there. Hate? Mind is there. For? Mind is there. Against?

Mind is there. In the middle, mind cannot exist. In the middle there is no possibility of any

thought, because either the thought will be of doubt or of trust, of love or hate, enmity or

friendship. And you know well that in every friend the enemy is hidden, in every enemy the

friend is possible.

One of the most cunning minds of the world, Machiavelli, has written in his book The



Prince, "Don't say anything, even to a friend, which you would not like to say to an enemy,

because a friend is a potential enemy any day. And don't say anything against an enemy

which you would not like to say against a friend, because then you will be in trouble any day.

If the enemy becomes the friend, then you will be embarrassed."

And this is a suggestion from one politician to princes, to other politicians. So politicians

remain alert; the more they become seasoned, the less you can find in their words, statements,

who they are talking against, who they are talking for. Their words become more and more

elusive, so it is possible that if the friend turns into an enemy, they will not be in trouble. If an

enemy turns into a friend... And politics changes every day; it is just like the climate, and you

never know....

I have heard: Two politicians were talking about a third fellow traveler. One said, "This

man is so dishonest, so cunning, so crude, that I have never known anybody like that. This is

the most dishonest man here." And he said, "And I feel that you don't know him as well as I

know him."

The other man said, "No, you are wrong. I also know him very well."

The first said, "How can you know him very well? I am his best friend!"

Only friends know each other very well. And he is saying that he is the most dishonest,

the greatest rascal around. And he says, "How can you know him very well? I am his best

friend."

Friendship and enmity are the two faces of one mind. Stop in the middle! And Buddha

stopped in the middle... and he helped many people to stop in the middle. It is just like

walking on a tightrope. Have you observed a tightrope walker, what he is doing? One of the

deepest truths of life is revealed there. Whenever he feels that he will fall to the left, he

immediately moves to the right. It may not be so visible to you, because you think he is

moving to the right, leaning to the right. But whenever he leans to the right, he knows that he

was going to fall towards the left. Just to balance, when he feels he is going to fall to the

right, he immediately leans towards the left; the opposite has to be chosen to get balance.

When you love a person too much in the morning, in the evening you have to hate him,

otherwise you will fall down from the rope -- it is tightrope walking. If you love a person too

much, you have leaned too much to the left; now you will fall. To gain balance you have to

lean to the right. Lovers are always fighting; that's just a sort of balancing, nothing else,

nothing serious. It is natural -- unless you get down off the rope, that's another thing.

That's what Buddha says: he says, "Don't lean to the right, don't lean to the left." Then

what will happen? You will fall down from the rope. And that rope is the mind, that rope is

the ego; you have to balance it, continuously balance it. So... it looks so paradoxical.

Whenever you hate your beloved, your wife, your friend, really you are trying to get

balance so that you can love again. Otherwise, you will fall down from the mind. And

without mind there is no love, no hate -- at least, the hate that you know, the love that you

know; they are not there. A different kind of compassion arises which is beyond the duality,

but that arises only when you have lost the rope, lost the effort to balance on the rope. When

you are lost, your ego is lost -- ego is a subtle balance.

A PHILOSOPHER CAME TO BUDDHA ONE DAY AND ASKED, "WITHOUT WORDS, WITHOUT
THE WORDLESS, WILL YOU TELL ME THE TRUTH?"

He is asking something impossible; but near a buddha the im-possible becomes possible



-- and only near a buddha the impossible become possible. There all laws, all ordinary laws,

are broken.

What is he asking? He is asking: "WITHOUT WORDS and WITHOUT THE

WORDLESS, WILL YOU TELL ME THE TRUTH?" This has happened many times. It also

happened once before with Buddha: another man came, but the man must have been totally

different qualitatively, because Buddha behaved differently.

A buddha has no fixed answers. He has no obsession, because he has no-mind. Whenever

a person comes before him, he is just like a mirror -- he reflects the person. Another man asks

the same question -- the man came and asked, "Sir, can you tell me something about the truth

without using words?"

Buddha said, "Then you will have to ask without using words. You ask, and I will tell. If

you can't ask without using words, how do you expect...? So go, train yourself! Be ready to

ask it without using words, then come."

But to this philosopher, Buddha didn't reply in that way. And really this man was asking a

different question, because this man was different. The question carries the meaning of the

person. The question has no meaning in the words. It carries you, your quality. You can ask

the same question, but it cannot mean the same. If you are different the question will be

different. A word carries meaning from the person. A word in itself is meaningless. You may

consult dictionaries, and you may come to know the meaning of the words, but that is not a

real, live meaning, it is dead. When a person uses a word he gives it a live meaning, a real

meaning. The significance comes from the person.

This man asked... what had he asked? A very subtle question. He said, "WITHOUT

WORDS, AND WITHOUT THE WORDLESS, WILL YOU TELL ME THE TRUTH?"

Without words, it is easy -- you can remain silent. But without the wordless it becomes

impossible, because if you remain silent you are using the wordless. And the man has asked,

"Don't use words, don't use no-words, and tell me the truth." Silence won't help, words won't

help. Language will not be of much use, and silence also is not of much use. Then what is

Buddha going to do?

THE BUDDHA KEPT SILENCE -- but this silence is different.

There are two types of silence. When you keep silence, it is a forced stillness. Words are

there within you, noise is there; silence is just on the surface. You look silent; you are not

silent. This is one type of silence that you know. There is another type of silence -- that on the

surface you are also silent, and you can be forced inside also to be silent. If you are in danger

-- somebody threatens you, that he is going to kill you -- then you will become silent inside

also, but this silence will be wordless. The first silence, when on the surface you were silent

-- inside there were words and chattering -- was silence with word. This second silence will

be wordless silence, there will be no noise within -- because in a dangerous situation, in a

shock, the noise has stopped.

But still it is not a buddha's silence. A buddha's silence is a third type of silence which

you have not known. It is neither with noise nor with no-noise. Buddha is silent; not that he

has forced his words to be silent -- it is not a stillness with effort -- he is simply silent because

there is nothing else to do. This silence is positive, not the opposite of words. This silence is

in the middle, not on the other extreme. One extreme is words, the other extreme is

wordlessness. This silence is just in the middle: there is no word, there is no wordlessness. He

is simply silent -- not against noise.

If you are against noise, then your silence can be disturbed very easily. You know many

people who are praying or meditating, and a child starts laughing and giggling and they are



disturbed. There is some noise on the street, traffic noise; there is somebody honking the

horn, and they are disturbed. A silence that is forced can be disturbed very easily. Only a

silence that is forced can be disturbed. But if you are really silent in the sense of a Buddha, a

child starts giggling, a bird starts singing, somebody honks the horn -- the noise will be there,

but you are not disturbed. The noise will come and pass, just as in an empty room: the noise

comes from this door and goes from that door. There is nobody inside who can be disturbed.

But if you have a forced silence, then you are there, the ego is there -- just riding on the

mind, just forcing the mind, just making every effort to be silent. This is a constrained,

strained silence. It can be disturbed very easily, even a child can disturb it. Then what type of

buddhahood is this? This is no buddhahood, this is just a false coin.

Remember, while meditating this will be your deepest problem. Ordinarily you are

chattering. You can move to the opposite end easily; you can force the chattering not to be

there. It is just like a child playing, running around, doing many things uselessly, and you

threaten him that he will be punished: "Sit in that corner!" And you are strong and the child is

helpless, so he sits in the corner, looks very buddhalike -- but bubbling, exploding within, just

getting ready to get any chance when he can start running again.

Look at a child when you have forced him to be silent, that will be the second type of

silence. He is not moving; if you force him too much he will not even move the body, he will

close his eyes -- but what is he doing? Forcing himself, fighting with himself; constant effort.

He is pushing himself down, sitting on his own chest. He will not be able to breathe because

he is afraid -- because if you breathe then movement starts.

That's why nobody breathes, really. You have lost the dimension of breathing from your

childhood when you were forced. Everybody breathes just from the upper lungs. The breath

cannot go deep because you are afraid. From your very childhood, you have been forced....

Look at a child sleeping. See what is happening: his chest remains unmoving, his belly

moves. His breath goes to the deepest, to the very bottom. His belly moves, his chest is

unmoving. This child is still not part of society, he is not a citizen, he is still wild. You will

have to train him, then you will have to use force.

And whenever you say to a child, "Don't do this!" how can he manipulate himself? The

first thing is not to breathe. Whenever you suppress something you start shallow breathing.

Suppression and shallow breathing are synonymous. Whenever you throw your suppression,

you express; breathing goes deep. Only while you are fast asleep the breathing goes deep,

because in sleep you cannot suppress, the ego has fallen unconscious. So in sleep you breathe

from the belly; that is the right sort of breathing. Or while making love your breathing goes

deep; it has to go, because all suppressions are around sex, and if you are making love, if you

allow sex, then all suppressions are thrown away. Then the breath goes deep, it goes to the

belly; you again breathe like a child, you again become wild, you again become natural, you

again become spontaneous.

Look at a child when you have threatened him -- and look at your monks in the

monasteries. You have threatened them also. Afraid of hell, in greed for heaven, they are

sitting there, suppressed. Their silence is of the other pole, the other extreme; they are

wordless, they have forced the word to disappear, but they are not beyond the two.

Buddha remained silent. Buddha is of the third dimension. He would not say anything --

words are not allowed. He would not suppress the word, because the wordlessness was not

allowed. He simply remained there, not thinking, not meditating -- simply there like a tree.

For five hundred years after Buddha, his statue was not made. For five hundred years

there was no picture of Buddha; and whenever Buddha was to be represented, people just



drew the bodhi tree. That was beautiful, because he was just like a tree. Can you say this tree

is silent? You cannot say that, because this tree is never noisy so how can it be silent? Can

you say this tree is meditating? How can it meditate? It has never thought, there has been no

thinking, so how can it meditate? Then where is this tree? This tree is in the third dimension

where no chattering exists and no non-chattering exists. This tree is in the middle, exactly in

the middle.

You may not be a buddha, but this tree is a bodhi tree. And if you can sit under a tree, just

like the tree, you will become a buddha. And any tree could become a bodhi tree, all trees

are; just buddhas are needed to discover which tree is a bodhi tree. Sit under any tree, and if

you are in the middle, the tree becomes the bodhi tree. All trees are, only somebody is needed

to reveal the fact, because trees don't believe in advertisement -- otherwise, they will reveal.

THE BUDDHA KEPT SILENCE.
THE PHILOSOPHER BOWED AND THANKED BUDDHA, SAYING, "WITH YOUR LOVING
KINDNESS, I HAVE CLEARED AWAY MY DELUSIONS AND ENTERED THE TRUE PATH."

Seems to be miraculous, or absurd, because Buddha has not said anything and he has

understood -- and I have been saying things and you have not understood. There were many

with Buddha also with whom he was talking and talking, and they did not understand -- and

this man understood without words, without wordlessness. What happened? What type of

communication happened in that moment when Buddha kept silent?

No knowledge was transferred, obviously -- because you cannot transfer knowledge

without words, you cannot transfer knowledge without wordlessness. There are two types of

knowledge: one, ordinary knowledge which can be transferred through words. There is

another kind of knowledge, occult, which can be transferred through wordlessness -- occult,

telepathic. You need not say it, but it can be transferred. Both were not allowed.

That philosopher said, "Don't use words and don't use no-words. I am fed up with both. I

am fed up with all extreme polarities. I have moved into logic too much -- from this to that. I

have lived all the possibilities of logic... and enough! You simply give me the truth without

word and without wordlessness."

And what happened, what type of transfer? What communion happened in this moment?

In a single moment it happened. And the philosopher bowed and thanked Buddha and said,

"With your loving kindness, I have cleared away my delusions and entered the true path."

When a Buddha is silent, and if you also can be silent, then being is transferred, not

knowledge; not what Buddha knows, but what Buddha is. Being is transferred. Suddenly he

enters you, if you are silent. And this man who was genuinely asking about the true path, and

who was asking not to use words and not to use wordlessness, who was denying all duality,

was ready. Buddha kept silent. The philosopher looked at Buddha -- the look was there. He

was attentive, he gave his total attention. What was happening?

He was not thinking -- he had finished that, he had thought enough. That is why I say that

whenever a philosopher comes, it is a transformation. He was fed up with it. You are still not

fed up with it. You still cling to it, because you have not thought to the very end. You still

hope that some day, through thinking, you may come to a conclusion, because you have not

gone to the very end. If you go to the very end you will know that thinking never gives any

conclusions, it is never conclusive. It only gives you the feeling that soon the door is to open.

The door opens, of course, but only opens into another room.

Then there is another door. It also opens, but into another room. You are never out of it;



the house seems to be infinite, millions of rooms. From one room you enter another, from

another you enter another, and you go on moving and always hoping, "This door will lead me

out." It leads only again into a room.

If you have gone to the very end, as this man had gone, then you can listen in silence. He

was not waiting for any answer, because he knows answers cannot be given without words,

answers cannot be given without wordlessness -- all answers will be either this or that.

Buddha kept silent. That man looked at Buddha. In that look the two personalities

dissolved. They were not two -- in that moment there was one; two bodies, two hearts

throbbing, but one being, all the boundaries transcended. Buddha trespassed him, he entered.

It is a transfer of being. The man tasted what Buddha is, not what he knows. He does not

know much -- you can defeat Buddha very easily. You can easily know more, now more

knowledge is available; that is not the question. But Buddha has more being.

Gurdjieff used to ask every seeker, whosoever would come to him... the first question

Gurdjieff used to ask was whether you are in search of knowledge or of being. "You want to

know more, or do you want to be more?" These are basically different dimensions. And if

somebody would say, "I want to know more," Gurdjieff would say, "This door is closed. I am

not here to impart knowledge to you. You go... there are many departments, universities,

colleges; they are imparting knowledge -- you go there. When you are fed up with

knowledge, then come and knock. If I am alive, this door is open, but this door is open only

for those who are in search of being."

What are you going...? Even if you come to know, how is it going to help? A man can

know everything about water, but how is it going to satisfy the thirst? It is so patently foolish!

You may know that H2O is the basis of all water, and a man is dying of thirst in a desert and

you write the formula on paper that this is the secret of water. He will say, "Okay, this is the

secret. But what about my thirst?"

A man is dying without love and you go on feeding him knowledge about love. How is it

going to help? There are millions of books about love, but not even a single lover can be

satisfied by them. How is it going to help? A man is dying; he is dying and you talk about

immortality. This is not going to feed him. This is not going to create immortality for him.

Being is needed; somebody to impart being, not knowledge. Knowledge is about and

about; being is at the center, knowledge is at the periphery. You have come to me... have you

come to gather more knowledge? Then you have come to a wrong person; then you are

wasting your time. But if you are in search of being, then something is possible.

At that moment this miracle happened, the mystery of Buddha opened. It always opens in

silence, just like a flower opens at midnight. Nobody knows: it opens in silence. If somebody

is there who can wait patiently, then the flower can impart, share his being. Buddha entered

in that moment.

Ananda, who was Buddha's chief disciple, couldn't understand what was happening,

because he was after knowledge. He was needed in a way, but he was not the right seeker,

and it is because of Ananda that we know all that Buddha said. He collected -- he was the

tape recorder. But now tape recorders are available, so I don't need any Ananda. And that was

not good -- a thing that can be done by a mechanical device should not be done by a man,

because doing it he becomes mechanical.

Ananda could repeat every single word Buddha used in forty years. His was one of these

rare memories. When Buddha died he repeated the whole forty years -- thousands of pages,

and he recorded them. He was needed, but he was not the real seeker -- a recorder, and a

good recorder, but for himself he was missing something.



If you are recording what I am saying, you are missing something. Don't be a memory

before me, don't record -- understand! Because when you are in the effort to record, you

misunderstand. And there are many people who think, "First record it, then we will try and

understand it."

I have seen many people who take notes. Here I am talking and they are taking notes.

Here they are missing me, and at home they will look at their notes and then try to understand

them. There are people who will go to the Himalayas, and then what they will do there? They

will just hunt for good scenery and pictures and take photographs. There the Himalayas don't

exist, only the camera. Then back home they will look at the album and enjoy them. You

could have bought pictures, there was no need to go to the Himalayas. Professional

photographers are doing that -- there is no need for you to go -- and you cannot do better than

the professionals, your photographs will be amateurish. But then, sitting at home, you will

enjoy them. You missed the Himalayas and you have brought only secondhand photographs.

Try to understand what I am saying. Try to be! Don't record it, there is no need. Just

forget what I said. If you have really understood, it will follow you like a fragrance. No need

to carry it in the memory, it will be part of your being.

In that moment, the philosopher understood. He bowed down in deep gratitude. And what

did he say? The words are very significant. He said: "WITH YOUR LOVING KINDNESS..."

Not, "With your great wisdom..." No! Not, "You know so much, you are all-knowing. Your

wisdom, your knowledge..." No, that was not the point -- "WITH YOUR LOVING

KINDNESS..."

Buddha says that when one becomes enlightened, he has two things in him -- they flower

simultaneously. One is karuna -- kindness, loving kindness -- the other is wisdom, prajna:

these two things flower in him. So if you are a seeker after knowledge, he will talk to you

through his wisdom, but that is secondary. But if you are a seeker of being, he will talk to you

through his loving kindness -- through his karuna. Wisdom can miss the target, but karuna

never misses, loving kindness never misses.

When this man said, "Without words and without no-words, will you tell me the truth?"

he was saying, "I am not here to know more. I have already done too much of that; I have

gathered much knowledge but it never gives you freedom. Rather, on the contrary, it becomes

an imprisonment. Now I am here to know something about being, to be myself. I want the

taste not the words. I want to enter."

Buddha remained silent, looked from his whole being at the man with a deep-flowing

love and kindness. Whenever you look towards somebody with deep love something flows

from you to the other person, just like a river flows to the ocean. But the other person needs

to be just like a valley, only then it can flow; otherwise it cannot flow.

Just the other day somebody asked me, "I have come to see you; you are sitting on the

chair and I am sitting down. Why? Why not another chair for me?"

I said, "It is possible and I am not losing anything in it. You can have an even taller chair

than me, or you can just go on the roof and sit there; but I am not losing anything. You will

lose much because it is simply symbolic."

You have to be a valley, only then the river can flow, just like the water flows towards the

valley. You have to be a valley -- a deep humbleness, a receptivity, a womb -- so that you can

receive.

This man remained silent before Buddha -- humble, ready to receive. And Buddha looked

at him with a deep love, infinite love, he flowed into him... he got the taste. He lived Buddha

for a moment. He had the glimpse, as if for a single moment the darkness disappeared and



there was lightning. For a single moment, when Buddha's being touched this man, there was

lightning -- everything changed.

He bowed down in deep gratitude and said, "WITH YOUR LOVING KINDNESS, I

HAVE CLEARED AWAY MY DELUSIONS..." Delusions cannot be cleared away through

theories. No philosophy can help. Delusions are very real; they need something more real

than they are, only then can they be dispelled.

If you are in the delusion of sex, no theories will be of any help. Only a love flowing

towards you will dispel them, because love is a higher reality than sex. If you are in delusions

about the world, only a buddha can dispel them. If he flows in you, for that moment there is

no world. For that moment only Buddha existed, there was no world. For that moment, even

the seeker was not there. He said:

"I HAVE CLEARED AWAY MY DELUSIONS AND ENTERED THE TRUE PATH."
AFTER THE PHILOSOPHER HAD GONE ANANDA ASKED BUDDHA...

He must have been puzzled, "What is happening?" Buddha has not said anything. If he

had, Ananda would have recorded it. If I keep silence, this tape recorder will miss. The tape

recorder, if it can ask, will ask, "What happened?" -- because the tape recorder can only

record the visible, the sound, the physical. The spiritual is completely beyond it.

Ananda was deeply puzzled -- "What is happening?" He must have been ready: "This

man has raised a great question. Now what is Buddha going to say?" And then Buddha said

nothing. Not only that -- it happened many times that Buddha would not say anything, that

was not new -- but this man bowed down as if he had received something. And he said, "I

have entered the true path." And he said, "Through your loving kindness, all my delusions are

cleared away."

Ananda was present and he missed. How will you be able to understand what happened?

Why had Ananda missed? He was not humble; that remained the whole problem for him. He

was a cousin-brother of Buddha, an elder cousin-brother -- that created the whole trouble. He

always deep down believed that he was older than Buddha -- and he knows this man from his

very childhood: "He may have become wise in some ways, he may be a little further ahead

than me, but I am his elder brother." That continued in his unconscious, created the barrier.

It is very difficult... if a Jesus is born to your family, it is very difficult for the mother, for

the father, for the brothers, sisters, for the family, for the town, to recognize him. Impossible!

-- because how can you believe that a miracle can happen in your family? How can you

believe that a miracle has happened to this person, and has not happened to you? No, it is

impossible. You know yourself well, you know others also. Then either this man is

deceiving, or something of minor importance has happened which can happen to you also -- a

little effort is needed, no other problem is there.

This remained the barrier, and Ananda remained blind. He asked after the philosopher

had gone what the philosopher had attained, "Because I don't see anything being

communicated. I don't see anything happening, and this man says he has attained the path, he

has entered. What has happened?"

THE BUDDHA REPLIED -- and the reply is beautiful. He said, "A GOOD HORSE

RUNS EVEN AT THE SHADOW OF THE WHIP."

There are three types of horses -- all the three types are here! First type: unless you beat

him, he will not budge. You beat him and he will somehow carry the burden a little. You stop

beating and he stops. You have to be constantly on him, beating, whipping -- only then a little



progress is made.

Then there is another type of horse: so much beating is not needed. Just once you threaten

him or you are going to beat him, and he will move.

And then there is a third type of horse, the best. Just the shadow of the whip, not even the

whip, just the shadow of the whip -- you need not even raise the whip, just the possibility,

and he will run. This third type of horse attains enlightenment, in a single moment.

Buddha did nothing. He neither whipped this man, nor threatened him with hell and

heaven. He didn't even say anything, he remained silent. And in this silence the shadow was

seen. It was enough.

It happened once: Three ministers of Akbar, the great Moghul, did something wrong. It

was a crime, so he asked the one, "What should I do? What punishment?"

The man said, "It is enough that you asked." He went home and committed suicide. The

second man was sent to the jail for two years, and the third man was sent to the gallows.

Other ministers became very puzzled because the crime was the same; they were all

partners in one crime and all three had confessed. So they asked, "What type of justice is this,

that one man is not even told anything, he is left to go home? Another has been sentenced for

two years, and the third to the gallows?"

Akbar said, "They are three different types of horses. For the first, just the shadow of the

whip was enough. I asked him what type of punishment he would like, and he said this is

enough. He went home, committed suicide. This was too much! Enough punishment had

been given.

"The second man has been sent to jail for two years because less than that won't do. Now

he is continuously thinking: 'It was bad that I did it, and as soon as I am out of the jail I will

do some good deeds so the balance is regained.' He is not feeling any guilt, just missed, and

he will regain. He is thinking and planning how to come out and how....

"The third man -- even life imprisonment would not be enough, because he doesn't feel at

all that any crime has been done. Rather, on the contrary, he thinks it was because he was not

clever enough, that's why he has been caught. Next time he will be more clever, he will learn

the secrets, he will learn the tricks -- more and better -- that's all. He feels no guilt. No

punishment can help this man, this man has to be removed from society. And the first man

has removed himself because this was too much."

Said Buddha: "A GOOD HORSE RUNS EVEN AT THE SHADOW OF THE WHIP."

If you are understanding, the shadow is enough; no hell is needed for you. Those are

created for the third type of horse: those who will not listen. No heaven is needed for you, for

your greed and gratification; life is enough if you understand.

And if you feel, you will start changing through your feeling. A mutation happens if you

become more and more sensitive towards life. The very sensitivity gives you awareness,

alertness. Otherwise, even a Buddha cannot help.

I have heard: Mulla Nasruddin fingered a banker who was coming out of his office and

said, "What about two annas for a cup of coffee?"

The Mulla was looking so distraught, so sad, that the man felt for him, and he said, "Here

is one rupee. Take it and have eight cups of coffee." So Mulla went.

Next day he was again there on the steps of the office, and as the banker came out, he



punched his face, on the nose.

The man said, "Hey, what are you doing? And this is after I gave you one rupee just

yesterday? What type of thankfulness is this?"

Mulla said, "You and your lousy eight cups of coffee." And he punched him again on his

nose and said, "They kept me awake the whole night!"

Nobody has said to him, "Go and take eight cups of coffee right now!" Don't take even a

buddha in too much of a dose, it will keep you awake the whole night -- and you may like to

punch my nose! Be understanding, sensitive. Move according to your understanding, your

possibility, your capacity. Look always at the shadow of the whip, and move according to the

shadow. Be more alert, more and more alert, otherwise even religion can be poison;

otherwise you can fall into hell because of a buddha.

Buddha is not the certainty, he is not the guarantee. Finally your own awareness... If you

are aware, by and by, you will see that less and less thoughts come to the mind. The old pail

breaks. The water flows out. It makes no reflection of the moon, and only when the reflection

is gone can you look at the sky, at the real moon. No water, no moon.

Enough for today.
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JUST BEFORE NINAKAWA PASSED AWAY THE ZEN MASTER IKKYU VISITED HIM. "SHALL I
LEAD YOU ON?" IKKYU ASKED.
NINAKAWA REPLIED, "I CAME HERE ALONE, AND I GO ALONE. WHAT HELP COULD YOU BE
TO ME?"
IKKYU ANSWERED, "IF YOU THINK YOU REALLY COME AND GO, THAT IS YOUR DELUSION.
LET ME SHOW YOU THE PATH IN WHICH THERE IS NO COMING AND GOING."
WITH HIS WORDS, IKKYU HAD REVEALED THE PATH SO CLEARLY THAT NINAKAWA SMILED
AND PASSED AWAY.

Death is the crescendo, the highest peak that life can attain. In the moment of death much

is possible. If you have been preparing and preparing, meditating and waiting, then at the

moment of death enlightenment is very easily possible -- because death and enlightenment

are similar. A master, one who is enlightened, can easily make you enlightened at the

moment of death. Even before, whenever it happens, you have to be ready to die.

What happens in death? Suddenly you are losing your body, suddenly you are losing your

mind. Suddenly you feel you are going away from yourself -- all that you believe to be

yourself. It is painful, because you feel you are going to be drowned into emptiness. You will

be nowhere now, because you were always identified with the body and the mind, and you

never knew the beyond; you never knew yourself beyond the body and the mind. You got so

fixed and obsessed with the periphery that the center was completely forgotten.

In death you have to encounter this fact: that the body is going, now it cannot be retained

any more. The mind is leaving you -- now you are no more in control of the mind. The ego is

dissolving -- you cannot even say 'I'. You tremble with fear, on the verge of nothingness. You

will be no more.

But if you have been preparing, if you have been meditating -- and preparation means if

you have been making all efforts to use death, to use this abyss of nothingness -- rather than

being pulled into it you have been getting ready to jump into it, it makes a lot of difference. If

you are being pulled into it, grudgingly -- you don't want to go into it and you have been

snatched -- then it is painful. Much anguish! And the anguish is so intense that you will

become unconscious in the moment of death. Then you miss.



But if you are ready to jump there is no anguish. If you accept and welcome it, and there

is no complaint -- rather, you are happy and celebrating that the moment has come, and now I

can jump out of this body which is a limitation, can jump out of this body which is a

confinement, can jump out of this ego which has always been a suffering -- if you can

welcome, then there is no need to become unconscious. If you can become accepting,

welcoming -- what Buddhists call tathata, to accept it, and not only to accept, because the

word accept is not very good, deep down some nonacceptance is hidden in it -- no, if you

welcome, if it is such a celebration, an ecstasy, if it is a benediction, then you need not

become unconscious.

If it is a benediction, you will become perfectly conscious in that moment. Remember

these two things: if you reject, if you say no, you will become totally unconscious; if you

accept, welcome, and say yes with your full heart, you will become perfectly conscious. Yes

to death makes you perfectly conscious; no to death makes you perfectly unconscious -- and

these are the two ways of dying.

A Buddha dies totally accepting. There is no resistance, no fight between him and death.

Death is divine; you die fighting.

If a man has been preparing, getting ready, at the moment of death the master can be

miraculously helpful. Just a word at the right moment and the flame inside suddenly

explodes, you become enlightened -- because the moment is such, so intense, you are so

concentrated at one point.

This is happening in this story. Ikkyu is one of the greatest masters, a very rare,

revolutionary, nonconformist. Once he stayed in a temple. The night was very cold and there

were three wooden Buddhas in the temple, so he burned one Buddha to warm himself. The

priest became aware -- he was fast asleep, it was in the middle of the night and the night was

very cold -- he became aware that something was going on, so he looked.

Buddha was burning! -- and this man Ikkyu was sitting, happy, warming his hands. The

priest became mad; he said, "What are you doing? Are you a madman? -- and I thought you

to be a Buddhist monk, that's why I allowed you to stay in the temple. And you have done the

most sacrilegious act."

Ikkyu looked at the priest and said, "But the buddha within me was feeling very cold. So

it was a question whether to sacrifice the living Buddha to the wooden one, or to sacrifice the

wooden one to the living one. And I decided for life."

But the priest was so mad with anger, he couldn't listen to what Ikkyu was saying. He

said, "You are a madman. You simply get out of here! You have burned Buddha."

So Ikkyu started to poke the burned Buddha -- ashes were there, the statue was almost

completely finished. He started to poke with a stick. The priest asked, "What are you doing?"

He said, "I am trying to find the bones of Buddha."

So the priest laughed, he said, "You are either a fool or a madman. And you are

absolutely mad! You cannot find bones there, because it is just a wooden Buddha."

Ikkyu laughed, he said, "Then bring the other two. The night is still very cold and the

morning is still far away."

This Ikkyu was a very rare man. He was turned out immediately, out of the temple. In the

morning he was sitting just on the side of the street outside the temple -- worshipping a

milestone, putting flowers, doing his prayers. So the priest said, "You fool! In the night you

misbehaved with Buddha. What have you done? You have committed a sin, and now what

are you doing with this milestone? This is not a statue."

Ikkyu said, "When you want to pray, everything is a statue. At that time the buddha



within was feeling very cold. At this time the buddha within is feeling very prayerful."

This man Ikkyu had thousands of disciples all over the country, and he used to wander

from one place to another to help disciples. This story is about one of his disciples,

Ninakawa. He was just on the verge, almost enlightened. But 'almost enlightened' means

nothing; you can move back, from the last point also you can fall. Unless it has happened, it

has not happened. From the very last moment, when only one step remains and you will

become an enlightened one, you can come back. This Ninakawa was almost enlightened but

still in the grip of the scriptures, because unless you reach to the truth, it is very difficult to

get out of the grip of the scriptures.

It is very difficult to get out of the prison of words. It happens only when you are really

enlightened. Then you can see that words are just words: nothing is there, they are not

substantial, they are made of the stuff dreams are made of. They are just ripples in the mind,

nothing else; sounds in the mind. And the meaning? Meaning is given by us; it is not there,

no word is meaningful. And any word can become meaningful by common agreement.

So it is just a social phenomenon, not concerned with truth at all. But people live by

words: if someone says something against Jesus and you are a Christian you will be ready to

kill him, or be ready to be killed -- it is a question of life and death. Someone says something

against Mohammed, a Mohammedan gets mad. Just a word -- 'Mohammed' is just a word,

'Jesus' is just a word -- but people live by words.

I have heard: Once Mulla Nasruddin caught hold of a man on the street and said, "I am in

a very difficult situation: my wife is hungry, my children are ill. Will you help me a little?"

The man looked at Nasruddin; he was really in a sad plight. He asked, "Why should I

help you? But one thing I would like to ask: what brought you to this sad plight? How did

you become so miserable? What has happened to you?"

Nasruddin said, "It is a long story. But to say it in short: just a few years ago I was also a

businessman like you, and beggars used to catch hold of me on the street. Everything was

going wonderfully. Then a catastrophe...."

The man became interested. He said, "Then what happened?"

Mulla Nasruddin said, "My business was very good, money was pouring in continuously.

I was a very industrious worker, totally absorbed in my business. And I had a motto on my

table: 'Think constructively! Act decisively!' and money continued pouring in. And then..."

Mulla Nasruddin's frame started convulsing and he said, "then my wife burned the motto.

That motto, 'Think constructively! Act decisively!' -- the whole thing depended on that motto.

And my wife burned it! That was the greatest catastrophe, and that has led me to this sad

plight."

Have you ever thought, if your scriptures are burned, what will happen to you? If your

mottos are burned, what will happen to you? If your words are burned, what will happen to

you? You will be in a very sad plight. That's why, if someone says anything against the Bible,

you become mad. It is not because he is saying something against the Bible -- he is burning

your motto. You depend on the word. And you depend on the word because you don't know

what truth is. If you come to know what truth is you will throw all the words, you will burn

all the mottos.

Mulla Nasruddin seems to be foolish -- he is not. He is just a representative human being,

the most representative, the normal. He is you, in all your absurdities -- but magnified, of

course.



This Ninakawa was struggling his whole life, meditating, sitting, using many techniques,

trying in every way to become calm and quiet and still; but he was still in the grip of

scripture. The day he was dying Ikkyu visited him. That was the moment now to push this

man into the infinite abyss. He may miss, because at the time of death, if scripture is there,

you will miss.

You need to be totally vacant, you need to be totally empty; only then can you meet

death, because death is emptiness. And only the alike can know the alike, the same can

understand the same. If you are filled, even with a single word, you will miss, because then

the mind is there -- and death has no mind, death has no thought; death is simply falling into

emptiness.

So Ikkyu came to push this disciple at the last moment. He had been missing his whole

life -- he should not miss this last moment. And I also tell you: if you miss your whole life,

then there is only one possibility and only one hope -- at the moment of death. But no need to

wait for it, it can happen right now. If it is not happening right now, then go on trying. But

get ready for death. If you are ready, I will be there to push you. If you are ready, then it is

very easy: just a little jerk, and the mind blows.

JUST BEFORE NINAKAWA PASSED AWAY THE ZEN MASTER IKKYU VISITED HIM.

Masters have been visiting always. It may not have actually happened, remember that; it

may not have actually happened. It may be, it is possible, that nobody else than Ninakawa

saw the master visiting him. It may have actually happened, but that is irrelevant. One thing

is certain: that while Ninakawa was dying, just at the last moment the master was there. This

dialogue happened with Ninakawa and Ikkyu. There may have been many others there, they

may not have heard it at all; they may not have seen Ikkyu coming at all. It was or it was not

a physical visit. But it happened, and it did... whatsoever was needed was done.

"SHALL I LEAD YOU ON?" IKKYU ASKED. NINAKAWA REPLIED...

A man of scripture, particularly Buddhist, because in Buddhism the guru is not accepted.

Buddha is the greatest guru, but in Buddhism the guru is not accepted. They have a reason for

it. Because the human mind is so complex, it creates trouble everywhere: the guru is to

liberate you, but you can make a bondage out of him. Hindus have been teaching that without

the guru, without the master, there is no liberation. And this is true, absolutely true, but by the

time of Buddha it became a bondage.

Without the guru, without the master, there is no liberation. So people started becoming

slaves of masters, because without them there is no liberation. Look at the human mind and

the stupidity: a master is to liberate, but you can become a slave to the master because only

he can liberate; then you can become just docile. Much slavery was created; nobody else on

this earth has created such a deep slavery as Hindus. You cannot come across a single

revolution in the whole history of Hinduism against the priest. No -- the whole thing was so

settled and so fixed and systematized, and everybody was aware that if you rebel against the

priest there is no liberation -- he is the guru, he is the master.

The untouchables -- the sudras -- have existed in the most miserable condition. They are

the greatest of slaves and they have the longest history of slavery, but never have they



revolted against it, because it was not possible. The guru, the master, the brahmin -- he is the

door to the divine. You have missed this life, and if you rebel you miss the other also -- so

remain a slave.

Then came Buddha, and he said, "No need for the guru" -- not because there is no need

for the guru: he said no need for the guru, and he meant no need to become a slave -- but that

was the only way to say it. So Buddha says, "Be a light unto yourself. Nobody is needed to

lead you. Nobody is needed to guide you. You are enough unto yourself."

This is the greatest possibility of being free, of freedom. But you can misuse this also, this

is the problem. Then you think that if there is no need for a master, then why listen to the

Buddha? If there is no need for the master, then why go to the Buddha? If I am totally

independent, then I am Buddha myself. That happened through Buddhism: slavery didn't

happen, but deep egoism happened. But both are the two extremes: either you become an

egoist -- because no guru, no master, nobody to follow -- or you become a slave, because

without the guru there is no liberation.

Can't you be in the middle? Can't you just stand in the middle without moving to the

extreme? If you can be in the middle, the mind disappears.

Ikkyu came, and he said, "Shall I lead you?"

Ikkyu asked the basic Buddhist question, and Ikkyu knows that if he is still burdened with

the scripture he will say, "No, who can lead anybody? Nobody is a guru. Every soul is

absolutely independent. I am a light unto myself." If he is burdened with the scripture, this

will be the response. If he is not burdened with the scripture, then the response can be any --

infinite possibilities open.

NINAKAWA REPLIED, "I CAME HERE ALONE..." This is what Buddha says "... I GO ALONE. WHAT
HELP COULD YOU BE TO ME?"

Everybody is born alone, goes alone; and in the middle of these two, coming and going,

you may delude yourself that you are with somebody, but you still remain alone. Because if

you are in the beginning alone and in the end alone, how in the middle can you be with

somebody? The wife, the husband, the friend, the society, are all illusions. You remain alone,

aloneness is your nature. You can be deluded, that's all. You can have dreams, that's all, but

the other remains always the other and there is no meeting point. This is the basic Buddhist

teaching to make man free.

That's why Buddha even denied God, because if there is God how can you be alone? He

is always there. Even when you are in your bathroom he is there -- because he is omnipotent,

omnipresent. You cannot escape him; wherever you go he will be there. He is the cosmic eye,

the cosmic spy, following you. Whatsoever you do, he will be looking! It is very difficult to

escape God; if he is, then he is everywhere. You cannot hide -- this is beautiful if you can

understand -- and religious people used it to help.

Hindus, Mohammedans, Christians, they have all used the omnipresence of God. It is a

great help, because if you can really feel God following you like a shadow everywhere, you

will become very, very much alert and aware -- because he is there. You are not alone, you

cannot relax into sin, you cannot relax into ignorance, sleepiness -- he is there. The presence

will make you alert.

This is the right use. But otherwise the presence can become a bondage, a heavy burden,

anxiety.

I have heard about a Christian nun who would not even take her bath in the nude. No, she



would continue to have her clothes on even under the shower, so somebody asked, "What are

you doing?"

She said, "How I can be naked? -- because God is everywhere." But if God is everywhere

-- in the bathroom -- he is inside the clothes also, you cannot escape him. He is inside you.

He is everywhere.

This can become a deep anxiety, just like when you are taking your bath, and you become

aware that somebody is peeping through the keyhole -- you become anxious. And God is the

cosmic Peeping Tom -- he is sitting at every keyhole; you cannot do anything without his

knowing it; you make love and he is there. Whatsoever you do he knows, and everything is

recorded.

This can become a deep anxiety, a neurosis; this can create guilt, and then you have

missed. And remember: every key that can open a door can destroy the lock also if you use it

wrongly. There is a way, a right way to use a key; only then it opens the lock. If you use it

wrongly, the lock may be destroyed. And as the mind is, it always uses keys in a wrong way.

Then somebody is needed who must say to you, "Throw this key, because this key is now

useless. This is only destroying the lock, not helping you in any way."

Buddha said no guru is needed -- because in his time the guru meant the brahmin.

Krishnamurti is saying the same thing: no guru is needed. But there is another possibility -- it

may give you freedom. If it gives you freedom it is perfectly okay. But it may give you

egoism and that's the problem, there is the rub. If it gives you egoism, you may not become a

slave to somebody else, but you have become a slave to your own ego. And remember,

nobody can be such a dangerous master as your ego can be. Nobody can make you so blind

as your ego can make you. Nobody can lead you to such hells as your ego can lead you.

Ikkyu just wanted to know whether this man is still clinging to the scriptures, or he has

come to understand Buddha. Understanding is different, clinging is different. Clinging is to

the dead letter. If he has understood, then Buddha is the greatest master. If he has not

understood, then he will not allow; even at the point of death, he will cling to the scriptures.

Ikkyu was standing there, and was asking, "Can I lead you? Shall I lead you on? ...

Because the path is unknown. You have never been through it, I have been along it. I know

how to die, I know how to celebrate death. I know how to lose yourself into death, and then

you never lose; then the real self is born for the first time. I know the secret of dying and

rebirth. Can I lead you on?"

NINAKAWA REPLIED -- he refused -- he said: "I CAME HERE ALONE, AND I GO

ALONE. WHAT HELP COULD YOU BE TO ME?"

And he was in need of help. If he was not in need of help he would have simply laughed,

smiled; he would have said, "Thank you." There was no need to use these words from the

scriptures. Why do you use scriptures? They are rationalizations. Whenever you are uncertain

you use the scripture, because the scripture is very certain. Whenever you are in doubt, you

use Buddha, Krishna, Christ, because they can hide your hesitation, they can hide your

reality, they can give you a false confidence.

Whenever you are using others' words you are hiding your ignorance. This man was not

saying, "I CAME HERE ALONE" -- this was not his experience. He was not saying "... AND

I GO ALONE." He was repeating words, and you cannot deceive a master with words.

IKKYU ANSWERED, "IF YOU THINK YOU REALLY COME AND GO..."



These are the most beautiful words ever uttered -- the essence of all the Upanishads, the

essence of all Buddhas and Mahaviras, just in one sentence.

"IF YOU THINK YOU REALLY COME AND GO, THAT IS YOUR DELUSION. LET ME SHOW YOU
THE PATH ON WHICH THERE IS NO COMING AND NO GOING."

This is really very difficult and subtle.

Says Ikkyu, "If you think you really come and go, then the ego is there. Who comes?

Who goes? If you think you come and go, you don't know; then you are simply repeating

Buddha's words" -- there is the catch.

If you have come to know that, "I come alone, and I go alone," then there is no coming

and no going, because the soul is never born, never dies. Life is an eternal continuum. It

continues. It never comes, never goes. This body may have been born, this body may die --

but that life, the energy, the self, the soul, or whatsoever you call the consciousness that

exists in this body, has never been born and will not die. That consciousness is continuous.

There has never been any break in it.

If you really know, then you know that there is no coming, no going. Who comes? Who

goes? If you don't understand, if you have not realized this, then you will say, "I come alone."

But then this 'I' is the ego; then this 'I' is not the self. When you say, "I go alone," the

emphasis is on 'I' -- and the 'I' is the bondage. If there is no 'I', suddenly you will see that you

have never been born, and are never going to die; then there is no beginning and no end.

Says Jesus... somebody asked Jesus, "Are you the messiah we have been waiting for?

Who are you? Tell us about you."

Jesus said, "Before Abraham was, I am."

Abraham must have been thousands of years before, and Jesus says, "Before Abraham

was, I am." The sentence is really very absurd, logically absurd, grammatically wrong:

"Before Abraham was, I am." Abraham is in the past; Jesus says, "Before he was..." and

Abraham is the first prophet. There is every possibility that Abraham is just a changed name

of Ram, because in old Hebrew it is not Abraham, it is Abram. And Ab simply means

respect, just like Shree Ram; it is just to pay respect. There is every possibility that Abraham

is no one else than Ram.

Says Jesus, "Before Abraham was, I am." For Abraham he uses the past tense: he has

been and is no more; the manifestation was there and now is no more. But "I am," because "I

am always: I was, I am here, I will be."

The innermost consciousness knows no birth, no death; knows no past, no present, no

future; knows no time. It is eternal, and eternity is not part of time.

Said Ikkyu, "IF YOU THINK YOU REALLY COME AND GO -- if you think that there is a coming and
going -- YOU ARE IN DELUSION. LET ME SHOW YOU THE PATH ON WHICH THERE IS NO
COMING AND GOING."

What have buddhas been doing? They have simply been show-ing you that you are

perfect -- as you are. No change is needed. You have not to go anywhere, you have not to

move a single inch. As you are, you are in your perfect glory, here and now. There is no

coming and no going. Just become aware of the phenomenon that you are. Just become aware

who you are! Just be alert! And then nothing is to be achieved, no effort is to be made,



because from the very beginning, before Abraham was, you are. You have seen the creation

of the world, you will see the end of the world, but there is no beginning to you and no end to

you.

You are the witness, and the witness cannot have any beginning and cannot have any end.

If you had been alert you would have seen your own birth. If you can die consciously, you

will see that death is happening in the body and you are just an onlooker. So the body dies,

and you are just the witness. And if you can be a witness in the death, then in the next life, in

the birth, you will be a witness. You will see that the mind is choosing a womb: hovering all

around the earth, finding a woman, a couple, making love -- you will see it.

Just as if you are hungry: you go to the market, and you can be a witness that your eyes,

your mind is looking at the hotels, restaurants, to find the right place where you can have

your food. You are hungry, but if you get too identified with the hunger then you cannot be a

witness. Otherwise, hunger is there, but you are not the hunger. How can you be the hunger?

-- otherwise who will know that you are hungry?

Hunger, to be known, needs someone else beyond the hunger who can look and see, who

can become alert. If you can become alert in hunger, then you can see how your mind is

searching for a right place to have your food. The same happens after death: your mind is in

search of a right womb. You choose, you see what is happening.

If you are in search of a particular womb, if you are a very good soul or a very bad soul,

then you may take many years to find a right womb -- very difficult. If you are just an

ordinary person, just normal, nothing special good or bad, neither a Hitler nor a Gandhi, then

you can be born immediately; there is no need, because everywhere ordinary, normal,

standard wombs are available. Then, this moment you die and the next moment you are born

-- not even a single moment is lost.

But for a Hitler it may take many, many years -- and it is good, we are fortunate, because

he is a very perverted soul, very perverted. You cannot imagine his perversion, he perverted

everything. And whenever a man becomes perverted, the first thing to be perverted is his

love, because sex remains the root of your being. The first thing to be perverted is sex. When

sex goes wrong, everything goes wrong; when sex is natural, everything remains natural.

Study Hitler's sexual life and you will be simply amazed; you cannot believe what he was

doing. He would find beautiful women, but would never make love to them. What would he

do? You cannot imagine! He would force those beautiful women... he would sit down and he

would force them that they should urinate on his head. What type of man...? What is he

doing? And he enjoyed it very much: not only urination, they should also defecate on him.

And the women felt very guilty -- what is he doing? -- but he was such a powerful man: if

you don't follow him... he killed many. All his beloveds were either killed by him or they

committed suicide -- because this is such a perversion! But he felt very good. What was the

matter?

He was so guilty he wanted to punish himself; even through love he was punishing. He

was so guilty, and the guilt was so strong... if you are so guilty you cannot love, because love

can only come of the heart of one who is not guilty, who doesn't feel any guilt, who is just a

child, innocent. Then love flows, then it becomes a celebration. But if you are guilty, then

through love you start punishing yourself, or you start punishing the other. You cannot enjoy

love, because you feel you are so guilty, so bad -- how you can enjoy love? You create a hell

out of love. This seems impossible, because outside his room Hitler is almost a god, people

worship him. And inside his room he feels himself so inferior, guilty, condemned, that he

wants to punish himself, even through love.



This type of man will not easily find a womb -- almost impossible. For centuries he will

have to wait, only then he can find such a womb, such a man and such a woman making love,

who are so guilt-ridden, so condemned in themselves, only then can he choose the womb. But

this happens unconsciously, so you need not worry much about it. You die unconsciously,

unconsciously you are born -- it happens automatically. The mind moves, just gropes in the

dark and enters a womb. But if you die consciously, then the next birth is going to be

conscious.

If you die consciously and are born consciously you will know that there is no birth and

no death, only a body has been chosen. You remain the same, only the house changes. If you

change your old clothes, do you say this is a new birth, I am born? No, because you have

only changed the clothes; you remain the same.

This is how one who becomes alert comes to know that all changes are just changes of

dresses and houses and places, situations, circumstances, but you remain the same; the center

never changes, it is eternal.

Says Ikkyu, "IF YOU THINK YOU REALLY COME AND GO THAT IS YOUR

DELUSION. LET ME SHOW YOU THE PATH ON WHICH THERE IS NO COMING

AND GOING."

What is that path? Is there really a path? Because we have to use language, that's why he

says 'path'. Otherwise there is no path, because a path always leads somewhere. No path can

lead to you because you are already there. If you want to come to me there is a path, has to

be. If you come to somebody you have to follow a path, go through a passage, a bridge,

something or other -- because you are moving outward. But if you want to go inward there is

no path. You are already there. A sudden jerk is needed and you simply feel that you are

there.

It is just like when you dream in the night: you fall into sleep in Poona, and in the dream

you are back at your London home, or in New York, or in Calcutta, or in Tokyo, and in the

dream you completely forget that you are in Poona. Then what is needed? Just a jerk.

Somebody comes and wakes you up. Will you wake up in London, Tokyo, New York, or in

Poona? It would have been very difficult, it will create a very absurd world, if you are

dreaming of New York and suddenly somebody wakes you and you wake up in New York!

Then this world would have been a nightmare. But you wake up in Poona; the dream

disappears.

Buddhas have been teaching this: that there is no need to go anywhere, because you are

already there where you want to go; but you are in a dream. Only in a dream have you moved

from the center -- you cannot move from there. You are there. For millions of lives you may

have been dreaming, but you have not moved from the center where you are. Nobody can

move. Just a jerk, just somebody to shock you... you become alert and suddenly the dream

disappears. The dreamland and New York and London, they disappear, and you are here and

now.

This jerk, this shock can be given very easily at the moment of death -- because the whole

body-mind is going through a great change. Everything is in chaos. In a chaos you can be

made alert more easily because everything is uncomfortable. When everything is comfortable

it is difficult to bring a man out of the dream -- nobody really wants to come out of a

comfortable dream. Only when the dream becomes a nightmare, then you scream.



I have heard: One night Mulla Nasruddin screamed so loudly that even the neighbors

came to ask what has happened. Mulla Nasruddin was sitting on his bed weeping, tears

flowing down, and his wife was consoling him, saying, "It was just a dream Nasruddin. Why

are you creating so much nuisance? -- the neighbors have come, there is a crowd."

Nasruddin said, "But the dream was such... let me first tell you the dream. In the dream I

went to a wife auction -- such beautiful women. One woman fetched ten thousand rupees,

another five thousand, and many for thousands.

"I had no money. I tried and tried but there was no money. I looked in all my pockets" --

and he had one pocket, he would never look in it -- he said, "I even looked in that pocket."

There was a special pocket he would never look in. And if something was lost people

would ask, "Have you looked in all the pockets? Why not in this one?"

He would say, "Because that still gives me hope. If I look in that pocket also, hope is

gone, because I think there maybe still is a possibility... but I never look in it because I know

well it is not there."

He said, "I looked even in that special pocket -- and no money. I was weeping and

crying."

But his wife was not interested in this. She asked, "Nasruddin, and were there wives there

like me also?" She asked foolishly, as any woman will ask, because no woman is interested in

other beautiful women; rather, she felt jealous. She asked, "What about wives like me? How

much were they fetching?"

Nasruddin said, "That's why I screamed. Wives like you those people had put in bundles.

One dozen, two dozen -- they were selling wives like you at one rupee a bunch. That's why I

screamed: no money to purchase, and that was what was happening to my wife!"

But he was crying and weeping even out of the dream.

Dreams are effective, they go deep, because in an unconscious mind the distinction is

really very vague; what is dream and what is real is very vague. They are mixed, the

boundaries are not so clear-cut, the boundaries are blurred.

Have you seen a child waking, and weeping because he has lost a toy he saw in the

dream? "I am looking around for the toy -- where has the toy disappeared to?"

But this child never dies in you. It dies only when you make much effort to become alert;

only then the dream and the reality become clear-cut distinctions. And once the vagueness is

lost, once the boundaries are not blurred, once you become aware what is dream, what is

reality, the dream stops -- because then the dream cannot continue. If you have become aware

the dream cannot continue. Even in a dream, if you become aware that this is a dream, the

dream will stop immediately.

So you never become aware in a dream that this is a dream, you always feel this is real.

For anything to continue, your feeling is needed that this is real. You give reality through the

feeling. If you withdraw the feeling, the dream disappears and only the reality remains.

It is a dream that you are in this world, and it is the reality that you exist in the divine. It

is a dream that you are in the market; it is the reality that you have never moved from the

very center of existence, from God. It is a dream you have moved in the market -- and a

dream can continue, there is no time limit. If you think you are the body, this is a dream --

you have never been a body. If you think you are born and you die, this is a dream -- you

have never been born and you can never die; that is impossible.

Said Ikkyu, "This is your delusion if you say, 'I come and I go.' There is no one to come

and no one to go. And there is no place to come to and no place to go to. Let me show you

the pathless path. Because then there can be no path -- because if there is no one to come and



no one to go, no place to come to and no place to go to, then how can the path exist? So let

me show you the pathless path on which there is no coming and no going."
WITH HIS WORDS, IKKYU HAD REVEALED THE PATH SO CLEARLY THAT NINAKAWA SMILED
AND PASSED AWAY.

It happened! You have heard the words -- but you are not Ninakawa, you are not that

ready, you are not on your deathbed -- that's the problem. You are still hoping for something

in life, your dream still has much meaning for you, you have investments in your dream. You

may have a desire to come out of the dream, but this desire is only half-hearted. The other

part goes on saying, "Dream it a little more, it is so beautiful."

One night Mulla Nasruddin called his wife and said, "Bring my specs, because I have

been seeing a beautiful dream and much more is promised to me. Bring my specs, because

the place is not so well lighted, and I cannot see clearly."

You may be having nightmares; in those moments you feel, "How to drop out of the

dream?" -- but you have beautiful dreams also; not only hellish dreams, you have heavenly

dreams. And that's the problem: unless you become aware that even a heavenly dream is a

dream and useless, you are not on the deathbed. Your desire continues, you go on watering

the world of dreams, feeding it, helping it to grow.

Ninakawa was on his deathbed, he was dying, there was no future left. He was in a chaos.

The whole system, the whole adjustment of body, mind and soul was getting looser and

looser. Things were falling apart, he was not together. The nightmare was intense, because it

is most intense in death. He was simply miserable in that moment: death and no future.

If there is no future you cannot dream, because dreams need space, time to move. That's

why death looks so dangerous, because it allows no time to think. You cannot hope, because

there is no tomorrow. Death does not kill you, it simply kills the tomorrow, and tomorrow has

been your very existence. You have never lived today, you have been always postponing for

tomorrow. And death kills the tomorrow, it simply burns your calendar -- suddenly the clock

stops, time doesn't move.

Without time what can you do? How can the mind think, desire, dream? Death closes the

door -- that is the fear.

Why does death make you so afraid and trembling and scared? Because there seems to be

no beyond, no possibility to escape from it. You cannot do anything because you cannot

think, and you know only one thing: thinking, nothing else. Your whole life has been a

thinking. Now, death allows no thinking. Only a man who has been meditating and has

realized no-thinking before death will not be afraid -- because he knows that thinking is not

life.

And he knows a different plenum of existence. He knows the depth, not the length of

existence. He is not moving from this moment to that, he is not moving from today to

tomorrow. He is moving in this moment, deeper and deeper and deeper; in today, deeper and

deeper and deeper. He is moving here and now, in the depth.

You touch this moment and you move to another moment; you have a horizontal

movement: from A to B, from B to C, from C to D. And a man who meditates goes on

moving from A1 to A2 to A3 -- in the depth -- not to B. He has no tomorrow. This here and

now is the only existence, then how can there be death for him? This moment you are alive;

only in the next moment can you die. This moment no one has ever died. This moment you



are alive, and this man who meditates moves into this moment -- how can he die?

Death will happen on the periphery; he will come to know about it. It will be just as you

come to know about a neighbor who is dead: he will come to know about it, that the body is

dead -- this will be news. He may even feel sorry for the body, but he is not dying.

Ninakawa was a meditator just on the verge of enlightenment, still clinging. You can take

a jump into the abyss, but still you can cling to a creeper -- and you can go on clinging,

afraid. You are almost in the abyss, sooner or later you will fall, but still for a moment more

the mind says, "Cling!" He was clinging to the scriptures, to the buddhas, to the words, the

doctrines. He was still repeating knowledge. Just a creeper -- sooner or later he will have to

leave this, because when life leaves you, how can words be retained? They will leave you.

With this, Ikkyu's revelation, he understood, he left the clinging. He smiled and passed

away.

You never smile. Either you weep or you laugh, but you never smile. A smile is just in

the middle, it is difficult for you. Either you weep or you laugh -- they are the possibilities,

the two extremes. Try to find out what this phenomenon of a smile is.

Only a buddha smiles, because it is just in the middle. A smile has both a sadness in it,

the sadness of the tears, and the happiness of laughter. A smile has both. Smiling is never

simple laughter: it has the expansion of laughter and the depth of sadness -- it is both. Look at

Buddha, meditate on him, and you will see in his face both a sadness and a happiness; a

blissful flowing of his being and still a deep sadness.

With these two chemicals, so to say, a smile is created. When you feel sad for everybody,

when you feel sad for the whole existence because they are unnecessarily suffering.... You

cannot imagine the sadness of a buddha, it is difficult for you. You only think that a buddha

is happy. He is happy as far as he himself is concerned, but for you? You cannot conceive his

difficulty -- because he sees you, and you are unnecessarily suffering, and nothing can be

done, you cannot be helped. A disease that is not there -- and incurable! And he knows that

just by the corner, just a turn of your being, and everything will be solved. But you will not

take that turn. You will jump and you will do many things, but you will always miss that

turn. You will grope in the dark, but somehow, miraculously, you always miss the door. You

know how to miss the door, you are perfect in that: how to miss the door and always go on

groping.

A buddha is in difficulty because he has realized something which is there with you

already. The same blissful existence, the same beauty, the same ecstasy that he has, you have.

And you go on crying, and you go on beating your chest, and you are in such a suffering --

and nothing can be done. A sadness...

It is said about Buddha that when he reached the door -- the final door beyond which

there is no door, and you cannot come back; that is the ultimate -- when he reached the door

of nirvana, the door was opened for him and there was welcome. Because once in millions of

years somebody reaches to the ultimate. But he turned his back towards the door and looked

at the world -- and they say he is still standing there, he has not entered.

The doorkeeper asked, "What are you doing? You have been endeavoring for this for

many, many lives. Now the door is open, come in."

And Buddha said, "Unless everybody who is suffering out there enters, I cannot enter. I

will be the last to enter." This is the sadness.

The story is really beautiful. Nobody can stand at that ultimate door, that's true; there is



no door like that and no doorkeeper. You fall, and there is no way to stop yourself. The story

is beautiful; that shows in a symbolic way the consciousness of a buddha -- the trouble, his

anguish, his suffering. It is not his suffering now, it is the suffering of others that makes him

sad.

It is as if you have awakened but everybody else is fast asleep, and they are dreaming and

dreaming nightmares -- screaming, jumping, crying, weeping, and you know that these are

just nightmares, but these people are so drunk and so fast asleep, you cannot help. If you try

to wake them up they become angry. They say, "Why are you disturbing our sleep? Who are

you?" You cannot wake them, and you have to see their suffering, and suffer it.

Buddha is sad -- for you. Buddha laughs deeply, his whole being is filled with laughter --

just like a tree has come to flower, everything has become a dance. And these both meet in

him: the laughter that bubbles and goes on coming out -- and still he cannot laugh because of

you -- and the sadness that you create. They both meet and the meeting creates a smile. A

smile is both laughter and tears.

You cannot smile -- you can laugh, you can weep. When you weep, how can you laugh?

Because in weeping it is always for yourself; it is a single element. When you laugh, you

laugh; how can you weep? -- because laughing is for yourself. In Buddha, the ego has

disappeared, now he is no more, the meeting has happened with the all. Two elements meet:

his consciousness which has become perfect, and all around millions of consciousnesses

which are perfect, suffering -- unnecessarily suffering, suffering without any cause -- these

two meet, and a sad and yet happy smile comes to his face.

He cannot weep because what you are doing is so foolish. He cannot laugh because that

will be too hard on you. At the most he can smile. This happened, so a smile has become a

symbol of one who has become enlightened.

WITH HIS WORDS, IKKYU HAD REVEALED THE PATH SO CLEARLY THAT NINAKAWA SMILED
AND PASSED AWAY.

Then it was not a death, but just a passing -- passing to another world, a passing to

another birth; then nobody was dying. And if you can die with a smile you know the art of

dying, and the whole of religion consists in the art of dying, nothing else than that.

Now I will repeat the first story we started, so that you don't forget it: forgetfulness is a

trick.

These ten days we have been talking about No Water, No Moon. It will remain just a talk

-- words and words and words -- if you are not ready to die. Be on your deathbed! Be a

Ninakawa! Then these words are so clear, as Ikkyu's never were. I tell you: these words are

as clear as Ikkyu's never were. You can also smile and pass away -- remember:

THE NUN CHIYONO STUDIED FOR YEARS, BUT WAS UNABLE TO FIND ENLIGHTENMENT.
ONE NIGHT, SHE WAS CARRYING AN OLD PAIL FILLED WITH WATER. AS SHE WAS WALKING
ALONG, SHE WAS WATCHING THE FULL MOON REFLECTED IN THE PAIL OF WATER.
SUDDENLY, THE BAMBOO STRIPS THAT HELD THE PAIL TOGETHER, BROKE, AND THE PAIL
FELL APART. THE WATER RUSHED OUT; THE MOON'S REFLECTION DISAPPEARED -- AND
CHIYONO BECAME ENLIGHTENED.
AFTERWARDS, SHE WROTE THIS POEM:
THIS WAY AND THAT WAY,
I TRIED TO KEEP THE PAIL TOGETHER,
HOPING THE WEAK BAMBOO



WOULD NEVER BREAK.
SUDDENLY THE BOTTOM FELL OUT.
NO MORE WATER;
NO MORE REFLECTION OF THE FULL MOON
IN THE WATER --
EMPTINESS IN MY HAND.

Go with emptiness in your hand, because that's all... that's all I can offer to you, and

nothing is greater than that. This is my gift: go with emptiness in your hand. If you can carry

emptiness in your hand, then everything becomes possible. Don't carry possessions, don't

carry knowledge, don't carry anything that fills the pot and becomes the water, because then

you will be seeing only the reflection. In wealth, in possessions, in houses, in cars, in

prestige, you will see only the reflection of the full moon. And the full moon is there waiting

for you.

Let the bottom drop! Don't try this way and that way to protect the old pail. It is not worth

it. Don't protect yourself, it is not worth it. Let the pail break down, let the water flow, let the

moon in the water disappear, because only then will you be able to raise your eyes towards

the real moon. It is always there in the sky -- but emptiness in the hand is needed. Remain

more and more empty, think yourself more and more empty, behave more and more as if you

are empty. By and by, by and by, you will have the taste of it. And once the taste comes, it is

so beautiful.

Once you know the taste of emptiness, you have known the very meaning of life. Carry

emptiness, drop the pail of water which is your ego, your mind and your thoughts, and

remember: no water, no moon -- emptiness in the hand.

Enough for today.
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